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1. Introduction

Introduction
In a number of ways 2012 was an exceptional year for the Institute for History. First of all, the research of the institute conducted between 2006 and 2011 was evaluated by an international peer review committee. Particularly for the management team of the Institute this implied going through a sequence of administrative procedures and preparing an elaborate self-evaluation document. Secondly, the Institute managed to substantially expand its research capacity. The amount of funding which was received from NWO and the European Union totaled to almost € 10 million. Never before the external research grants obtained by the Institute had been that considerable in terms of number and size. Thirdly, the Institute appeared in rankings and received awards which confirmed the vibrancy of the academic community the Institute wishes to host and the quality of the research undertaken by its staff.

Research review
The composition of the committee that reviewed the Institute’s research conducted in the 2006-2011 period was as follows: Prof. Jo Tollebeek (Catholic University Leuven, chair), Prof. John Darwin (Oxford University) and Prof. Jean-Philippe Genet (Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne). In accordance with the Standard Evaluation Protocol 2009-2015 for Research Assessment in the Netherlands (SEP), the committee’s tasks were to assess the quality of the institute and its five research programmes and to advise how this quality might be improved. The final assessments were based on the self-evaluation document provided by the Institute, the key publications which were handed in and the interviews with the management team and the leaders of the programmes which took place on 19 and 20 November 2012 in Leiden.

The overall opinion of the committee on the Institute’s research was very favorable. The Institute was pleased to find out that all research programmes received high marks in the four relevant categories: quality, productivity, relevance and viability. Judging the five programmes between ‘very good’ and ‘excellent’ the committee has approved the high standards the Institute applies and the policy it executes in order to attain the best possible results. The comments and recommendations of the committee particularly pertained to the transparency of the programme coordination, publication strategies, the societal role of researchers, the timely completion of PhD dissertations, and the profile and visibility of the Leiden Institute for History.

Research funding
The Institute experienced excellent results in NWO competitions as well as in ERC subsidy rounds. Particularly the successful achievements in EU funding schemes have broadened the Institute’s research opportunities. The research initiatives that obtained funding are listed below.

*ERC Advanced Grant*
Luuk de Ligt
An Empire of 2000 Cities: Urban Networks and Economic Integration in the Roman Empire
€ 2.500.000

*VICI*
Manon van der Heijden
Crime and Gender 1600-1900: A Comparative Perspective
€ 1.500.000
VICI
Mirjam de Bruijn
Connecting in Times of Duress: Understanding Communication and Conflict in Middle Africa’s Mobile Margins
€ 1.500.000

ERC Starting Grant
Cátia Antunes
Fighting Monopolies, Defying Empires 1500-1750: A Comparative Overview of Free Agents and Informal Empires in Western Europe and the Ottoman Empire
€ 1.500.000

VIDI
Cátia Antunes
Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern Period
€ 788.988

VENI
Miko Flohr
Building Tabernae: How Commercial Investment Changed the Cities of Roman Italy (200 BCE-300 CE)
€ 250.000

OCé-W
Charles Jeurgens, Alicia Schrikker, Peter Meel
Encompass II
€ 1.000.000

Promoveren in de Kunsten
Henk te Velde
Art and Propaganda in the 21st Century: A Dutch Perspective
Jonas Staal (AIO)
€ 225.000

Inter University Attractive Poles
Judith Pollmann and Manon van der Heijden
City and Society, 1200-1850
€ 164.500

Marie Curie Fellowship
Leo Lucassen
Ireland and Italy’s Migration Experiences Since 1945 Compared
Irial Glynn
€ 183.000

AHRC/NWO Joint Networking and Exchange Scheme
Alicia Schrikker
The Cultural Politics of Catastrophe: (Post)colonial Representations of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Disasters, 1800-2012
€ 40.000

Grand total € 9.651.488
Rankings and awards
The Leiden BA and MA in History received the highest rating in the 2012 National Student Survey by Elsevier. This favorable image was confirmed by the QS World University Rankings for History. In their 2012 review Leiden University was ranked 19th, thus positioning the Institute for History as the leading academic institution in the field of history in continental Europe.

Bart van der Boom was awarded the prestigious Libris Geschiedenis Prijs for his thought provoking ‘Wij weten niets van hun lot. Gewone Nederlanders en de Holocaust’. The award consisted of a €20,000 prize.

Herman Paul was appointed member of De Jonge Akademie and professor extraordinarius in secularization studies at the University of Groningen.

Robert Ross obtained an Overseas Visiting Scholarship from Cambridge University. From October until December 2012 he was located at St John's College, Cambridge University.

Leo Lucassen, Judith Pollmann, Erika Kuijpers and Justyna Wubs-Mrozewicz appeared in the acclaimed documentary 'De Gouden Eeuw' which was successfully screened on national television.

Research output
Of the many scholarly publications which came out this year a few monographs stood out.

Luuk de Ligt, ‘Peasants, Citizens and Soldiers; Studies in the Demographic History of Roman Italy 225 BC - AD 100’ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press) - a data rich synthesis on Roman population history.

Bart van der Boom, ‘Wij weten niets van hun lot; Gewone Nederlanders en de Holocaust (Amsterdam: Boom) - an in-depth contribution to the debate about ordinary Dutch and their knowledge of the Holocaust during World War II based on the analysis of 164 diaries.

Piet Emmer and Jos Gommans, 'Rijk aan de rand van de wereld; De geschiedenis van Nederland overzee 1600-1800' (Amsterdam: Bert Bakker) - a well-structured overview of Dutch engagement with early modern America, Africa, the Caribbean, and Asia.


Dr. P.J.J. Meel
Director of Research
2. Board and Committees

Board Institute for History

Till October 15, 2012
Prof. Dr. L.A.C.J. Lucassen (chair)
Dr. F.G. Naerebout (director of education)
Mark de Vries (PhD member)
Liesbeth Rosen Jacobson (MA student member)
Derk Jan Verdel (BA student member)

From October 15, 2012
Prof. Dr. L.A.C.J. Lucassen (chair)
Dr. D.J. Bos (director of education)
Esther Zwinkels (PhD member)
Femke Vermeer (BA student member)
Eline de Graaf (MA student member)

Advisors
Dr. P.J.J. Meel (director of research)
Ms. J.W.G. Birker-van Herten (institute manager) (till April)
Ms. F.J. de Jong (institute manager) (from May till November)
Ms. R.J. Wensma (institute manager) (from December)

Advisory Council
Prof. Dr. J.F.J. Duindam
Prof. Dr. A. Fairclough
Prof. Dr. J.J.L. Gommans
Prof. Dr. R.T. Griffiths
Prof. Dr. P.C.M. Hoppenbrouwers
Prof. L.J. de Ligt
Dr. F.G. Naerebout
Prof. Dr. J.S. Pollmann
Prof. Dr. R.J. Ross
Prof. Dr. P. Silva
Prof. Dr. H. te Velde

Institute Council
The Institute Council comprises all members of the Institute

PhD Council
M.L. de Vries, MA chair (till October 15, 2012)
Ms. E.P.M. Zwinkels, MA, chair (from October 15, 2012)
Members: all PhD students and external PhD students

Education Committee
Prof. Dr. L.A.C.J. Lucassen (chair)
Dr. F.G. Naerebout (secretary) till October 15, 2012
Dr. D. Bos (secretary) from October 15, 2012
**PhD-member:**
M.L. de Vries, MA (till October 15, 2012)
Ms. E.P.M. Zwinkels, MA, from October 15, 2012

**Student-members:**
Eline de Graaf (student member MA)
Femke Vermeer (student member BA)

**Research Master Educational Review Committee (OLC) till October 15, 2012**

*Staff-members*
Prof. Dr. L.A.C.J. Lucassen (chair)
Ms. Prof. Dr. J.S. Pollmann
Dr. P.J.J. Meel

*Student-members*
J. van der Weele
A. Westerhof
R. Wink

**Research Master Educational Review Committee (OLC) from October 15, 2012**

*Staff-members*
Prof. Dr. L. de Ligt
Ms. Prof. Dr. J.S. Pollmann (chair)
Dr. P.J.J. Meel

*Student-members*
Eline de Graaf
Femke Vermeer

**Bachelor and Master Educational Review Committee (OLC) till October 15, 2012**

Dr. D. Bos (chair)
Dr. L.H.J. Sicking
Dr. H.J. Storm
Dr. L.E. Tacoma
Ms. Dr. M.P.C. van der Heijden

*Student-members*
Bjorn Gallee
Lauri van Oosterom
Jirsi Reinders
Berend Sommers
Roxanne van der Stigchel

**Advisors**
Derk Jan Verdel
Liesbeth Rosen Jacobson
Ms. Drs. E.C. Munter
Dr. F.G. Naerebout
Dr. L.H.J. Sicking  
Ms. Drs. E. Woestenburg

**Board of Examiners**  
Dr. J. Augusteijn (secretary)  
Dr. M.A. Ebben (chair)  
Prof. Dr. P.C.M. Hoppenbrouwers  
Ms. Prof. Dr. M.L.J.C. Schrover  
Dr. L.E. Tacoma

**Board of Admissions Research Master**  
Prof. Dr. J.F.J. Duindam  
Prof. Dr. J.J.L. Gommans  
Prof. Dr. P.C.M. Hoppenbrouwers  
Prof. Dr. L. de Ligt  
Prof. Dr. L.A.C.J. Lucassen  
Dr. P.J.J. Meel  
Prof. Dr. H. te Velde

**Section chairs**  
Prof. Dr. P.C.M. Hoppenbrouwers  
Prof. Dr. H. te Velde  
Prof. Dr. L. de Ligt  
Prof. Dr. J.F.J. Duindam  
Prof. Dr. L.A.C.J. Lucassen

**Office**  
Ms. J.W.G. Birker-van Herten (till May)  
Ms. F.J. de Jong (till December)  
Ms. E.P. Matulessy  
Ms. R.J. Wensma  
Ms. M.C.E. van Wissen-van Staden
3. The Unification of the Mediterranean World

Description
Antiquity, stretching from the end of Prehistory up to and including the appearance of religions with universal aspirations – such as, for instance, Christianity – was the first period in world history to witness the development of inter-local and later inter-regional networks of interaction. This occurred in the first instance in Mesopotamia and Egypt, and later also on the Indian subcontinent and in China. Later still, this phenomenon became visible in the Mediterranean Region. The Leiden section specializing in Ancient History concentrates on the study of Graeco-Roman cultures within the latter region, which culminated in the great empires of Alexander the Great and his successors. The appearance of these empires led to the development of an interaction network that stretched from the Atlantic Ocean in the West to Afghanistan in the East. Shortly afterwards, these Greek empires were incorporated into the Roman Empire, the first (and last) pan-Mediterranean empire in world history. These processes of interaction and expansion brought along with them numerous transformations at local and regional level. As a result, all parties involved, including the conquerors, were forced to find a new equilibrium in the political, social, economic, ideological and religious domains. Many of these developments have parallels in the modern world. The results of modern globalization may well be new and unique, but the process as such can easily be compared with the integration and homogenization processes taking place in the Greek and Roman world. Themes such as local particularism versus uniformity, the economic effects of the appearance of ‘world empires’ and the tensions between cultural imperialism and the resistance to it have direct counterparts in the modern era. This does not mean that we can simply project our modern relations, concepts and problems onto the antique world. Rather, a detailed study of the Greek monarchies and the Roman Empire reveals a number of differences compared to later periods that are at least as interesting as the similarities. It is undeniably true that the empires to be studied displayed a number of ‘modern’ features, such as a close network of cities, a complex social structure, a lively inter-regional trade, an advanced legal system and, particularly in Late Antiquity, a developing bureaucracy. In contrast to this, other features are less recognizably modern, for instance the great importance accorded to the accumulation of money and goods using political means, patronage networks and the high degree of freedom for local elites to appropriate for themselves primarily agrarian surpluses. If we consider the administrative aspects of the great Mediterranean empires, we find an intriguing mix of ambitious ideological claims and limited practical objectives. On the one hand, the rulers of ancient empires revered the ideal of an unlimited, universal dominion. On the other hand, in these empires, the exercise of power was based to a large extent on collaboration with local elites, who were granted a high degree of administrative freedom. Partially due to this fact, these empires provided room for a multitude of local laws, cultures and religions. From a modern perspective, the Roman exercise of power can thus be termed ‘extensive’. The economic, social and cultural transformation set in motion as a result of the interaction and integration processes mentioned earlier cannot be understood adequately unless we take into consideration these and other essential characteristics of ancient empires. Incidentally, the lack of a central administrative style in the great Graeco-Roman empires was also ‘abnormal’ from the perspective of some other pre-industrial empires. For instance, the Chinese empire of the Han dynasty, a contemporary of the Roman empire, has a much larger, centralised bureaucratic system which left much less opportunity for any form of local or regional self-government. Curiously, almost no research has so far been carried out into the origins and historical implications of these types of contrasts. The choice in favour of the research profile sketched above takes into consideration a number of methodological and technical assumptions which have contributed to the recent success of the Leiden Ancient History section. One of these assumptions is that the study of ancient societies
must to a large extent be based on the comparative method. Secondly, the Ancient History section aims
to study the ‘unification of the Mediterranean Region’ by making extensive use of inscriptions, papyri
and legal texts. The Leiden expertise in this area is unique from a national perspective, and very rare, to
say the least, worldwide. A third assumption is that in the study of the Graeco-Roman world, unilateral
approaches, either solely from the social-economic perspective, or from the perspective of the history
of mentality must be avoided. In order to make the research programme outlined above more
concrete, a number of research areas have been defined which will play a central role in future research.
First of all, research will focus on the transformation of economic life in the Mediterranean Region –
including motherland Italy – as a result of the development and continued existence of a pan-
Mediterranean Roman Empire. A clear example of this research area is the VICI project on Peasants,
citizens and soldiers: the effects of demographic growth in Roman Republican Italy (201-88 BC) began
in 2004. A second important area for research focuses on the transformation of urban life and urban
culture in the great Mediterranean empires. In line with the previously mentioned assumptions,
research in this area will focus primarily on those areas for which a large number of documentary
sources are available. A good example is the research on the cities of Asian Minor from the conquests
of Alexander the Great to the ‘Third Century Crisis’. Finally, attention will be given to the
transformation of religion, mentality and cultural identity. Research in this field will focus on unifying
tendencies within religion. A concrete example is the emergence of so-called ‘universalistic cults’ from
the 4th century BC onwards. In addition, attention will clearly be paid to the expansion of Christianity,
a process which led to an unprecedented religious homogenization of the Mediterranean Region in the
course of the 4th century AD. Although the Ancient History section aims to include a broad spectrum
of social phenomena in its research, the focus on the political unification of the Mediterranean Region
and the attendant processes of change guarantees a high degree of coherence. In addition, this ensures
the creation of a research profile that is attractive on a national and international level, as well as being
specifically recognizable as a Leiden product. Finally, this choice of research focus creates a solid basis
for collaboration between the Ancient History section and fellow historians in the Leiden History
Department since much research carried out in other sections focuses on closely related problems,
such as political, economic and cultural expansion, migration and globalization.

Staff

Prof. Dr. L. de Ligt
Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
February 3-4: 'Urbanisation and economic integration in the early Roman empire', Chicago, U.S.A.
June 8: 'The urban system of Roman North Italy: a demographic and economic analysis', Cologne,
Germany
October 3-5: 'The urban network of Regio X in the early Empire', Udine, Italy
October 22: 'Demographic recovery after the Second Punic War', Cardiff, United Kingdom

Publications
L. de Ligt
Peasants, Citizens and Soldiers. Studies in the Demographic History of Roman Italy 225 BC-AD 100,
Cambridge
L. de Ligt
‘Urban archaeology, urban networks and population dynamics in Roman Italy,’ in: G.J. Burgers, C.
Corsi, S. Keay, F. Vermeulen (eds), Urban Landscape Survey in Italy and the Mediterranean (Oxford
2012), 183-196
L. de Ligt
‘Ingebeitelde economie: inscripties als bron voor de economische geschiedenis,’ Hermeneus 84 (2012), 67-73
L. de Ligt
Review of A. Launaro, Peasants and Slaves. The Rural Population of Roman Italy (200 BC to AD 100) (Cambridge), in: Sehepunkte 12.9 (September 2012) e-publication
L. de Ligt and P. Garnsey

Dr. F.G. Naerebout
Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
June 6: Moving Romans, Leiden University
December 14: Romeinensymposium, VU Amsterdam

Conference papers
November 5-7: Round table conference ‘Archaeology of Religion in the Ancient World’, Rome, Italy
Title of presented paper: ‘Embodiment: Moving: Dance’

Editorial and reviewer activities
Religions in the Graeco-Roman World, Brill, Leiden

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervision PhD

Membership PhD committee
Tazuko van Berkel, University Leiden, ‘The economics of friendship’, member of promotion committee, date of defence: November 27, 2012

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
Contributions to exhibitions and/or websites
November 11: Public lectures (including Studium Generale) De Amerikaanse Nijlkrokodil en andere mysteriën, Rijks Museum voor Oudheden Leiden

Other activities
March 2: Oikos Text-in-Context Event, Amsterdam; paper: ‘Stars, Ships, Dolphins, Nereids... and choreutai. Dance in ancient Greek imagery and on the ancient Greek stage’
October 23: ICTO-Strategie-Symposium, UL Campus Den Haag; paper: ‘Van digitaal toetsen naar ‘examen permanent’; de eerste resultaten van een digitaal toetsen’-project bij Geschiedenis -- en een toekomstvisie

Publications
Naerebout, F.G. & Singor, H.W.
Naerebout, F.G. & Beerden, K.
Naerebout F.G.
Naerebout F.G.
Naerebout F.G.
Naerebout F.G.
Naerebout F.G.
Naerebout F.G.
Naerebout F.G.
Naerebout F.G.

**Dr. H.W. Singor**

*Research*

*0.3 fte*

*Publications*


**Dr. L.E. Tacoma**

*Research*

*0.75 fte*

*Conference attendance*

January 31: Workshop ‘Culture of Networks’ Groningen
June 6: Conference ‘Moving Romans. Urbanisation, Migration and Labour in the Roman principate’, Leiden University
November 22: Seminar ‘Mobility and Material culture’, Leiden University
December 14: Presentation at the conference ‘Impact of Empire, Work in Progress’, Amsterdam
Conference organization
June 6: co-organizer conference 'Moving Romans. Urbanisation, Migration and Labour in the Roman principate', Leiden University

Conference papers
January 31: Workshop 'Culture of Networks' Groningen
Title of presented paper: 'Migration, community formation and integration in the city of Rome under the Principate’
June 6: Conference 'Moving Romans. Urbanisation, Migration and Labour in the Roman principate’, Leiden University
Title of presented paper: 'Number games. Quantifying immigrants in Rome’
November 22: Seminar 'Mobility and Material culture’, Leiden University
Title of presented paper: with R.A. Tybout, 'Moving epigrams. Migration and mobility in the Greek East’
December 14: Presentation at the conference ‘Impact of Empire, Work in Progress’, Amsterdam
Title of presented paper: 'Contextualising condemnation to hard labour in the Roman Empire’

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Membership PhD committee

Publications
Tacoma, L.E.
Tacoma, L.E.
Tacoma, L.E.
Tacoma, L.E.

Dr. R.A. Tybout
Research
1.0 fte

Conference attendance
November 22: Seminar ‘Mobility and Material culture’, Leiden University

Conference papers
November 22: Seminar ‘Mobility and Material culture’, Leiden University
Title of presented paper: with L.E. Tacoma, 'Moving epigrams. Migration and mobility in the Greek East’
PhD Candidates

Ms. K. Beerden MPhil

Research
0.8 fte

Conference attendance
August 23-31: Seminar/Workshop ‘Temporalities of food’, Tours (L’Institut Européen d’Histoire et des Cultures de l’Alimentation)

Conference papers
August 23-31: Seminar/Workshop ‘Temporalities of food’, Tours (L’Institut Européen d’Histoire et des Cultures de l’Alimentation)
Title of presented paper: ‘A time to plant, a time to reap: wine and the Anthesteria’

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
February 8: ‘Was de Pythia high (en wat maakt ons dat uit)?’, Honours Class, Universiteit van Amsterdam
February 15: ‘Gezonde Romeinen’, Themaweek eindexamenklassen, Christelijk Lyceum Delft

Publications
Beerden, K.
Beerden, K.
‘Roman dolia and the fattening of dormice’. Classical World, 105(2), 227-235
Beerden, K.
‘It was divine...gods and their food in the ancient world’. In: M. McWilliams (Ed.), Celebration: proceedings of the Oxford Symposium on Food and Cookery 2011 (pp. 49-55). Totnes: Prospect Books
Naerebout, F.G. & Beerden, K.

Ms. M. Groen-Vallinga MPhil

Research
0.8 fte

Conference attendance
April 11-14: European Social Science and History Conference, Glasgow
June 1: Expert meeting Moving Romans, Leiden University
June 4: Workshop Structural Determinants of Economic Performance in the Roman World, Brussels
December 14: with dr. L.E. Tacoma: work in progress day of the national research group Impact of Empire, Amsterdam (VU)

Conference organization
April 11-14: Organiser of a panel on ‘Urban labour in Roman Italy’, at the European Social Science and History Conference, Glasgow
June 1: Organiser of the expert meeting of the Moving Romans project, Leiden University
Conference papers
April 11-14: European Social Science and History Conference, Glasgow. Title of the paper: ‘No more idle poor. Slave and free labour in Roman Italy under the early empire’
June 1: Expert meeting Moving Romans, Leiden University. Title of the paper: ‘Human capital: the value of labour in the Roman city’
December 14: with dr. L.E. Tacoma: work in progress day of the national research group Impact of Empire, Amsterdam (VU). Title of the presented paper: ‘Contextualising condemnation to hard labour in the Roman Empire’

Research leave, home and abroad
February 19-26: Fieldwork of the archaeological remains in the bay of Naples, at the ancient cities of Pompeii, Herculaneum, but also Puteoli etc.

Publications
Groen-Vallinga, M.J.
Groen-Vallinga, M.J.

External PhD Candidates
Ms. Drs. M. Jorna
Z. Wang

Research Master students
Alexander de Haan
Simke Kamphorst
Max Koedijk
Stefan Penders
Stijn Vennik

Externally funded programmes
Peasants, Citizens and Soldiers: The Effects of Demographic Growth in Roman Republican Italy (202-88 BC)
Luuk de Ligt
For medieval and modern historians demographic change is a major determinant of economic, social, military and even political developments. By contrast, the vast majority of ancient historians content themselves with identifying certain periods of population decline, which have a suspicious tendency to coincide with eras of political and military crisis. One such period is the Later Roman Empire, another is the second century BC. Strikingly, in most publications in the field of ancient history periods of demographic growth are conspicuous by their absence. It seems, however, possible to explore the significance of the demographic factor during at least one much-discussed period of Roman history, the century following the conclusion of the Second Punic War (218-202 BC). The specific themes covered by the project include the shortage of military manpower that supposedly lay behind the Gracchan land reforms, the emergence of a more commercialized type of agriculture with special reference to the number of slaves employed on the slave-staffed farms of the elite, the gradual privatization of large tracts of public land, and the evolving relationships between the Romans on the one hand and their Latin and other Italian allies on the other.
The guiding idea underlying the project is that, contrary to the prevailing view, the second century BC was a period of rapid population growth. If this is correct, many time-honoured views concerning the background to well-known episodes of Roman republican history, including Tiberius Gracchus’ programme of agrarian reform, are up for re-assessment. Methodologically, a central assumption underlying this research project is that those who approach Roman society from the angle of demography must do full justice not only to the written sources but also to the ever-growing body of archaeological evidence. The project comprises three PhD-projects and two post-doc projects.

**Moving Romans. Urbanisation, migration and labour in the Roman Principate**

*Luuk de Ligt and Rens Tacoma*

The aim of the Moving Romans project is to study the relationship between urbanisation, migration and labour opportunities in Roman Italy in the first two centuries A.D. The central question is to what extent labour-induced migration was important to the functioning of the towns and cities of Roman Italy. The project starts from the working hypothesis that the dominance of slavery in some sectors of the urban economy, especially in the domestic sector, reduced labour opportunities for free women. If this basic idea is correct, most free migrants must have been men, and cities must have been characterised by a very skewed sex ratio. Since this would have made it impossible for urban populations to reproduce themselves, it would follow that large-scale migration was a vital prerequisite for the continued existence of the Roman cities, even more so than in the case of the towns and cities of later European history, where high levels of urban mortality are commonly identified as the main reason why urban populations depended on a continuous influx of free migrants. By testing this hypothesis against the ancient evidence the project aims to call attention to the crucial importance of the balance between free and unfree labour as a factor which determined the scale and nature of migration flows in pre-industrial societies.

While forced migration of unfree labourers has always been important in studies of agricultural slavery, it has received little attention in studies of migration to towns, for the obvious reason that most of the existing literature on this topic deals with early-modern and modern Europe where almost all migrants were free.

In the case of the Roman world, there can be no doubt that the relationships between urbanisation, migration and labour were complex. During the first two centuries AD the cities of the empire blossomed and had flourishing populations. It is often argued that cities could only maintain their populations thanks to an influx of outsiders. However, who these migrants were and how they were absorbed by the urban labour market are questions which have hardly been studied. The proposed project aims to fill several gaps simultaneously. The interrelationships between urbanisation, labour opportunities and migration in the Roman world have never been systematically investigated. Moreover, each of these three subjects is in its own right fundamental to the understanding of Roman society. One of the central assumptions is that each of the three constituent elements cannot be studied in the absence of the other two; but also that the interrelationship between the three is in urgent need of conceptualisation.

Participants
Prof. Dr. L. de Ligt, urban networks in Roman Italy
Dr. L.E. Tacoma, migration to and from Rome
M.J. Groen-Vallinga, MPhil, the labour market of Roman Italy
Dr. R. Tybout, epigraphical assistant
4. Collective Identities and Transnational Networks in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, 1000-1800

Description
Recent concerns about cultural identity underline the ongoing political and social importance of the question of how, and with whom, people identify. Changing and conflicting identities were highly relevant for premodern Europe. Paradoxically, the more powerful states became, the more their rulers tended to depend on good relations with their social elites. Since such elites often identified themselves primarily with local communities, regions or other group interests, the creation of (proto)national loyalties was problematic.

Well-advised rulers, therefore, expended considerable energy on creating loyalty through patronage networks increasingly based on their courts. New forms were added to traditional media for delivering political messages, such as pageants and spectacles. The wide circulation of pamphlets and newspapers gradually changed the nature of political communication, creating new forms of religious and political engagement.

In the centuries between 1000 and 1800, state borders certainly were not the primary focus of collective identification. On the one hand, regions within composite states continued to compete with one another, whereas, on the other hand, transnational networks often proved to be surprisingly resistant to political division. Even while their rulers were at war, trade networks continued to tie together Spanish, Flemish, and Dutch economic and financial interests. From the fifteenth-century onwards the world of Europeans expanded to include the Americas, African and Asian coastal areas. However, at the same time the Mediterranean continued to serve as a conduit for commercial, political and cultural exchanges between Muslim North-Africa and West Asia with Europe.

Cultural networks transcended national borders. Until 1520, Europe shared one dominant religion. Soon, the schism in the Roman Church would create transnational interest groups and streams of refugees while it also reinforced new confessional alliances in international politics. Süleyman the Law-abiding watched the rise of Lutheranism with interest; Francis I of France actively sought his alliance, an initiative soon followed by the English and the Dutch. Throughout this period, a recognizable European intellectual culture prevailed, which played an essential role in the fast transfer of knowledge, religious and political ideas.

In this world of constantly changing borders, strong local political traditions, profitable transnational trade, and dense networks of international relations, ‘identity’ was never monolithic. The changing relationship between local identities and the centres of royal or imperial power was a key issue everywhere in Europe, from relatively unitary states such as France and England to the composite monarchies ruled by the Habsburgs. It forms an overarching theme in the historical research of the medievalists and early modernists at Leiden University. Currently our research focuses on three dimensions of collective identity.

The first touches on relations between subjects and rulers. Research projects study the interdependence between local administrations and supra local/regional elite formation; the tensions caused by attempts at political and administrative centralization; and the intercultural comparison of dynastic empires that rose in Europe, West South-Asia, and East-Asia. The second dimension concerns the operation of trade networks, that increasingly were subjected to the realities and requirements of international
politics. Cultural identities and cultural transfers are the third dimension. Here, a major focus is on the way in which Europeans engaged with the past, through historical writing, but also through other cultural practices. A major research project on memory and identity formation examines the lasting social, political and cultural impact of civil war on early modern identities.

Staff

**Prof. Dr. J.F.J. Duindam**

*Research*

0.3 fte

**Conference attendance**

April 30-May 2: Copenhagen, Palatium network: Beyond Scylla and Charybdis. European Courts and Court Residences outside Habsburg and Valois/Bourbon Territories, 1500-1700. Keynote lecture: 'Inner & Outer: Spatial interfaces and Social Intermediaries (Topkapi and the Forbidden City)'

May 21: Bern, Switzerland, Historisches Seminar Public lecture: 'Vienna and Versailles 1660’s-1780’s: reform, consolidation, new challenges'

October 5: Groningen, chair & moderator: 'Wie is de elite?’ GHD Ubbo Emmius

October 11: Amsterdam, public lecture History Institute University of Amsterdam: ‘Organizing early-modern courts: space, function, and gender’

October 19: Leiden, opening lecture workshop ‘Internationale betrekkingen Me en VMT’


**Conference papers**

April 30-May 2: Copenhagen, Palatium network: Beyond Scylla and Charybdis. European Courts and Court Residences outside Habsburg and Valois/Bourbon Territories, 1500-1700. Keynote lecture: 'Inner & Outer: Spatial interfaces and Social Intermediaries (Topkapi and the Forbidden City)'

May 21: Bern, Switzerland, Historisches Seminar Public lecture: 'Vienna and Versailles 1660’s-1780’s: reform, consolidation, new challenges'

October 5: Groningen, chair & moderator: 'Wie is de elite?’ GHD Ubbo Emmius

October 11: Amsterdam, public lecture History Institute University of Amsterdam: ‘Organizing early-modern courts: space, function, and gender’

October 19: Leiden, opening lecture workshop ‘Internationale betrekkingen Me en VMT’


**Editorial and reviewer activities**

European History Quarterly, Hungarian Historical Review, Virtus, Court Historian Newsletter

Brill Series Rulers and Elites/RULE

**Membership of boards and committees**

Academic committee Louvre-Lens Rubens exhibition 2013

Comité de pilotage Centre de recherches du Chateau de Versailles, project ‘étrangers à la cour’

**Advisory and coordinating activities**

Leader of NWO Horizon project Eurasian Empires (2011-2016)
**Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee**

*Supervision PhD*
Kim Ragel (UL) promoter (with Peter Rietbergen)
Cumhur Bekar (UL) promoter (with Metin Kunt)

**Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)**
June 14: Science Café Zeist: ‘Keizerlijk China en de Osmanen: twee succesformules aan de vooravond van de Europese doorbraak’

**Publications**
Duindam, J.F.J.
LE CENTRE DYNASTIQUE EN EUROPE ET EN ASIE: UNE COMPARAISON IDEALE. In: Marcello Fantoni (Ed.), The Court in Europa (pp. 375-406). Rome: Bulzoni
Duindam, J.F.J.
The Habsburg Court in Vienna: Kaiserhof or Reichshof? In: R.J.W. Evans & P.H. Wilson (Eds.), The Holy Roman Empire 1495-1806: A European Perspective (pp. 91-119). Leiden; Boston: Brill
Duindam, J.F.J.
Almacht en onmacht: heersers en hun leefomgeving. Leidschrift. Historisch Tijdschrift, 27(2), 7-16
Duindam, J.F.J.
Review of: D. de Vooght, Royal taste : food, power and status at the European European courts after 1789, Ashgate, 2012 [Book review Royal taste : food, power and status at the European courts after 1789]. Food & History, 9, 2, 309-311
Duindam, J.F.J.
[Book review The fiscal-military state in eighteenth-century Europe. Essays in honour of P.G.M. Dickson]. Zeitschrift fur historische Forschung, 2, 130-131

**Dr. M.A. Ebben**

*Research*
*0.25 fte*

**Conference attendance**
March 24: Annual meeting concerning current research in the Netherlands and Belgium, organized by the Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History. Material Culture in the Netherlands, 1500-1800. Research seminar organized by the Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History, Antwerp
August 25: Congress Werkgroep 17de eeuw: Het vaderlandse verleden in de 17de eeuw, Leiden University
September 19-21: International congress: Fascination for the Foe: Self and Other in the Dutch and Spanish Golden Age
October 19: invited lecture/paper: The consuls of the Dutch Republic in the Seventeenth Century Symposium: Diplomacy in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, Leiden

**Conference papers**
October 19: invited lecture/paper: The consuls of the Dutch Republic in the Seventeenth Century Symposium: Diplomacy in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, Leiden

**Conference organisation**
March 24: Annual meeting concerning current research in the Netherlands and Belgium, organized by the Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History. Material Culture in the Netherlands, 1500-1800. Research seminar organized by the Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History, Antwerp


October 19: Leiden, Symposium: Diplomacy in Medieval and Early Modern Europe

Collegereeks HOVO: Het einde van de Tachtigjarige Oorlog en de Nederlanden (October-December 2012 in collaboration with Prof. Dr. R. Buve)

Membership of boards and committees
Vlaams-Nederlandse Vereniging voor Nieuwe Geschiedenis. (Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History)

Editorial and reviewer activities
The Dutch Revolt (http://dutchrevolt.leidenuniv.nl/)
Publication van de Vlaams-Nederlandse Vereniging voor Nieuwe Geschiedenis

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Co-promotor of dissertation
R. Dijk, Het Hoogheemraadschap Rijnland, 1550-1650

Reading committee
G. Sanders, Het present van Staat. De gouden ketens, kettingen en medailles verleend door de Staten-Generaal, 1588-1795
Opponent
A. Nobel, Besturen op het Hollandse platteland. Cromstrijen, 1550-1770 (Leiden 2012)

Other activities
President of the Board of Examiners of History until 31 August 2012
Secretary of the Board of Examiners of History since 1 September 2012
HOVO: Collegereeks: Het einde van de Tachtigjarige Oorlog en de Nederlanden. (in collaboration with prof. dr. R. Buve)

Dr. R.P. Fagel
Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
June 1: Symposium War Literature: Representation, Memory and Identity, 1600-1850, Nijmegen
June 20-22: Conference Memory before Modernity. Memory Cultures in Early Modern Europe, Leiden
October 19: Symposium MEMEH on New Diplomatic history, Leiden

Research leave
‘Facing the enemy. The Spanish army during the first decade of the Dutch Revolt’. Sabbatical leave in order to prepare an NWO proposal, 1st semester 2012-2013

**Editorial and reviewer activities**
External reviewer Amsterdam University Press
External reviewer FWO

**Membership of boards and committees**
The Dutch Revolt ([http://dutchrevolt.leidenuniv.nl/](http://dutchrevolt.leidenuniv.nl/))
Drie Oktoberlezing, editorial board
Vereniging voor oud-studenten geschiedenis Leiden (VOGeL), president

**Advisory and coordinating activities**
Instituto Cervantes, preparing courses in Spanish culture

**Membership PhD committee**
Ada Peele, external PhD, Leiden University. ‘Een uitzonderlijke erfgenaam. De verdeling van de nalatenschap van Koning-Stadhouder Willem III en de consequentie daarvan: Pruisisch gezag in de heerlijkheid Hooge en Lage Zwaluwe 1702-1754’, readers committee, no date of defence as yet

**Valorisation**
March 16: Public lecture, kapitein Julián. De Spaanse held van de Nederlandse Opstand, Centro Hispano Americano, Amersfoort

**Publications**
Fagel, R.P.
Journal of the Royal Netherlands Institute in Rome, 4, pp. 23-45
Fagel, R.P.
Martín López. , Diccionario Biográfico Español , XXX. , pp. 266-267. Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia
Fagel, R.P. & Rodríguez Pérez, Y.

**Ms. Dr. M. Faverau-Doumenjou**

**Research**
0.8 fte

**Conference attendance**
September 6-8: International Conference organized by the University of Liège and the University of
Chicago (Mamluk Cairo. A crossroad for embassies - University of Liège. Title of the presented paper: 'New insight into Mamluk-Golden Horde diplomacy (1261-62/1415-16)

Conference papers
September 6-8: International Conference organized by the University of Liège and the University of Chicago (Mamluk Cairo. A crossroad for embassies - University of Liège. Title of the presented paper: 'New insight into Mamluk-Golden Horde diplomacy (1261-62/1415-16)

Research leave, home and abroad
In the context of my research project on the Eurasian Empires (1300-1800):
January 10-20: Ukraine, prospection (archives, museums and visit to archeological sites) in Kiev, Simferopol, Bakhchisaray, Sudak, Feodosia and Staryj Krym. Consultation of registers and manuscripts (from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century) in the KOGA (State Archives in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea)
July 15-25: Venice, Archivio di Stato, consultation of Venetian registers of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (Commemoriali)

Editorial and reviewer activities
Review for applications (PhD level, applying for a grant to come to France) by the Franco-American Fulbright Commission.

Advisory and coordinating activities
Co-organization a new serie of Eurasian Empires seminars from October 2012 to May 2013. On the whole, five sessions were organized. Four researchers from outside were invited: Barbara Stollberg-Rilinger (University of Münster); Syros Vasileiois (Finnish Centre of Political Thought & Conceptual Change); Jo Van Steenbergen (Gent University); Jérôme Kerlouégan (Oxford University)

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
‘Life and Legacy of Chinggis-Khan’ (6 March 2013): lecture for the LU student society (studentenvereniging) A.S.V. Prometheus

Publications
M. Favereau-Doumenjou

Dr. D. Haks
Research
0.3 fte
Conference attendance
May 3-4: Conference Louis XIV: outside in. Reactions and responses to the Sun King beyond France, Oxford
September 28: periodieke bijeenkomst Contactgroep 1300-1700, Leiden
October 19: Symposium Diplomatie in Middeleeuws en Vroegmoderne Europa, Leiden

Conference papers
May 3-4: Conference Louis XIV: outside in. Reactions and responses to the Sun King beyond France, Oxford
Title of presented paper: ‘Was Louis XIV the enemy in Dutch songs?’
September 28: periodieke bijeenkomst Contactgroep 1300-1700, Leiden
Title of presented paper: ‘Vaderland en vrede 1672-1713. Publiciteit over de Republiek in oorlog’
October 19: Symposium Diplomatie in Middeleeuws en Vroegmoderne Europa, Leiden
Title of presented paper: ‘Nieuws, publieke opinie en buitenlandse politiek in de vroegmoderne tijd’

Prof. Dr. P.C.M. Hoppenbrouwers
Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
March 30: commentator debate about Bas van Bavel, ‘Manors & Markets’ in Vereniging voor Landbouwgeschiedenis, LU Wageningen
July 11: International Medieval Congress, Leeds. ‘Twilight zone: party strife, feuding, and private warfare in the late Middle Ages’ (two sessions)
September 13-14: International symposium ‘Political representation: communities, ideas and institutions in Europe (c. 1200-c. 1650)’ The Hague
October 19: commentator symposium ‘Diplomatie in Middeleeuws en Vroegmoderne Europa’, Leiden

Conference organization
July 11: International Medieval Congress, Leeds. ‘Twilight zone: party strife, feuding, and private warfare in the late Middle Ages’ (two sessions)

Conference papers
July 11: International Medieval Congress, Leeds. Title of presented paper: ‘Blood vengeance, feuding, and private warfare in the late medieval Low Countries’
September 13-14: International symposium ‘Political representation: communities, ideas and institutions in Europe (c. 1200-c. 1650)’ The Hague. Title of presented paper: ‘A comparative approach to the history of medieval political representation’

Editorial and reviewer activities
Redactie Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis (A1) and Journal of Medieval History (A1)
Editorial Board The Medieval Countryside (Brepols Publishers)
Reviewer for Economic History Review

*Board of Advisors*
Fragmenta. Journal of the Royal Netherlands Institute in Rome

**Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee**

*Supervision PhD*
NWO-project ‘Twilight zone’: drs J. Smithuis and drs M. Gerrits [with Prof. Dr. J.A.A. Mol]),

*External PhD*
Drs J. Smit [with Prof. Dr. J.W.J. Burgers]; Drs J.-W. Wesseldijk; Dr. H. Denessen [with Dr. A. Janse];
Leen Alberts BA [with  Prof. Dr. L. Noordegraaf]); Drs. I. de Lange [with Dr. A. Janse];
Drs. H. Koopmanschap [with Prof. Dr. A.-J. Bijsterveld])
July 6, 2012: C. (Claire) Weeda, ‘Images of ethnicity in later medieval Europe’ University of
Amsterdam, co-promotor Prof. Dr. G. Geltner)

*Membership PhD committee:*
Jeremia Pelgrom, January 12, 2012 University Leiden
Auke Rijpma, May 21, 2012 University Utrecht
Rudolph Ladan, December 12, 2012 University Leiden

*Supervision postdoc*
dr. J Wubs-Mrozewicz (VENI-beursaal)
dr. A. Noordzij (NWO-project ‘Twilight zone’)

**Advisory and coordinating activities**
Chair Facultaire Commissie Wetenschapsbeoefening (till October 2012)
Chair adviescommissie H.J. van den Eerenbeemtfonds, Den Bosch
Curatorium leerstoel Friese geschiedenis
Member of the peer review evaluation committee for research quality at the history departments of the
universities of Antwerp and Ghent (March-April 2012)
FWO-panel Cult3 (Geschiedenis, Kunstgeschiedenis, Muziekgeschiedenis, Archaeologie)(two sessions)
FWO-panel Interdisciplinair (one session)
International Review Panel in Medieval, Early Modern & Modern History, The Danish Council for
Independent Research
Rapport over de betekenis van het oeuvre van Chris Wickham voor de jury van de Heinekenprijs voor
Geschiedenis (January)

**Publications**
Hoppenbrouwers, P.C.M. & Blockmans, W.P.
Introduçao à Europa medieval, 300-1550. Rio de Janeiro: Grupo Editorial Nacional/Forense
Universitária
Hoppenbrouwers, P.C.M. & Blockmans, W.P.
Zhongshiji Ouzhou shi (‘Geschiedenis van middleeuws Europa’). Guangzhou: Flower City Publishing
House

**Dr. A. Janse**

*Research*
0.3 fte
Publications
Janse, A.
Brederode. In: Werner Paravicini, Jan Hirschbiegel, Anna.Paulina Orlowska & Jörg Wettlaufer (Eds.), Höfe und Residenzen im spätmittelalterlichen Reich. Grafen und Herren (Residenzenforschung, 15.IV Teilband 1) (pp. 257-261). Ostfildern: Jan Thorbecke Verlag

Janse, A.
Egmond. In: Werner Paravicini, Jan Hirschbiegel, Anna.Paulina Orlowska & Jörg Wettlaufer (Eds.), Höfe und Residenzen im spätmittelalterlichen Reich. Grafen und Herren (Residenzenforschung, 15.IV Teilband 1) (pp. 372-377). Ostfildern: Jan Thorbecke Verlag

Janse, A.

Janse, A.
Niederlande. In: Werner Paravicini, Jan Hirschbiegel, Anna.Paulina Orlowska & Jörg Wettlaufer (Eds.), Höfe und Residenzen im spätmittelalterlichen Reich. Grafen und Herren (Residenzenforschung, 15.IV Teilband 1) (pp. 37-41). Ostfildern: Jan Thorbecke Verlag

Janse, A.
Wassenaar. In: Werner Paravicini, Jan Hirschbiegel, Anna.Paulina Orlowska & Jörg Wettlaufer (Eds.), Höfe und Residenzen im spätmittelalterlichen Reich. Grafen und Herren (Residenzenforschung, 15.IV Teilband 2) (pp. 1631-1633). Ostfildern: Jan Thorbecke Verlag

Janse, A.
De moord op Floris V: reactie [Bespreking van het boek E.H.P. Cordfunke, Floris V. Een politieke moord in 1296]. Madoc. Tijdschrift over de Middeleeuwen, 26, 125-125

Dr. H.M.E.P. Kuijpers
Research
0.4 fte

Conference attendance
April 4: ‘Helden van de Nederlandse Opstand: The making of, 1572-1700’, lecture at the Amsterdams Centrum voor de studie van de Gouden Eeuw
May 10-12: ‘Narrative templates of the Dutch Revolt (1568-1649)’, paper presented at Matchpoints Seminar: Conflict in Memory: Interpersonal and Intergenerational Remembering of War, Conflict and Transition in Aarhus, Denmark
August 24-25: ‘O, Lord, save us from shame’. Narratives of emotions in convent chronicles by female authors during the Dutch Revolt, 1566-1635.’ At: Collaboratory ‘Languages of Emotion: Concepts, Codes, Communities’ – by Prof. David Konstan, Prof. Claudia Ulbrich, Yasmin Haskell at University of Western Australia, Perth, Australia
August 28: ‘Traumatic memory in the early seventeenth-century Netherlands: anachronism or hidden reality?’ at a seminar for the Centre for Medieval and Early Modern Studies at University of Western Australia, Perth, Australia
September 1-2: ‘Expressions of fear, counting the Loss: Managing emotions in war chronicles in the
Netherlands (1568-1648)’ at: ‘Disaster, Death and the Emotions in the Shadow of the Apocalypse’, The University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
September 6: ‘Traumatic Memory in Early Modern War Zones: Anachronism or Hidden Reality? Memories of the Dutch Revolt 1568-1648’. Seminar at the Department of Modern History, Politics, and International Relations, Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia

Conference organization
June 20-22: Leiden, Memory before Modernity. Memory Cultures in Early Modern Europe; co-organizer and chair

Conference papers
April 4: ‘Helden van de Nederlandse Opstand: The making of, 1572-1700’, lecture at the Amsterdams Centrum voor de studie van de Gouden Eeuw
May 10-12: ‘Narrative templates of the Dutch Revolt (1568-1649)’, paper presented at Matchpoints Seminar: Conflict in Memory: Interpersonal and Intergenerational Remembering of War, Conflict and Transition in Aarhus, Denmark
August 24-25: ‘O, Lord, save us from shame’. Narratives of emotions in convent chronicles by female authors during the Dutch Revolt, 1566-1635.’ At: Collaboratory ‘Languages of Emotion: Concepts, Codes, Communities’ – by Prof. David Konstan, Prof Claudia Ulbrich, Yasmin Haskell at University of Western Australia, Perth, Australia
August 28: ‘Traumatic memory in the early seventeenth-century Netherlands: anachronism or hidden reality?’ at a seminar for the Centre for Medieval and Early Modern Studies at University of Western Australia, Perth, Australia
September 1-2: ‘Expressions of fear, counting the Loss: Managing emotions in war chronicles in the Netherlands (1568-1648)’ at: ‘Disaster, Death and the Emotions in the Shadow of the Apocalypse’, The University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
September 6: ‘Traumatic Memory in Early Modern War Zones: Anachronism or Hidden Reality? Memories of the Dutch Revolt 1568-1648’. Seminar at the Department of Modern History, Politics, and International Relations, Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Promotion committee Otto van der Meij, ‘Tussen Oranje en Spanje. De leefwereld van Bredase regenten 1550-1700’ defence October 25, Leiden University

Publications

Prof. Dr. J.A. Mol
Research
0.1 fte
Conference attendance
March 30: symposium ‘1500 jaar agrarische geschiedenis, studiemiddag van de Vereniging voor landbouwgeschiedenis, Wageningen University.
June 5: symposium: HISGIS Amsterdam (1832/1851). Eerste resultaten en perspectieven, Amsterdam, University of Amsterdam (Bushuis).
June 8: presentation: HISGIS Overijssel, Zwolle, Historisch Centrum Overijssel.
September 18: symposium ‘Territory and Urban Settlement along the Water’. International Roundtable organised by the Province of Fryslân and the University of Tokio, Leeuwarden, City Hall.
September 21: symposium ‘Fryske lânskippen: ferleden – heden –takomst’, Leeuwarden Fryske Akademy. Title:

Conference organization
June 5: Organizer symposium: HISGIS Amsterdam (1832/1851) Eerste resultaten en perspectieven, Amsterdam, University of Amsterdam (Bushuis)
November 23: Chair, symposium: ‘De grenzen van Overijssel, at the occasion of the presentation of Grensgang’ by Jan ten Hove, Zwolle, Historisch Centrum Overijssel

Conference papers
March 30: symposium ‘1500 jaar agrarische geschiedenis, studiemiddag van de Vereniging voor landbouwgeschiedenis, Wageningen University. Title: ‘Domeinen en hun betekenis voor de economische structuur van de Lage Landen in de late middeleeuwen’
June 5: symposium: HISGIS Amsterdam (1832/1851). Eerste resultaten en perspectieven, Amsterdam, University of Amsterdam (Bushuis). Title: ‘HISGIS Amsterdam en het perspectief voor HISGIS Noord- en Zuid-Holland’
June 8: presentation: HISGIS Overijssel, Zwolle, Historisch Centrum Overijssel. Title: ‘HISGIS Overijssel op het internet: opzet en verdere mogelijkheden’
July 11: conference: International Medieval Congress, Leeds. Title: ‘Monasteries and feuding in late medieval Friesland’
September 18: symposium ‘Territory and Urban Settlement along the Water’. International Roundtable organised by the Province of Fryslân and the University of Tokio, Leeuwarden, City Hall. Title: ‘The Frisian towns as centres of religion in the Middle Ages: Parish churches and convents’
December 4: conference: ‘Digitaal Erfgoedconferentie ‘Beter weten’, Doelen, Rotterdam. Title: ’HISGIS 1832 als basis voor de koppeling met historische bronnen’

Membership of boards and committees
Internationale Kommission zur Erforschung des Deutschen Ordens
Historische Commissie van de Ridderlijke Duitse Orde, balije van Utrecht

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervision PhD
June 28: H. Spanninga, Gulden Vrijheid? Politieke cultuur en staatsvorming in Friesland, 1600-1640: promotor, Leiden University

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
November: contribution to a regional television documentary on the medieval monastery of Klaarkamp (It kleaster Klaarkamp), in 3 programs, by Omrop Fryslân, also shown on the Dutch television Nederland 1: co-presenting and co-editing

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
April 19: public lecture, Lezingenreeks van Museum het Hannemahuis Harlingen, Harlingen: ‘Galgen in Friesland vóór 1515’
November 12: public lecture, in a seminar series on abbot Emo van Wittewierum for the Senioren Academie, Groningen: ‘De economie van Emo’s klooster’
November 27: lecture, for the Chapter meeting of the Ridderlijke Duitsche Orde Balije van Utrecht, Utrecht: ‘De Utrechtse kroniek van de Duitse Orde’

Publications
Feikens, J.J. & Mol, J.A.
HISGIS Amsterdam (1832/1851) De vectorisering, digitalisering en verrijking van het oudste kadaster als infrastructuur voor een historisch GIS van Amsterdam: een werk in uitvoering. GIS Magazine, 10(4), 10-12

Mol, J.A.
Priesterbrüder in Friesland und der Ballei Utrecht während des Mittelalters. In K Militzer (Ed.), Herrschaft, Netzwerke, Brüder des Deutschen Ordens in Mittelalter und Neuzeit (pp. 93-106). Weimar: Verlag und Datenbank für Geisteswissenschaften

Jaarboek voor Middeleeuwse Geschiedenis, 15

Mol, J.A.
Om riddereer of zielenheil? De Pruisenreizen van de Noord-Nederlandse adel in de veertiende eeuw. Leidschrift. Historisch Tijdschrift, 27(3), 113-126

Mol, J.A.

Mol, J.A.

Mol, J.A.
Inleiding. In H van Engen & K van Vliet (Eds.), De nalatenschap van de Paulusabdij (pp. 9-22). Hilversum: Verloren

Dr. G.A. Noordzij
Research
0.8 fte
Conference attendance
June 8-9: Symposium 'Economies, Public Finances and the Impact of Institutional Change', Groningen
July 9-12: International Medieval Congress, Leeds
October 19: Symposium ‘Diplomatie in Middeleeuws en Vroegmoderne Europa’, Leiden

Conference papers
July 9-12: International Medieval Congress, Leeds. Title of the presented paper: ‘The only thing we want, is to keep the peace. Safe areas in Guelders in the second half of the fourteenth century’

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
November 30: Lecture ‘Monnikhuizen als herinneringsoord’ in bezoekerscentrum van Sonsbeek, Arnhem

Publications

Prof. Dr. J.S. Pollmann
Research
0.75 fte

Conference attendance
March 9: Low Countries History Seminar, IHR London
May 10-12: Matchpoint Conference, Aarhus Denmark
June 1: Colloquium Oorlogsliteratuur: ‘verbeelding, herinnering en identiteit, ca. 1600-1850’. Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen (participant)
June 20-22: Congres Memory before Modernity, Leiden
August 25: Keynote Congres Werkgroep Zeventiende eeuw, Het vaderlands verleden in de zeventiende eeuw, Leiden
September 21: Lecture for the Royal Historical Society, London
November 2: Najaarsscongres KNHG. ‘Voorwerpen maken geschiedenis. Niet-schriftelijke bronnen in historisch onderzoek’ (commentator)
November 12: Early Modern History Seminar, Oxford

Conference organization
August 25: Co-organisation congress werkgroep 17de eeuw ‘Het vaderlands verleden in de zeventiende eeuw’, Leiden University
June 20-22: Co-organize International conference ‘Memory before Modernity’, Leiden University

Conference papers
March 9: ‘On Furies. The Logistics of Sacking in the Dutch Revolt’, Low Countries History Seminar, IHR London
May 10-12: ‘Memory before and after nationalism: a revision’, Matchpoint Conference, Aarhus Denmark
June 20-22: ‘Sensing change in early modern Europe’, Congres Memory before Modernity, Leiden
November 12: ‘Is this not a New World? Sensations of change in early modern Europe’, Early Modern History Seminar, Oxford

Editorial and reviewer activities
Editorial Board Past & Present
Hoofdredacteur Zeven Provincien Reeks, Verloren
Member Brede redactie Trajecta

Membership of boards and committees
Chair section VG
Chair Research Master OLC
Curator Bibliotheca Thysiana
Member appointment committee chair early modern history UvA
Member appointment committee professor extraordinarius Geschiedenis van Amsterdam UvA
Member of the jury J. Klijnprijs pre-university college

Advisory and coordinating activities
Member WAR Scaliger Instituut

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee

Supervision PhD
Marianne Eekhout: ‘Community and memory. Mediating local memories of the Dutch Revolt, 1566-1700’, Leiden University, started 2008-to be submitted 2014
Jasper van der Steen: ‘The politics of memory in the Low Countries, 1566-1700’, started 2008-to be submitted 2013
Johannes Müller: ‘Exile memories and the reinvention of the Netherlands, started 2008-to be submitted 2013
Carolina Lenarduzzi: ‘Katholieke cultuur in de Republiek’; external PhD, commenced 1 November 2011
Cees Reijner: ‘Italiaanse Geschiedschrijving over de Nederlandse Opstand’; commenced 1 November 2011

Membership PhD committee
May 16: Feike Dietz, ‘Literaire levensaders. Internationale uitwisseling van woord, beeld en religie in de Republiek Utrecht University
July 4: Femke Deen, ‘Moorddam’. ‘Publiek debat en propaganda in Amsterdam tijdens de Nederlandse Opstand, 1566-1578’, University of Amsterdam
October 25: Otto van der Meij, ‘Tussen Oranje en Spanje. De leefwereld van Bredase regenten, 1550-1700’

Externally acquired funds
2012-2017 International partner IAUP project (Belgium) City and society in the Low Countries c. 1200-1850: The condition urbaine: between resilience and vulnerability (€ 82,500); co-applicant

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
March 14: Historisch Café Amsterdam, public interview on Catholic Identity and the Revolt of the Netherlands

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
Media:
January 15: VPRO radio OVT comments Majesteitsschennis
March 31: RTL Nieuws: comment Cold Case findings Willem van Oranje
April 2: Trouw interview Cold Case findings Willem van Oranje
April 11: Kennislink interview Cold Case findings Willem van Oranje
May 2012: Elsevier, info over Juliaan Woltjer
October 3: Radio interview NCRV Plein 5 Leids Onzet
October 25: NRC Handelsblad, interview books on Europe
November 24: SBS Television, Korea interview ‘Go to the Epoch of Tolerance’
December 10: Radio interview VARA Gidsfm, Radio 1 over Gouden Eeuw
December 11: NTR TV series Gouden eeuw

Advice NTR editors on television series ‘De geschiedenis van Nederland in zeven overstromingen’ and ‘De Gouden eeuw’ series

Publications
J.S. Pollmann
‘Wat te doen tegen de satellieten van satan?’ Transparant, 23 (2), pp. 17-21
J.S. Pollmann

Dr. L.H.J. Sicking
Research
0.15 fte

Conference attendance
February 8: Séminaire histoire de la guerre, Université Lille III, Lille, France
April 20: Symposium The Dutch/Danish court painter and collector Karel van Mander III (1609-1670), LUCD, Leiden University
May 9-12: Colloque La piraterie au fil de l’histoire. Un défi pour l’État, Institut de recherche stratégique de l’École militaire/Université de La Rochelle, France
May 28-30: Conference Hansetagung Konfliktregelung der Hanse, Hansische Geschichtsverein Lüneburg, Germany (invited lecture)
July 3-6: two sessions for 6th International Congress of Maritime History, Gent, Belgium:
1. Between maritime and global history: islands and maritime connections, networks, empires
2. Armed merchantmen in history, art and archaeology, 1500-1650
October 8: Workshop ‘Economia e instituições na Idade Média. Novas abordagens’, Universidade dos Açores, Ponta Delgada, Sao Miguel, Azoren, Portugal
October 19: Symposium Diplomatieke Geschiedenis, Leiden University
November 5-9: First Eurasian maritime history conference, Istanbul, Turkey

Conference organization
July 3-6: organization of two sessions for the 6th International Congress of Maritime History, Gent, Belgium:
1. Between maritime and global history: islands and maritime connections, networks, empires
2. Armed merchantmen in history, art and archaeology, 1500-1650
October 19: Co-organisation of and discussant at Symposium Diplomatieke Geschiedenis, Leiden University in collaboration with Maurits Ebben and Donald Haks

Conference papers
February 8: séminaire histoire de la guerre, Université Lille III, Lille, France. Title of presented paper: ‘La guerre sur mer en Europe, 1350-1650’
April 20: Symposium The Dutch/Danish court painter and collector Karel van Mander III (1609-1670), LUCD, Leiden University. Title of presented paper: ‘Dutch admirals’ in Danish service’
May 9-12: Colloque La piraterie au fil de l’histoire. Un défi pour l’État, Institut de recherche stratégique de l’École militaire/Université de La Rochelle, France. Title of the presented paper: ‘Les îles, les pirates et l’État à l’ouest et à l’est d’Eurasie, IXe-XVIe siècles’
July 3-6: (with maritime archaeologist Arent Vos): 6th International Congress of Maritime History, Gent, Belgium. Title of the presented paper: ‘Converting merchantmen for war in the 16th century: the example of the wreck near Ritthem’
October 8: Workshop ‘Economia e instituições na Idade Média. Novas abordagens’, Universidade dos Açores, Ponta Delgada, Sao Miguel, Azoren, Portugal. Title of the presented paper: ‘Shipping, Risk Management and Institutions in North-western Europe in the late Middle Ages’
October 19: Symposium Diplomatieke Geschiedenis, Leiden University. Title of the presented paper: Paper ‘479 jaar Turks-Nederlandse betrekkingen: de diplomatieke missie van Cornelis de Schepper naar Istanbul in 1533-1534’
November 5-9: First Eurasian maritime history conference, Istanbul, Turkey. Title of the presented paper: ‘Islands, pirates and the state. The Ottoman example in a global perspective’

Editorial and reviewer activities
Serie editor (with others) of the series ‘Warfare, society and culture’, van Pickering & Chatto Publishers (London)
Referee for the Journal of Military History
Reading committee of E. Beukers and C. van Sijl eds., Geschiedenis van de Zaanstreek (Zwolle 2012)

Membership of boards and committees
Member of Education Committee of History Department (until September 2012)
Member of the Scientific Committee of the conference Encuentros internacionales del medievo, Nájera, Spain
Member of the scientific committee of the Annales Médiévales de L’Europe Atlantique
Associated member of the journal Revue du Nord
Member of the Nederlandstalige en Franstalige redactie van de website betreffende de Nederlandse Opstand onderhouden vanuit de Leidse universiteitsbibliotheek (http://dutchrevolt.leidenuniv.nl)

Advisory and coordinating activities
Director of Studies MA History

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
Participating in exhibition and catalogue on the Flemish maritime fisheries for Musée de Gravelines, Gravelines, France

Publications
Sicking, Louis & Arizaga Bolumburu, Beatriz & Solórzano Telechea, Jesús
‘Las sociedades portuarias medievales’ In: Solórzano Telechea, Jesús, Bochaca, Michel, Aguiar Andrade, Amélia (Eds.) Gentes de mar en la ciudad atlántica medieval (pp. 13-17). Logroño
Sicking, Louis
‘Los grupos de intereses marítimos de la Península Ibérica en la ciudad de Amberes: la gestión de riesgos y la navegación en el siglo XVI’ In Solórzano Telechea, Jesús, Bochaca, Michel, Aguiar Andrade, Amélia (Eds.) Gentes de mar en la ciudad atlántica medieval (pp. 167-199). Logroño: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos
Sicking, Louis
Sicking, Louis

Other activities
June 12: Certificaat Basiskwalificatie Onderwijs (BKO)
2012: Habilité à diriger des recherches (HDR) by the Commission nationale des Universités (CNU) of France: Qualified to direct research and supervise PhD’s in modern and contemporary history

Dr. R. Stein
Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
April 30-May 3: ‘State-formation in an international context’. 'The Duke and his subjects. The creation of the Burgundian union in the fifteenth century'
June 8-9: 'Economies, Public finances and the impact of institutional change’, Groningen

Conference papers
April 30-May 3: ‘State-formation in an international context’. 'The Duke and his subjects. The creation of the Burgundian union in the fifteenth century'
Research leave, home and abroad
April 19: excursion to Brussel (teaching)
December 4: excursion to Den Haag, Meermanno, Nationaal Archief

Publications
M. Damen and R. Stein
‘Collective memory and personal memoria. The Carthusian monastery of Scheut as a crossroads of urban and princely patronage in the fifteenth century’ Publication du centre européen d'études bourguignonnes 52’ (2012) 29-48
R. Stein

Dr. J.J. Wubs-Mrozewicz
Research
0.8 fte

Conference attendance
May: annual conference of the Hansischer Geschichtsverein in Lüneburg, Germany
May: Seminar about social-economical history, Groningen
July: International Medieval Congress, Leeds
October 19: seminar ‘Nieuwe Diplomatieke Geschiedenis, Leiden

Conference organization
July: organizer and participation at the International Medieval Congress in Leeds

Editorial and reviewer activities
Peer-review: ‘The Hanse in Medieval and Early Modern Europe’ met Stuart Jenks (Brill, 2013)

Membership of boards and committees
Member of the NWO Rubicon committee (3 rounds 2012/2013)
Member of the Vereniging van Vernieuwingsimpuls wetenschappers (VVViO)
Participant set-up and coordination of the Linkedin group History of Contact in the Baltic and North Sea in the Middle Ages and Early Modern period

Other activities
Education and supervision
BA research seminar ‘Conflict en conflictbeheersing in de steden rond de Noord- en Oostzee’
Supervision papers, BA and MA essays

Publications
Wubs-Mrozewicz, J.J.
The medieval Hanse: groups and networks of traders. The case of the Bergen Kontor (Norway). In: Gentes de mar en la ciudad atlántica medieval (Ciencias Históricas) (pp. 213-233). Logroño: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos
Wubs-Mrozewics, J.J. and S. Jenks eds.
Editing peer review: ‘The Hanse in Medieval and Early Modern Europe’ with Stuart Jenks (Brill, 2013) published in 2012
Wubs-Mrozewics, J.J. and S. Jenks eds.
Wubs-Mrozewics, J.J. and S. Jenks eds.  
‘Hansards and the ‘Other’. Perceptions and Strategies in Late Medieval Bergen’, in : ‘The Hanse in Medieval and Early Modern Europe’, pp. 149-180  
Wubs-Mrozewics, J.J. and S. Jenks eds.  
Wubs-Mrozewics, J.J.  
The medieval Hanse: groups and networks of traders. The case of the Bergen Kontor (Norway), in: Jesús Ángel Solórzano Telechea, Michel Bochaca and Amélia Aguiar Andrade (eds.) Gentes de mar en la ciudad atlántica medieval (Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 2012) 213-233  
Wubs-Mrozewics, J.J.  
Lemma ‘Nordsee’ in Hanselexikon/ Hansischer Geschichtsverein (will be published as a book in 2013)  
Wubs-Mrozewics, J.J.  
The close ‘Other’. Hollanders in medieval Hanseatic sources and in historiography (accepted by German History, Oxford University journals)  
Wubs-Mrozewics, J.J.  
‘Interview: hanzeaten stromen weg uit Antwerpen (1593)’ on-line publication at the NTR TV website (Golden Age serie)  
Wubs-Mrozewics, J.J.  
The notion of trust in merchant conflict resolution in the Hanse area in the sixteenth century’ (in preparation/under review)  

**PhD Candidates**

**Ms. M.F.D. Eekhout MA**

**Research**  
0.8 fte

**Conference attendance**

February 15: Graduate Seminar, Institute for History, Leiden University  
April 5: ‘The Revolt Revisited’. Memories of the Dutch Revolt in urban history writing at ALCS Conference, University of Sheffield  
June 21: ‘Celebrating a Trojan Horse’. Memories of the Dutch Revolt in Breda, 1590-1650 at Memory before Modernity, Leiden University  
August 30: ‘Remembering the Dutch Revolt. Cities, city guides and civic rivalry in the seventeenth century’ at EAUH Conference, Prague  

**Conference organization**

June 21: Co-organizer conference ‘Memory before Modernity. Memory Cultures in Early Modern Europe’ at Leiden University  
November 2: Co-organizer najaarscongres ‘Voorwerpen maken Geschiedenis’ At Koninklijk Nederlands Historisch Genootschap (KNHG)
Membership of boards and committees
Member Conference Committee 'Voorwerpen maken Geschiedenis' at KNHG

Other activities
Volunteer at Huygens ING

Publications
Eekhout, M.F.D.
Eekhout, M.F.D.
(Book review)

K.J. Fatah-Black, MPhil
Research
0.8 fte

Conference attendance
August: Seminar Dutch Atlantic Connections, KITLV Leiden
October 15-17: Symposium ‘Geschiedschrijving Suriname’ Anton de Kom Universiteit, Paramaribo
September 7: Workshop ‘Maritiem-historische databases’, Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam

Conference papers
August: Seminar Dutch Atlantic Connections, KITLV Leiden: ‘Paramaribo as a Dutch and Atlantic Nodal point, 1680-1740’
October 15-17: Symposium ‘Geschiedschrijving Suriname’ Anton de Kom Universiteit, Paramaribo: ‘Suriname en de wereld: essay over de vraag wat een Atlantische perspectief bij kan dragen aan de Surinaamse historiografie’

Editorial and reviewer activities
Zeven Provinciën Reeks
Uitgeverij Verloren
Journal of Early American History
Editing a special issue on Inter-imperial encounters in the Dutch Caribbean

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
November 30: Lecture: ‘Kolonisatie en slavernij in de kaarten van Thornton, De Lavaux en Heneman Scheepvaart Museum Amsterdam
April 12: Radio 1: NOS Nieuws: Interview over de Nederlandse slavenhandel
http://nos.nl/audio/361443-slavenhandel-leverde-meer-op-dan-gedacht.html
April 14: Radio 1: TROS Nieuwsshow: ‘Slavenhandel winstgevender dan gedacht’
April 16: Radio Nederlandse Wereldomroep: Slavenhandel leverde Nederland 700 miljoen op
http://www.rnw.nl/caribiana/article/slavenhandel-leverde-nederland-700000000-euro-
op Blog: NiNsee: Belang slavenhandel voor de Nederlandse economie, 1595-1829
http://www.ninsee.nl/news/Belang-van-de-slavenhandel-voor-de-Nederlandse-economie-1595-1829
Blog: Onvoltooid Verleden: De last van een monumentaal verleden (22 november 2012)
http://www.onvoltooidverleden.nl/index.php?id=262
November 1: Blog: Caraïbisch Uitzicht: Geschiedschrijving
http://caraibischeletteren.blogspot.nl/2012/11/geschiedschrijving.html
December 13: Maartje Janse en Karwan Fatah-Black, ‘Opinie: Wij hoeven die Piet niet. Weg met die controversiële, karikaturale zwarte knecht’ Mare

**Publications**
Fatah-Black, K.J.
Slaves and Sailors on Suriname's Rivers. Itinerario, European Journal of Overseas History, 36(3), 61-82
Fatah-Black, K.J. & Rossum, M. van
Fatah-Black, K.J.
Fatah-Black, K.J.
[Bespreking van het boek 1493: Hoe de wereld zich ontwikkelde na de ontdekking van Amerika]. OSO: Tijdschrift voor Surinamistiek en het Caraïbisch Gebied, 31
Rossum, M. van & Fatah-Black, K.J.
Wat is winst? De economische impact van de Nederlandse trans-Atlantische slavenhandel. Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis, 9(1), 3-29

**M. Gerrits MA**
*Research*
*1.0 fte*

**J.M. Müller Mphil**
*Research*
*0.8 fte*

**Conference attendance**
June 22: International Conference ‘Early Modern Memory. Memory Cultures in Early Modern Europe’, Leiden University

**Conference organization**
June 22: (co-)organizer International Conference ‘Early Modern Memory. Memory Cultures in Early Modern Europe’, Leiden University.

**Conference papers**
June 22: International Conference ‘Early Modern Memory. Memory Cultures in Early Modern Europe’, Leiden University. Title of presented paper: ‘Exile memories and the reinvention of family history’

**Publications**
Müller, J.M.
J.M. Müller
J.M. Müller

**Drs. B. Noordam**

*Research*

1.0 fte

**Conference attendance**

May 10-12: Conference ‘Entanglement of histories, circulation of knowledge, transfer of technologies, dimensions of transcultural statehood?’, Heidelberg University
August 29-31: Summer school ‘Integration processes and identity formations in European and Asian empires’, University of Amsterdam
October 19: Symposium ‘De nieuwe diplomatieke geschiedenis’, Leiden University

**Conference organization**

May 10-12: Conference ‘Entanglement of histories, circulation of knowledge, transfer of technologies, dimensions of transcultural statehood?’, Heidelberg University, co-organizer & chair

**Conference papers**

August 29-31: Summer school ‘Integration processes and identity formations in European and Asian empires’, University of Amsterdam (UvA. Title of paper: ‘Suppression of piracy in the 16th century: Qi Jiguang and the Chinese military labour market’

**Membership of boards and committees**

Board member – treasurer of the Shilin Foundation, Leiden

**E. Özgen**

*Research*

1.0 fte

**Ms. Drs. J. Smithuis**

*Research*

0.8 fte

**Conference attendance**


**Drs. R.J. Stapel**

*Research*

0.8 fte

**Conference attendance**

**Conference papers**
Title of paper: Priest-brethren in the Utrecht bailiwick

**Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)**
Use of twitter: @rjstapel

**Publications**
Appelmans, J., Gaens, T., Weijert, R. de & Stapel, R.J. (Eds.) Signum, 2012
Stapel, R.J.
Stapel, R.J.
Stapel, R.J.
Priest-brethren in the Utrecht bailiwick. Vienna, Priester im Deutschen Orden. Tagung der Internationale Historische Kommission zur Erforschung des Deutschen Ordens. (September 21)

**J.A. van der Steen MA**

**Research**
0.8 fte

**Conference attendance**
June 20-22: international conference ‘Memory before modernity. Memory cultures in early modern Europe’, Leiden
September 20: international conference, ‘Fascination for the Foe. Self and Other in the Golden Age’, Amsterdam

**Conference organization**
June 20-22: international conference ‘Memory before modernity. Memory cultures in early modern Europe’, Leiden. Role: (co-)organizer, chair or discussant

**Conference papers**
June 23: symposium ‘Vrienden van De Witt’ Title of conference: Memory before modernity. Memory cultures in early modern Europe
Title of presented paper: ‘Herinneringspolitiek en het Opstandsverleden rond 1650’
Type of conference: Jaarcongres werkgroep De Zeventiende Eeuw
Title of conference: Memory before modernity. Memory cultures in early modern Europe
Date and location 25 August 2012
Title of presented paper: De dwang van de geschiedenis: het politieke gebruik van het Opstandsverleden tijdens het Eerste Stadhouderloze Tijdperk, 1650-1672

Publications
Reviews
Steen, J.A., van der
‘Een tegenstrijdige vrede’. [Book review: Conflicting Words: The Peace Treaty of Münster (1648) and the Political Culture of the Spanish Monarchy]. In: Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis, 125, pp. 131-132
Steen, J.A., van der
Steen, J.A., van der
[Review: Luc Duerloo, Dynasty and Piety: Archduke Albert (1598-1621) and Habsburg Political Culture in an Age of Religious Wars, 15]. In: Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis, 9, pp. 91-93

External PhD Candidates
Drs. L. Alberts
Drs. J. Besseling
Drs. S. Bijker
Drs. J. Brüsewitz
Drs. J.C.M. Cox
Dr. H. Denessen
Drs. W. Dral
Drs. F.J.L. van Dulm
Drs. R. Dijk
Ms. Drs. V. Flammang
Drs. D. J. Jansen
Drs. J.M.J.G. Kats
Drs. H.J.L.C. Koopmanschap
Ms. C. Lenarduzzi
Drs. C.O. van der Meij
Ms. Drs. M. van der Meij-Tolsma
Drs. A. Nobel
Ms. Drs. A. Peele
Drs. D. Pfeifer
Drs. C. Reijnier
Drs. V. Roelvink
Drs. O.D.J. Roemeling
Drs. G. van Roon
Drs. R. van Rossenberg
Drs. G.P. Sanders
Drs. A.A.J. Scheffers
Drs. P. Schoen
Drs. H. Spanninga
Drs. A.P.W. van den Steen
Drs. B. Thissen
Drs. H.D. Tjalsma
Research Master Students
Erica Boersma
David Claszen
Wiel Dorssers
Alec Ewing
Ferry Gouwens
Jasper Groen
Peter van den Hooff
Frank de Hoog
Joey Spijkers
Matthijs Timmermans
Christiaan Veldman
Jenine de Vries

Externally funded programmes

VICI project: Tales of the Revolt, Memory, oblivion and identity in the Low Countries, 1566-1700
*Judith Pollmann*

This research project, that started in September 2008, aims to explore how personal and public memories of the Dutch Revolt in the seventeenth century evolved and interacted to create new political and cultural identities for the societies that eventually were to become the kingdoms of the Netherlands and Belgium. While on both sides of the new border there emerged a body of ‘canonic’ knowledge about the Revolt against the Spanish Habsburgs, this simultaneously involved the conscious eradication of other aspects of the past, meaning that two radically different versions of the same past came to prop up two distinctive ‘national’ identities.

The first aim of this project is to investigate how these versions of the past came into being, to what extent they were assimilated by individual Netherlanders, and how they contributed to identity formation. The project builds on the surge of scholarly interest in the phenomenon of ‘collective’ or ‘social’ memory – the way in which societies remember and deploy the past. Research on the twentieth century has shown that individual memories will evolve in response to those of other people, or those that are promulgated in the public domain – thus contributing to the formation of group identity. Few scholars have so far tried to map the interaction between personal and public memory before 1800.

The second aim of this project is to show that this is both possible and worthwhile. By exploring storytelling about the Revolt in memoirs, chronicles and many other sources, we will gauge the impact of different ‘memory policies’ on early modern populations that shared the same past but that became politically and confessionally divided. This situation was not unique to the Netherlands, and the project aims to offer insights that can be applied to other parts of Europe, as well as a better understanding of the differences between early modern and modern memory.

Individual memory. Narrating the Revolt (post doc project)
*Erika Kuijpers*

This project asks how individuals and society in the first generations after the Revolt dealt with personal memories of the wars, asking how they narrated, explained, understood, and came to terms with what had happened. Among students of the history of memory it is widely assumed that history is
a social act. Narrating the past is closely connected to the construction of identity. What people remember, what they will tell about it, is largely determined by the normative frameworks and narrative schemes with which they grew up.

Those frameworks and schemes will come to the fore when individual tales are compared with tales that have become popular in the public domain. The similarities in themes, style, form, interpretation etc reveals how much personal tales are fused with those from oral traditions, and what people have learned from other media. The way in which people were dealing with past experiences in the seventeenth century should have some elements in common with how people do this today. In historical literature, however, it is the differences that are often emphasised: the absence or rarity of introspection and self-reflection, for instance, the supposedly less developed sense of individuality and the strong collective consciousness of groups and communities. It is also often alleged that a very different meaning was attached to suffering, and that there was less appreciation for individual characteristics and authenticity. This project aims to test these assumptions. The following questions are central to this project: 1. When and why did people narrate or write about their personal memories of episodes or experiences during the war? 2. How and to what extent did the medial context, social identity, self-reflection and contemporary notions of truth determine the content of narrated memory? 3. Do early modern war memories differ in content, meaning and function from today’s war memories? If so, what exactly are the differences and how can we explain for them? 4. Why did some personal stories reach a wider public and become part of the historical canon while others had a limited reach or remained private?

Commemoration and Community. Mediating local memories of the Dutch Revolt in the Low Countries, 1566-1700 (PhD project)

Marianne Eekhout

The subproject Commemoration and Community focuses on local memories of the Dutch Revolt in the Dutch Republic and the Southern Netherlands. Memory cultures varied considerably from town to town. After the Revolt, some towns drew attention to their role as victims of the cruel Dutch or Spanish soldiers whereas others presented themselves as victors, or tried to cover up their part in the Revolt. This project seeks to chart both why and how such memory cultures came into existence, however, and under what conditions they could continue to survive and be deployed to support local identity or local political positions and reputations. There have been claims that local magistrates pursued an active memory policy and engaged in memory ’management’, but whether they were the most important players is still unclear. Various other actors such as religious groups, families or guilds also had the ability and power to influence the decisions of which memories should be forgotten and which ought to be remembered. These uncertainties provoke other questions related to memory studies and especially to the way in which memories took shape in the seventeenth century. How does a memory culture develop? Is it the result of a contest between factions and individuals? To what extent could versions of the past coexist?

Did the population know which groups advocated which memories? Could certain memories be adapted when new stories turned up? All these questions will play an important role in this project. In addition, this project seeks to explore local memory cultures as a multimedia phenomenon. It will be based on literary sources and archival material, but also on commemorative objects including paintings, prints and a wide range of material and immaterial objects – gable stones, tapestries, windows, ceramics, or ‘relics’ of the Revolt years, as well as local rituals, place names and lieux de mémoire. All these media have their own messages and audiences, they will be studied both individually and collectively in order to understand their position and meaning in the memory process.
Exile memories and the reinvention of the Netherlands (PhD project)

**Johannes M. Müller**

This research project examines the role of memories of war and exile among Netherlandish refugees and their descendants in the Netherlands, Germany and England from the beginning of the Dutch Revolt until 1700. The main objective is to explain how and in which forms images of the past lived on in the Dutch exile communities and how memories about the war and the lost homeland contributed to the formation of new social identities in the Low Countries and abroad. To meet this objective, this study will focus on a) the social structures and institutions, through which memories were shaped and preserved, b) an analysis of the ‘semantics’ of exile, i.e. the social meanings that were attributed to this phenomenon, and c) the changing topical and intertextual traditions in which exile memories were modelled and articulated. Leaving behind their hometowns and local social networks which were held together by mechanisms of trust and reputation, exiles were forced to redefine themselves and to fashion identities that were acceptable and recognizable in the new society. Especially Southerners, who had fled to the Republic were immensely active in publishing pamphlets and other literature, in which they presented themselves as compatriots of their hosts, ‘Netherlanders’, who sought refuge for the sake of their faith.

Whereas the inhabitants of the Low Countries had previously defined themselves by referring to local rather than to national identities, exiles began to appeal to ‘the common fatherland’ of all Netherlanders or to the unity of trans-local religious confessions. So far, the role exile memories played in the formation of new confessional and ‘proto-national’ constructions of Netherlandish identity has scarcely been examined. This study will do so, in the belief that this can offer valuable insights into the development of two distinct Netherlandish states and identities as well as the emergence of new confessional self-images.

The politics of memory in the Low Countries (PhD project)

**Jasper van der Steen**

The Dutch Revolt tore apart the seventeen Netherlands and led to the formation of two states that were at war until the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. Long before 1648, however, it had already become evident that the division between North and South was likely to be permanent. Due to the rift between the two Netherlands, diametrically opposed views on the origin of the Revolt developed. Although there is an extensive literature on the political fissure between North and South, the process by which views on a shared history diverged and led to different interpretations of a common past has received less attention. Comparative studies that include both the Northern and Southern Netherlands are also lacking.

This subproject offers a political and transnational perspective on the development and uses of public memories of the Revolt in the seventeenth century. It will supplement the local and individual perspectives studied by other members of the team, and will show how different memory environments influenced identity formation in the Northern and Southern Netherlands. By offering a comparison of public memory formation in a decentralised, Republican polity and a monarchical political system, it should also be able to contribute to a better understanding of the way in which political systems affected early modern memory formation in general. Accordingly, this project seeks to explore how and why different Netherlandish canons of the history of the Revolt came into being, how the contents and (political) uses of these narratives developed in the course of the seventeenth century; and the extent to which these narratives influenced the formation of new and irreconcilable self-images in the northern and southern provinces. How did memory and identity mutually influence one another in this process?
Towards a new history of (early) modern memory

Judith Pollmann

Most scholars who study memory believe that people in different cultures have different ways of remembering. This implies that it should be possible to write a history of memory. Outlines of such a history can be found in various modern theories of memory, which often contain a macro-historical component. They usually posit an evolution of memory and memory practices away from the organic, local, traditional and collective towards the synthetic, novel and individual. The timeframe in which this development is placed is usually quite unspecific, but broadly ‘premodern’. While the theories can and do refer to what is now really a mountain of evidence on memory practices post 1800, they have considered hardly any evidence for pre modern memory. Yet so far as current macro historical theories are supported with early modern evidence at all, this is usually derived from studies on early modern concepts of memory, and the evidence that has been collected to support other generic narratives of the coming of modernity; the discovery of the self, the rise of the public sphere, the nation and historical theory. What they do not consider is evidence for actual early modern memory practices. In recent years early modernists have been doing quite a lot of interesting work on actual remembering as it was done by early modern people. Modern scholars have transformed the world of custom, community and tradition that Nora so confidently identified as the settings of ‘milieux de mémoire’, into a much more complex and dynamic phenomenon. They have emphasised how early modern culture integrated and domesticated change on the one hand, while at the same time innovating much more radically than itself was willing to admit. This project will attempt to bridge the gap between the macro-historical narratives of the memory theorists, and the evidence for early modern memory practices. The aims are both to improve and rethink the macro-historical narratives, and because it might help early modernists themselves to think more systematically about continuity and change in the shape and uses of memory in this period. To achieve this aim, this project will pursue two routes. The first is a comparison over time, through a study of modern and early modern memory practices, with a focus on those related to civil wars. The second focuses on identifying and explaining changes in memory by departing from the early modern period. The idea here is to exploring a number distinctive features of the ways in which early modern people engaged with the past, and the impact of these on memory practices, before examining the extent to which, and the reasons why, these transformed over time.

Project: Twilight zone: party strife, factionalism, and feuding in the Northern Low Countries.

Peter Hoppenbrouwers

During the final centuries of the Middle Ages the Low Countries were ridden by violent clashes between what contemporary sources called partes (Middle Dutch: partien/pertien), a word that may be translated as parties or factions, dependent on the extent of their goals, recruitment and activities. Exactly this ambiguous setting, in a twilight zone between the supra-local and the local, as well as between a ‘public’/political and a ‘private’/familial field of action, makes party strife and factionalism attractive subjects of innovative historical research, that can contribute to a better understanding of the often neglected counterweights that were build-up against the slow but relentless rise of the modern state in Western Europe during the late medieval and early modern periods. This project’s aim is to increase our knowledge of party strife and factionalism substantially along two tracks: by extending existing knowledge geographically and thematically, and by looking for completely new angles that join in with international research. In this particular case the theme of party strife and faction quarrels will be linked to four phenomena that are generally considered to have been typical for dealing with political tension in later medieval society: feuding, bastard feudalism, the creation of bargaining networks, and popular revolts. The project consists of three subprojects, in which three quite different variations on the theme of party strife and factionalism are developed for the last three territories in the
Northern Low Countries to be formally incorporated into the Burgundian-Habsburg empire: (prince less) Friesland West of the Lauwers, the Prince-bishopric of Utrecht, and the Duchy of Guelders.

Hollanders as ‘the Other’. Late medieval perceptions of identity in Hanseatic sources (Rubicon project)

Justyna Wubs-Mrozewicz

The division between ‘us’ and ‘them’ is one of the most common mechanisms of social interaction and (self)perception. It also contributes to the creation of identities, both nowadays and in the past. In this project, Hollanders in the late Middle Ages are viewed as ‘the Other’ through the lens of Hanseatic sources. Hollanders were an upcoming mercantile power in the 15th-16th centuries, expanding to the Baltic region: a ground until then dominated by the Hanse, a mercantile organisation. The interaction with Hanseatic traders ranged from rivalry to cooperation, and it resulted in the creation of an image of Hollanders as ‘the Other’. There are abundant sources on this representation of Hollanders, and it is one of the few instances when an external view on the medieval Hollandish identity can be analysed. However, these sources have not been yet systematically examined. This project aims to fill this lacuna, and to place the findings in a theoretically informed framework. It will thus be both an contribution to the study of Holland-Hanse relations in the late Middle Ages, and to the theoretical discussion of identities from a historical perspective. The question is what role the image of ‘the Other’ played in mercantile interaction.

Eurasian empires: integration processes and identity formations. A comparative program

Jeroen Duindam

What holds people together, what makes them willing to fit within larger political structures? Our program looks at answers provided by the practices of dynastic rulership in Eurasian empires ca. 1300-1800. These loose structures accommodated numerous groups under their rule and some showed remarkable resilience over time. We study patterns of compliance and resistance, mostly from the perspective of the dynastic centre. In the process, we reassess age-old images of Asia and Europe. While we focus on the key question of integration and identity, our project also takes into account the global connections and conjunctures increasingly manifest from the thirteenth century onwards. The Eurasian Empires program, endorsed by NWO in 2009 in the first round of its G or Horizon program, started in June 2011 and will continue until the summer of 2016. It brings together a team of senior researchers based in three Dutch universities: Leiden University (with the principal applicant J. Duindam and J. Gommans, Leiden coordinates the program), Universiteit van Amsterdam (M. van Berkel) and the Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen (P. Rietbergen). Together these supervisors coach six PhD-researchers and two postdocs. The program’s budget totals ca. two million Euros. Each of these eight researchers focuses on a specific project within the program’s overall scope, covering Europe, West-, South- and East Asia (see http://hum.leiden.edu/history/eurasia/). While the projects take shape on the basis of specific language expertise and the study of primary sources, researchers define joint themes and produce joint papers. In this way the program as a whole seeks to bridge the gap between approaches of global history distant from sources and languages and the specialized studies of regional experts.
5. Political Culture and National Identities

Description
Leiden has its own tradition in the field of political and national history. More than at other Dutch universities, research is conducted into the national, often political history of individual countries in Europe and beyond. Such a focus on national history is no longer common practice within the field. However, if this focus is problematised, it still remains a fruitful basis for a study of the past. The construction of national identities is not least a question of political action in the broadest sense of the word, and it therefore makes sense to study these matters in their relation to one another. This step seems all the more obvious if, in thinking of politics, we think primarily of political culture: on the one hand, the cultural aspects of the political realm itself, and on the other hand the broad social-cultural and cultural-intellectual embedding of politics. In both respects, political culture has to a large extent developed in national contexts and, conversely, 'national identity' is often simply another word for traditions in the field of political culture. Problematising ideas concerning national identity is also closely related to problematising the accepted assumptions about established politics. Leiden more than any other university offers an ideal environment for the study of this complex, due to the presence among its historians of so many country specialists and specialists in the history of the European Union. The parallel presence of these specialisations does not automatically lead to collaboration. Among historians, it has long been a habit to concentrate on one country and to study this country in its unique characteristics (The German Sonderweg, Great-Britain versus the Continent, l’exception française, The Netherlands as an exception to the general human pattern, American exceptionalism, etc.), while the study of the history of Europe and European unification was effected in a separate area of research. In recent decades, an increasing amount of criticism has been voiced concerning the nationally-oriented historical tradition, and calls have been made for more comparative research. In practice, however, it proves to be far from easy for a historian (as opposed to, for instance, a sociologist) to study history from a comparative perspective. Comparative history begins with placing a number of national cases side by side, but it is, of course, far more than that. Expertise in the field of national history will probably reach its full potential if, rather than concentrating on separate juxtaposed national cases, historians focus instead on the connections between them. To this end, the German and French history of ideas tradition has developed the concept of ‘culture transfer’, i.e. the adoption of foreign examples and the inspiration which they engender. This concept can easily be transferred to the political domain, for instance with regard to social movement, parties and parliaments, and the use of symbols and material objects. In the attempt to escape the pressure of the national template in research (whereby national phenomena are automatically understood and explained in terms of national developments), the concept of political transfer is an important heuristic tool. In addition, Europe and international or supra-national organisations, such as those involved in post-War European unification, can then be studied as platforms of political transfer.

Staff
Dr. J. Augusteijn

Research

0.3 fte

Conference attendance
May 31 – June 1: Chair at Seminar: Security and Conspiracy Dispositives in Modern History, Centre for Terrorism and Counterterrorism, Leiden University, Campus Den Haag
April 18: Chair and discussant at Symposium: Onrust en de Overheid, Leiden University, Plexus

Conference organization
May 31 – June 1: Chair at Seminar: Security and Conspiracy Dispositives in Modern History, Centre for Terrorism and Counterterrorism, Leiden University, Campus Den Haag
April 18: Chair and discussant at Symposium: Onrust en de Overheid, Leiden University, Plexus

Editorial and reviewer activities
Member editorial board of the journal Perspectives on Terrorism
Reviewer for Cambridge University Press, Manchester University Press and Berghahn Books
Referee for Irish Humanities Research Board
Referee for EURIAS

Membership of boards and committees
Exam Committee History
Admission Committee Bachelor International Studies
Member Electoral Commission Faculty of Humanities

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
Appeared on Unity TV on Langstudeerboete 26 October 2012
Appeared several times on radio commenting on Irish Affairs for various broadcasting organisations, various dates
January 9: ‘Hoe word je een terrorist’ gastcolumn op www.kennislink.nl

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
November 2: lecture for SPIL student society for International Relations
October 9: Introduction of the film ‘The King’s Speech’ for HSVL
March 13: Master Class over de ervaringen met terrorisme in Ierland voor For Defensie Leergang in Breda
Screening of the HAVO and VWO exams History for CITO

Publications
Augusteijn, J.
‘Getting the IRA to the Table. Ending the Irish War of Independence, 1920-21’ in: Klaus Weinhauser and Joerg Requate (eds), Gewalt ohne Ausweg? Beiträge zur Historischen Friedensforschung (Campus 2012)
Joost Augusteijn, Eric Storm (eds)
‘Nation and Region. Nation-Building, Regional Identities and Separatism in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Palgrave 2012):
- ‘Introduction’
- Chapter: ‘Irish nationalism and unionism between state, region and nation’
- ‘Conclusions’
- ‘Hoe word je een terrorist’ gastcolumn op www.kennislink.nl
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- ‘De historische ervaring met terrorisme’ in Hermes. Tijdschrift voor de Vlaamse Leraren Geschiedenis jaargang 16, nummer 52

Dr. J.C.G. Aguiar

Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
November 22: workshop ‘El papel de China en la dinámica de la economía formal e informal latinoamericana’, Universidad Auómina de México (UNAM), Mexico City
November 23: lecture ‘Cadenas de Bienes e Ilegalidad en México. El caso de la piratería’, Universidad de las Américas, Puebla
November 20 : lecture 'Estados de simulación. Piratería, contrabando, neoliberalismo y el control de la ilegalidad en América Latina', Colegio de México, Mexico City
September 20 : seminar ‘Guanxi capitalism: Global Circulations and Chinese Associations in Latin America’, Global Encounters Research Seminar, Free University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam

Conference organization
November 1: seminar ‘Fashion, branding and imitation. The clothing industry in Guatemala’, lecture by Kedron Thomas (Washington University), Leiden University, Leiden
Role: organizer
Role: organizer
Role: organizer
May 23-26: symposium ‘Between Spaces – Asia and America as New Transnational Spaces’, Latin American Studies Association 2012 Congress, San Francisco
Role: discussant

Conference papers

Research leave, home and abroad
June-August: visiting Fellow, Latin American Institute, Free University of Berlin. Preparation publications and participation in conferences

Editorial and reviewer activities
Member of the editorial board book series ‘Seguridad Ciudadana. Retos, perspectivas y temas selectos’, Universidad de Guadalajara, Mexico
Reviewer for Critique of Anthropology
Reviewer for Journal of Latin American Studies
Reviewer for European Review of Latin American and Caribbean Studies

Membership of boards and committees
Member of the Faculty Council, Faculty of Humanities, Leiden University
Councilor, Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology, American Anthropological Association
Secretary of the Examination Board, Latin American Studies, Leiden University
Evaluation Committee Sabbaticals, Institute for History, Leiden University

Advisory and coordinating activities
Prince Claus Fund, advisor for Latin America, since 2010

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee

Supervision PhD

Membership PhD committee
Maria de Jesús Ávila Sánchez, ‘El efecto del capital económico, social y humano en el proceso de tránsito que realizan los migrantes guatemaltecos, en busca del sueño americano’, PhD dissertation, Faculty of Humanities, Leiden University, November 29. Role: member of readers committee
Jorge Balderas Domínguez, ‘Discursos y narrativas sobre violencia, miedo e inseguridad en México: el caso de Ciudad Juárez’, PhD dissertation, Faculty of Humanities, Leiden University, September 27. Role: member of readers committee

Externally acquired funds
Publication grant, Irmgard Coninx Foundation, Berlin. Project: ‘Infringing the Border: Smuggling, Illegality and Political Authority under Changing Mobility Regimes’. Single project. Role: major applicant, in cooperation with the State University of New York (Binghamton)

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
June 22: Interview on the Mexican elections, Terra TV, Mexico
May 27: Interview on border policies in Latin America, ‘La Expedición’, Televisión Española, Spain
May: Interview, ‘Mexico is geen failed state’, Atlas, 23(3)
March 28: Interview, ‘Een andere drugsaanpak in Latijns-Amerika’, Mondiaal Nieuws, Belgium
February 28: Interview, ‘Legaliseren als laatste uitweg’, De Standaard, Belgium
Use of tweeter: @jcgaguiar
Professional website and blog: http://www.josecarlosgaguiar.com

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)

Awards
National Researcher, level 1, Sistema Nacional de Investigadores (National Register of Researchers), Consejo Nacional para la Ciencia y la Tecnología (National Council for Science and Technology), Mexico

Publications
Aguiar, José Carlos G.
Cities on edge: Sacoleiros and the contestation of borders at the Iguazú Triangle. Singapore Journal of Tropical Geography, 33 (2)
Jaffe, R.K. & Aguiar, José Carlos G.
Aguiar, José Carlos G.
Aguiar, José Carlos G.
Aguiar, José Carlos G.

Other activities
Member of the Advisory Board, Niños de Guatemala Foundation, Leiden

Dr. E.F. van de Bilt

Research

0.15 fte

Conference attendance
September 27: Leiden, lecture by James Thurber on the presidential elections
October 11: Leiden, lecture Gary Nordlinger en Shane Jett on the US political parties
November 2: Leiden, NASA (Netherlands American Studies Association), One-day conference on American Elections

Conference organization
September 27: Leiden, lecture by James Thurber on the presidential elections
October 11: Leiden, lecture Gary Nordlinger en Shane Jett on the US political parties

Conference papers

Advisory and coordinating activities
For each activity: reviewer/ member selection committee member
March 27 and 28: Leiden, VSB fellowships
April 13: The Hague, NWO project

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Membership PhD committee
February: Frans van Nijnatten, University of Amsterdam, reader
June 7: Jorrit van der Berk, Leiden University, reader

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
August 19: Hilversum, OVT, on George Washington
August 26: Hilversum, OVT, on Thomas Jefferson and John Adams
September 2: Hilversum, OVT, on Abraham Lincoln
November 8: Amsterdam, radio Amsterdam, on presidential election results
November 25: Amsterdam FM, Radio Swammerdam, on presidential elections results
December 23: Hilversum, OVT, on gun control history in the United States

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
Public lectures (including Studium Generale): lectures/talk/participant symposium on American presidential elections and other topics:
February 29: Leiden, SIB, forum, ‘De Republikeinse Voorverkiezingen’
March 7: Amsterdam, VU, lecture ‘Democracy in America’
March 8: Amsterdam, Machiavelli, forum American elections
June 7: Amsterdam, UvA, lecture on Mohammed Ali
September 19: Leiden, Prometheus, forum American presidential elections
September 25: lecture Gemeente Wassenaar, American elections
October 11: Maassluis, lecture on American elections
October 13: Amsterdam, forum American elections, D66
November 5: Amsterdam Spui 25, lecture on Barack Obama
November 6: Amsterdam, bookstore Schreurs en de Groot, lecture on elections

Training of teachers employed in secondary education:
February 6: Utrecht, ‘Nascholingsdag’ Atlantische Commissie, talk on ML King
October 5: Leiden, ‘nascholingsdag,’ talk on ‘Hull House’
November 23: ‘nascholingsdag’ Historisch Nieuwsblad, Amsterdam, talk on early American history

Publications
Bilt, E.F. van de
‘Lost in Legitimacy: Walter Lippmann and the Quest for Authoritative Democracy’, Leiden Political Legitimacy Working Papers Series
Bilt, E.F. van de
Bilt, E.F. van de
‘Mitt Romney’s Power of Sympathy’, Atlantisch Perspectief, 36, 6 (2012), 33-34
Dr. B.E. van der Boom

Research
0.3 fte

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
Blog: http://www.wijwetennietsvanhunlot.blogspot.nl/

Radio/TV:
October 31: Radio Sleutelstad by Sebastiaan van der Lubbe
October 28: Kunststof TV by Joos Karhof
May 4: Unity TV by Leendert Beekman
May 3: Hoe? Zo! (Radio 5) by Jeroen Dirks
November 4: Joods op Zondag by Paul Damen, Hans Knoop en Elma Drayer
May 6: OVT (radio 1) by Michal Citroen en Jos Palm
May 20: Amsterdam FM by Laurens van der Heijden

Interviews:
April 24: NRC/Handelsblad by Bart Funnekotter
June 6: Geschiedenis Beleven by Arita Jol
November 28: Reformatorisch Dagblad by Arie de Heer
November 1: Mare by Vincent Bongers
April 24: Historisch Nieuwsblad by Bas Kromhout

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)

Public lectures:
May 3: Verzetsmuseum Amsterdam
May 5: Pro Demos, Den Haag
May 9: Tweede Uitleg, Amsterdam
May 24: de Kruyttooren, Hellevoetsluis
September 21: Arti Amsterdam
November 9: Verzetsmuseum Groesbeek

Interventions in public debates:
January 10: ‘Regering in Londen wist niet van Shoah’, NRC/Handelsblad
April 25: ‘We were onwetend, niet onverschillig’, de Volkskrant
November 16: ‘Stap over het ongemak heen’, Nieuw Israelietisch Weekblad

Awards
Libris Geschiedenis Prijs:
‘Wij weten niets van hun lot’. Gewone Nederlanders en de Holocaust (Amsterdam 2012)

Publications
Boom, B.E. van der
‘Wij weten niets van hun lot’. Gewone Nederlanders en de Holocaust (Amsterdam 2012)
Boom, B.E. van der
‘Grootse dromen en zelfoverschatting’, Tijdschrift voor biografie 2012, 3, 85-87

Dr. D. Bos

Research
0.3 fte
Conference attendance
February 24: Conference organised by the Werkgroep Geschiedenis van de WBS-stichting,
May 24: Marx-seminar, Academisch-Cultureel Centrum Spui 25, Amsterdam University.
October 25-28: Sixth Biennial Conference of the Urban History Association, New York
November 9: Conference ‘Wahrheit und Dichtung’ (Tijdschrift voor Biografie), Utrecht University

Conference organization
November 9: Conference ‘Wahrheit und Dichtung’ (Tijdschrift voor Biografie), Utrecht University

Conference papers
February 24: ‘De Parijse Commune en het rode lied’ at conference organised by the Werkgroep
Geschiedenis van de WBS-stichting, Makkers ten laatste male… Nieuwe visies op het rode lied, Utrecht
University. Published in February 2013 as: ‘De Commune bezongen’ on website Onvoltooid Verleden:
http://www.onvoltooidverleden.nl/index.php?id=414
May 24: lecture ‘Karl Marx als propagandist’, at a Marx-seminar organised by the Academisch-
Cultureel Centrum Spui 25, Amsterdam University. Published as: ‘Karl Marx en de Commune van
Parijs’, Tijdschrift voor Biografie jrg. 1 nr. 2 (zomer 2012) 66-77
Two people’s palaces in the formation of working class identity’, for the Sixth Biennial Conference of
the Urban History Association, New York

Editorial and reviewer activities
Member of editorial committee Tijdschrift voor Biografie
Website-editor Onvoltooid Verleden: http://www.onvoltooidverleden.nl/

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Membership PhD committee
March 27: Libbe Henstra (Leiden University), Het teken van het beest. Ije Wijkstra en de geschiedenis
van de viervoudige politiemoord, 18 januari 1929. Member of readers committee and promotion
committee
May 21: Bart van der Steen (European University Institute, Florence), Between street fight and
Stadtguerilla. The autonomous movement in Amsterdam and Hamburg during the 1980s. Member of
readers committee and promotion committee

Dr. P.G.C. Dassen
Research
0.3 fte

Editorial and reviewer activities
Editor of the (peer-reviewed) volume Political Religion beyond Totalitarianism (together with J.A.
Augusteijn and M. Janse). The Sacralization of Politics in the Age of Democracy (Palgrave Macmillan,
January 2013)

Membership of boards and committees
By spring 2010 secretary of the foundation ‘Oostenrijk-Studiën’, allied to Leiden University
Involved in the organisation of the visiting professorship of Central and Eastern European History at
Leiden University (together with prof. dr. J. Duindam)

Advisory and coordinating activities
Giving advice (concerning content) about the final examination (‘Centraal Schriftelijk Eindexamen’,
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Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Member of the readerscommittee of the dissertation of Jeannick Vangansbeke, ‘Monnaie d’échange’?

I have given my judgement on this dissertation (July 2012), but finally the dissertation has not been defended

Prof. Dr. H.W. van den Doel
Research
0.1 fte

Membership of boards and committees
Member of the Steering Group of the Europaeum
Chair of the Steering Group of the SSH Community of the League of European Research Univerisities (LERU)
Member of the Steering Committee of the Horizons for SSH. The Lithuanian EU Presidency conference
Member of the Evaluation Committee of NWO

Prof. Dr. A. Fairclough
Research
0.1 fte

Conference organization
November 2: symposium ‘U.S. Presidential election 2012’, Leiden University, organizer and discussant

Editorial and reviewer activities
Journal of American History
Civil War History

Membership of boards and committees
Board, Netherlands American Studies Association
International Board, Roosevelt Study Center

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervision PhD
Laura Maessen, Leiden University
Promoter
Sabrina Otterloo, Leiden University
‘The organization and triumph of the Democratic Part in the Red River Valley of Louisiana, 1865-78’
Mark de Vries
‘Political violence and law enforcement in the Red River Valley of Louisiana, 1865-78’
Membership PhD committee
October 18: Maarten Zwiers, RU Groningen  
‘The paradox of power: James O. Eastland and the Democratic Party’  
Member, readers committee, promotion committee

**Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)**

*September 21: ‘Een Amerikaans dilemma? Het beginsel van raciale gelijkheid en de praktijk van blanke suprematie.’ Lezing, nascholing conferenties RU Nijmegen*

*September 28: ‘Een Amerikaans dilemma? Het beginsel van raciale gelijkheid en de praktijk van blanke suprematie.’ Lezing, nascholing conferenties Erasmus Universiteit, Rotterdam*

*October 6: ‘Een Amerikaans dilemma? Het beginsel van raciale gelijkheid en de praktijk van blanke suprematie.’ Lezing, nascholing conferenties Universiteit Leiden*

*October 18: ‘Obama and FDR: A comparison worth making?’ Talk in Presidential Election Series, Roosevelt Study Center, Middelburg*

**Publications**

Fairclough, A.  

Fairclough, A.  

**Other activities**

Organizer, Honours Class, Leiden University, ‘Democratization in global and historical context: from the American Revolution to the Arab Spring.’

---

**Prof. Dr. A.W.M. Gerrits**

**Research**

0.3 fte

**Conference attendance**


May 24-25: Preparatory Workshop Cooperative project EU 7th Framework programme: Democratization and Security in the Caucasus, Leiden University

May 30-31: ‘Russia and the EU: Worlds Apart? Why it is so difficult to come to a new agreement’, EU Economics, Politics and Society in Uncertain Times: Implications for the EU – Russia Relationship, Kazan (Volga Region) Federal University / University of Portsmouth, Kazan

**Conference organization**

May 24-25: Preparatory Workshop Cooperative project EU 7th Framework programme: Democratization and Security in the Caucasus, Leiden University

**Conference papers**

May 30-31: ‘Russia and the EU: Worlds Apart? Why it is so difficult to come to a new agreement’, EU Economics, Politics and Society in Uncertain Times: Implications for the EU – Russia Relationship, Kazan (Volga Region) Federal University / University of Portsmouth, Kazan

Title of the paper: ‘Linkage and leverage in the Former Soviet Union: The role of Russia’
Editorial and reviewer activities

*Editorial:*
Vrede en Veiligheid

*Reviews:*
Democratization, NWO – VIDI, NWO – VENI, Amsterdam University Press

Membership of boards and committees

Alfred Mozerstichting, chair
Nederlands Genootschap voor Internationale Zaken, afd. Amsterdam, chair
Foundation for Progressive Politics, Member Scientific Council
Raad van Advies Nederland-Rusland jaar 2013: member
Algemene redactie Internationale Spectator: member

Advisory and coordinating activities

Project Group  BA International Studies, Faculty of Humanities, University Leiden
Chair MA International Studies
International studies / European Union Studies
Programme Committee BA International Studies (OLC) September – December

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee

Honorata Mazepus, Institute for History, ‘Legitimacy in Russian Federation’, promoter
November 8: Maja Nenadovic, University of Amsterdam, ‘Installing democracy in the Balkans?’,
promoter
November 28: Marlene Spoerri, University of Amsterdam, ‘Engineering revolution?’, promoter

Membership PhD committee
March 8: S. Gherghina, Leiden University, ‘Explaining Electoral Volatility in Central and Eastern
Europe: A Party Organizational Approach’
March 15: U.D. Pape, Groningen University, Civil Society and the Politics of HIV / AIDS in Russia

Externally acquired funds

Akademie Colloquium
The ‘New Authoritarianism’: Russia and China in Comparative Perspective
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences

Major applicant
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)

Various appearance in radio and/or television programs
Various contributions to newspaper and magazines through interviews, opinion articles and/or book reviews

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)

Public lectures
February 28: ‘The Russian Presidential Elections’, Studium Generale Maastricht University
April 14: ‘Political Culture in Europe’, FES, Political Academy, Prishtina, Kosovo
April 21: ‘The BRICs: How a Catchy Phrase Became a Geopolitical Reality – or not’, BRICS: Changing the rules of the game? Chances and challenges for international cooperation and developing countries, EVS, Utrecht
Organisation HOVO Course: ‘Modern Russia’, September-December
Various book reviews in NRC Handelsblad

Other activities
Forming international consortium / writing proposal 7th Framework programme: Democracy, Prosperity and Security in the Caucasus (submitted: 31-01-13)
Selfstudie MA International Relations (EUS / IS)
BAC Oost-Europakunde, Universiteit Leuven

Publications
Gerrits, A.W.M.

Prof. Dr. B.A. de Graaf
Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
March 5: ‘Wie zijn onze helden?’, lezing voor de Avicenna Academie voor Leiderschap, Amersfoort
March 29-30: ‘Terrorists on Trial. A performative perspective’, invited lecture at the ‘Terrorism and society: an international comparative approach’ workshop, coorganized by Marc Lazar (Paris Science Po) and Heinz-Gerhard Haupt (Institut universitaire europäen Florence), European Institute Florence, Italy
April 2: ‘Historicizing Security: Security & Conspiracy Constructs in Modern History’, Dordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa, United States
April 2: ‘Monday Morning Lecture: What are we afraid of. Christian Security Thinking in a Secular World’, Dordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa, United States
April 11: ‘Wie een Muur bouwt…Grensregimes in de DDR en elders’, lezing voor studenten van de Honours Class van de Faculiteit der Sociale Wetenschappen, Universiteit Leiden, Den Haag
June 20: ‘Historicizing Security – Introducing premediation and conspiracy to the study of securitization’, at the ISA/BISA Conference in Edinburgh
June 22: Panel (Chair) on ‘Afghanistan. Framing the Narrative – convincing the Public, 2001-2011’; and lecture ‘Framing the War in Afghanistan. The Dutch strategic narratives on Uruzgan, 2006-2010’. At the International Studies Association/British Studies Association Annual Conference in Edinburgh
June 28: ‘Taming the future? Een historisch perspectief op nieuwe risico’s’. Keynote lecture for the Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, Symposium ‘Omgaan met risico’s is omgaan met onzekerheden’, (Van Nelle Ontwerpfabriek Rotterdam)
November 8-9: ‘Terrorismusbekämpfung als performativer Akt – die Bundesrepublik, Italien und die
Niederlande im Vergleich’. Invited presentation at the conference on ‘Staatliches Handeln gegen Terrorismus in den 1970er und 1980er Jahren. Westeuropa in vergleichender und beziehungsgeschichtlicher Perspektive’, Institut für Zeitgeschichte, München, Germany
November 26-28: Chairing the Panel ‘Early Modern Europe’. Seminar ‘The History of the Concept of ‘Security’. From the Roman Republic to the Risk Society of Today’, A conference arranged by Centre for Advanced Security Theory (CAST) at the University of Copenhagen and the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters

Congress organization
May 31-June 1: Chair and organizer of: Seminar Security and Conspiracy Dispositives in Modern History. Cooperation of Bochum University/Leiden University/NWO, VIDI-research group Historicizing Security, The Hague

Editorial and reviewer activities
Referent voor NWO Open competitive
Member of the editorial board of:
1) Terrorism and Political Violence
2) Studies in Conflict and Terrorism
3) Journal of European Intelligence Studies
4) Zeitschrift für Auswärtige und Sicherheitspolitik
5) Perspectives on Terrorism
Peer reviews for: Security Dialogue, journals listed above

Membership of boards and committees
Since 2011, board member of the Koninklijk Nederlands Historisch Genootschap (Royal Dutch Historical Association)
Since 2012, member of The Royal Dutch Society of Sciences and Humanities (Koninklijke Hollandsche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen)
Since 2011, member of The Young Academy/The Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences President of the Vereniging voor Christenhistorici

Advisory and coordinating activities
Member Honours Council (Leiden University)
Member Wetenschapscommissie (Faculty Campus The Hague)
Member of the Council on Signaling Risks (Raadsgroep Signalering Risico’s), Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment
Member Denktank Internationale Samenwerking (Chair: Jozias van Aartsen)
Member Advisory Council Nationale Veiligheid, Ministry of Justice and Security
Member Jury Jan Kompagnie Prize
Member Jury Heineken Prize (History)

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervisor (Promotor) to:
- Coreline Boot
- Constant Hijzen (1s promotor)
- Jelle van Buuren (2n promotor)
-Renée Frissen (1st promotor)
-Member Promotiecommissie Jane Holslag (Universiteit Kampen)

Externally acquired funds
Editing grant KNAW/DJA (1750), for a special issue of Historical Social Research (2013, 38:1)
Grant Politie & Wetenschap (Police & Science), for a junior research position & supervision (Recidive en integratie van terrorismeverdachten), € 90.000

Other activities
November – December: Various media performances regarding the outcome of my monograph ‘Gevaarlijke vrouwen’: o.a. Pauw en Witteman, interviews in Trouw, Elsevier, regional press (Wegener-media), De Telegraaf, essay in NRC Handelsblad, radio performances (VPRO, NOS, ObaLive, NTR, reviews in de Volkskrant, Nederlands Dagblad, Opzij)

Publications
Graaf, B.A. de
De historisering van veiligheid. Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis, 125(3), 304-313
Graaf, B.A. de & Harinck, G.
Een probleem van orde. Religie op de nationale veiligheidsagenda, drie voorbeelden van 1813 tot heden. Religie en Samenleving, 7(2), 13-37
Graaf, B.A. de
Van ‘helsche machines’ en Russische provocateurs. De strijd tegen het anarchisme in Nederland. Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis, 125(3), 314-331
Graaf, B.A. de
Katholieke bisschoppen als veiligheidsprobleem voor de nieuwe natie, 1813-1816. Transparant, 23(2), 12-16
Graaf, B.A. de
Die Glienicker Brücke als ‘Gedächtnisort’in der historischen Erinnerung. Ost-West. Europäische Perspektiven, 13(2), 86-95
Graaf, B.A. de
Graaf, B.A. de
Gevaarlijke vrouwen. Tien militante vrouwen in het vizier. Amsterdam: Boom.
Graaf, B.A. de & Härter, K.
Graaf, B.A. de & Hijzen, C.W.
Bound by silver cords. The Dutch intelligence community in a transatlantic context. In G. Scott Smith (Ed.), Obama, US Politics, and Transatlantic Relations: Change or Continuity (pp. 201-217). New York: Peter Lang
Graaf, B.A. de
Graaf, B.A. de & Frissen, R.T.L.
Graaf, B.A. de (2012)
Graaf, B.A. de & Härter, K.
Vom Majestätsverbrechen zum Terrorismus. In B.A. de Graaf & K. Härter (Eds.), Vom Majestätsverbrechen zum Terrorismus. Politische Kriminalität, Recht, Justiz und Polizei zwischen Früher Neuzeit und 20. Jahrhundert (pp. 1-22). Frankfurt am Main
Graaf, B.A. de
Graaf, B.A. de
Nationale veiligheid in historisch perspectief I. Magazine Nationale Veiligheid en Crisisbeheersing, 10(4), 48-51
Graaf, B.A. de
Nationale veiligheid in historisch perspectief II. Magazine Nationale Veiligheid en Crisisbeheersing, 10(5), 32-35
Graaf, B.A. de
Nationale veiligheid in historisch perspectief III. Magazine Nationale Veiligheid en Crisisbeheersing, 10(6), 52-55
Graaf, B.A. de
(Counter-) Terrorism as Performance. In V.W.J. van Gerven Oei (Ed.), New World Summit (pp. 57-68)
Graaf, B.A. de
Een Stasi-spion in Nederland’. Historisch Nieuwsblad, 21(4), 52-59
Graaf, B.A. de & De Jonge Akademie, DJA (06-02-2012)
Bezuinigingen op onderzoek zijn juist verkeerd in tijden van crisis. NRC Handelsblad
Graaf, B.A. de (07-04-2012)
Hoe het veilig werd op straat (recensie van ‘Waakzaam Amsterdam’, van Piet de Rooy e.a.). Trouw, pp. 24-25
Graaf, B.A. de (28-01-2012)
Hoe morele moed ontkiems (recensie van Duitse romans). Trouw, pp. 8-9
Graaf, B.A. de
Antoon Vrints, Het theater van de straat. Publiek geweld in Antwerpen tijdens de eerste helft van de twintigste eeuw [Bespreking van het boek Het theater van de straat. Publiek geweld in Antwerpen tijdens de eerste helft van de twintigste eeuw]. BMGN, 127(4)
Graaf, B.A. de
Graaf, B.A. de
Ethische dilemma’s [Bespreking van het boek Contraterrorism en ethiek]. Openbaar Bestuur, 22(10), 33-34.
Graaf, B.A. de
Guus Meershoek, De groep IJzerman. Hoe de politie infiltreerde in de links-radicale beweging van de jaren zestig [Bespreking van het boek De groep IJzerman. Hoe de politie infiltreerde in de links-radicale beweging van de jaren zestig]. BMGN, 127(1)
Graaf, B.A. de
Kent Roach, The 9/11 Effect: Comparative Counter-Terrorism [Bespreking van het boek The 9/11...
Effect: Comparative Counter-Terrorism]. Contemporary Security Policy, 33(3), 612-614
Graaf, B.A. de (2013)
Ecce homo. Herkenning en registratie in geschiedenis en veiligheidsbeleid. De historicus als
veiligheidsonderzoeker. Oration uitgesproken door Prof. Dr. Beatrice de Graaf bij de aanvaarding van
het ambt van hoogleraar op het gebied van Conflict en Veiligheid in Historisch Perspectief aan de
Graaf, B.A. de, Heide, E.J. van der, Weggemans, D.J. & Wanmaker, S.
Terrorists on Trial. The Breivik case - Live Blog
Graaf, B.A. de & Heide, E.J. van der (2012, oktober 29)
John Knox Conference 'Churches and the Rule of Law'
Heide, E.J. van der, Graaf, B.A. de, Weggemans, D.J. & Wanmaker, S.
The 22nd of July trial reaches its final stage. International Centre for Counter-Terrorism
Heide, E.J. van der, Varst, L.P. van der, Hoog, D. de, Bakker, E. & Graaf, B.A. de
Onderzoek naar de maatschappelijke effecten van bestuurslopertrekken bij terreurdreiging en extreem
geweld. Den Haag: Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties

Prof. Dr. R.Th. Griffiths
Research
0.3 fte

Publications
Griffiths, R.T.

Dr. M.J. Janse
Research
0.8 fte

Congress attendance
February 27: 'Popular protest and the rise of public opinion as challenges to legitimacy. Britain and the
United States, 1820-1850', Seminar Political Legitimacy, Leiden University
April 12-14: 'Origins and early History of the Pressure Group', European Social Science History
Conference, Glasgow, United Kingdom
May 17-20: Vlaams-Nederlands Historisch Congres, Leuven, Belgium
August 30-September 1: ‘The transfer of Anti-Societies: Europe and the United States, 1820-1900’,
European Urban History Association Conference, Prague, Czech Republic
Invited Lecture, 'Borrowed from Britain? Innovation and radicalization of the American reform
repertoire, 1820-1840', Seminar American History, Institute for Historical Research, London, United
Kingdom
October 12-14: ‘The power of ‘anti’ and the transfer of the British anti-slavery repertoire to the United
States and Continental Europe’, British American Nineteenth Century Historians Conference,
Newcastle, United Kingdom
October 15: Invited Lecture, ‘Channelling ‘the steam of public opinion’: Irish and British experiments
in political mass organisation, 1820-1850’, Histories of Activism Seminar, Northumbria University,
Newcastle, United Kingdom
**Editorial and reviewer activities**
Reviewer for the journals BMGN/LCHR; Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis
Member of the Editorial Board of De Negentiende Eeuw

**Membership of boards and committees**
Member Wetenschapscommissie Huygens Instituut voor Nederlandse Geschiedenis
Chair Werkgroep Verenigingsgeschiedenis Huizinga Instituut voor Cultuurgeschiedenis
Boardmember Stichting Reveilarchief

**Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee**
Promoter thesis Anne Heyer
Promoter thesis Geerten Waling

**Other activities**
Popularization of my research in TV-Serie God in de Lage Landen afl. Reveil (EO); Film Partij voor de Dieren (Joost de Haas); Radio: OVT.

**Publications**
Janse, M.J.
Representing distant victims. The emergence of an ethical movement in Dutch colonial politics, 1840-1880. Bijdragen en Mededelingen betreffende de Geschiedenis der Nederlanden Janse, M.J.
Janse, M.J.

**Dr. J.H.C. Kern**

**Research**

**Conference attendance**
October 24-26: Presentation and participation in an international symposium on ‘the Rise and Fall of Two Superpowers’ at the Wirtschaftsuniversität (WU), Vienna, Austria

**Conference organization**
Coordinator of the Organization Committee of the Centenary Conference of Slavic Studies (CCSS) that will take place on 9-11 October 2013 at Leiden University
Role: (co-)organizer, chair or discussant

**Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)**
November 18: Three talks for the Blinibioscoop at Pudium 0950 in Rotterdam on Russian Transition (January 15), on The Blockade of Leningrad (May 20) and on The Great Socialist October Revolution of 1917
February 10 and 17: Two classes on Nina and Stalinism in the program of Proefstuderen at Leiden University
February 21: Participation in forum debate organized by SIB Amsterdam (UvA) on Choice and Change in Russia
April 10: Talk on the Historical Burden on Modern Ukraine for HSVL at Leiden University
April 17: Contribution to the Professorendiner of HSVL on Cold War Studies at Leiden University

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
March-May: lecture series for HOVO, Leiden on The History of Two Russia’s (8 lectures)
November 16: Presentation and video recording of seven historical introductions (online) for the exhibition on El Lissitzky and Ilya & Emilia Kabakov in the Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven

Dr. J.H. de Kort
Research
0.15 fte

Prof. Dr. W. Otterspeer
Research
0.1 fte

Publications
Otterspeer, W.
‘Man the Player. Huizinga’s Homo Ludens revisited’, in: Luc Devoldere (red.) The Seriousness of Play (The Low Countries. Arts and Society in Flanders and the Netherlands 20) (Brussel 2012) 50-57
Otterspeer, W.
Otterspeer, W.
‘Slaan en geslagen worden. Willem Frederik Hermans en de pornografie’, in: Joost van Driel en Rick Honings red., Pornografie in de Nederlandse literatuur (Amsterdam 2012) 147-158
Otterspeer, W.
Otterspeer, W.
Dorbeck, waar ben je? Een biografisch essay over De donkere kamer van Damokles. (Amsterdam 2012)

Dr. H.J. Paul
Research
0.25 fte

Conference attendance
April 20: International conference ‘Regimes of Religious Pluralism in Twentieth-Century Europe,’ University of Amsterdam
June 1: Dutch-Flemish workshop, ‘Het Whig-paradigma in de historiografie: verleden, heden en toekomst,’ University of Amsterdam
December 7: Symposium ‘De geleerden(auto)biografie als bron in de wetenschaps- en universiteitsgeschiedenis’, Utrecht University

Conference organization
June 1: Co-organizer of Dutch-Flemish workshop, ‘Het Whig-paradigma in de historiografie: verleden, heden en toekomst,’ University of Amsterdam

Conference papers
June 1: ‘Historische gesprekskunst: een hermeneutische kijk op historiografie,’ Dutch-Flemish workshop, ‘Het Whig-paradigma in de historiografie: verleden, heden en toekomst,’ University of Amsterdam
December 7: ‘Werken zolang het dag is: sjablonen van een negentiende-eeuws geleerdenleven,’ symposium ‘De geleerden(auto)biografie als bron in de wetenschaps- en universiteitsgeschiedenis’, Utrecht University

Research leave, home and abroad
September 1, 2012 – January 31, 2013, spent at home:
• written and submitted a NWO grant proposal (VIDI)
• written and submitted an ERC grant proposal (Starting Grant)
• written a couple of chapters for a Dutch-language textbook provisionally titled ‘Als het verleden trekt: kernthema’s uit de geschiedfilosofie’

Editorial and reviewer activities
Editor of Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis and Leidschrift

Membership of boards and committees
Member International Commission for the History and Theory of Historiography
Member advisory board, International Network for Theory of History

Advisory and coordinating activities
Various referee reports
Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
Radio interview OBA Live, March 7, 2012
Plus a dozen or so interviews related to my special chair in Groningen, most of which are listed at www.rug.nl/staff/h.j.paul/cv

Awards
November: Elected member of The Young Academy (KNAW)

Publications
Bevir, M. & Paul, H.J.
Naturalized Epistemology and/as Historicism: A Brief Introduction. Journal of the Philosophy of History, 6, 299-303
Paul, H.J.
Paul, H.J.
Virtue Ethics and/or Virtue Epistemology: A Response to Anton Froeyman. Journal of the Philosophy of History, 6, 432-446
Paul, H.J.
Paul, H.J.
Het moeras van de geschiedenis: Nederlandse debatten over historisme. Amsterdam: Bert Bakker
Paul, H.J.
Book review [Bespreking van het boek De glimlachende sfinx: kernvragen in de geschiedenis]. BMGN, 127(2), review 31
Paul, H.J.
Paul, H.J.
Paul, H.J.
Paul, H.J.
Paul, H.J.
Paul, H.J.
Paul, H.J.
Paul, H.J.
De relativistische tijdgeest: waarom gereformeerde intellectuelen zich tegen historisme verzetten. Sophie, 2(1), 10-13
Paul, H.J. Geef wetenschappers een prijs in plaats van straf. NRC Handelsblad. (21-03-2012)

Prof. Dr. G. Scott-Smith

Research
0.1 fte

Conference papers
September: 1ste Roosevelt Lecture: ‘Obama and Transatlantic Relations – Change or Continuity?’ Plymouth University, England
June: ‘The Cultural Cold War’, PhD seminar, Institute for Advanced Studies, Lucca, Italy
March: ‘Waren de Verenigde Staten in de 20ste eeuw een imperial mogendheid en zijn zij dit nog steeds?’ Symposium: Imperialisme in de 20ste Eeuw, Universiteit van Utrecht
March: ‘Atlantic Community: History and Meaning’ and ‘Art and the CIA’, Frontiers and Cultures: Europe and the Americas, EU International Programme, University of Venice, Italy

Editorial and reviewer activities
Peer reviewer for articles from the following journals:
European Review of History
The Hague Journal of Diplomacy
Journal of Transatlantic Studies
Journal of Cold War Studies
International Studies Review

Peer reviewer for manuscripts from the following publishers:
Routledge
Palgrave Macmillan
Membership of boards and committees
Member (invitation only), Netherlands Intelligence Studies Association
Editorial board, Journal of American Studies
Editorial Advisory Board, Security and Conflict Studies, Versita

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervision PhD

Readers committee member of the following
Beerd Beukhorst, Whose Vietnam? ‘Lessons learned’ and the dynamics of memory in American foreign policy after the Vietnam War (University of Amsterdam, February 2012)
Jorrit van den Berck, The Middle Men: The American Foreign Service and the dictators of Central America, 1930-1952 (Leiden University, June 2012)
Joost Kleuters, Van Westbindung naar Ostpolitik: De invloed van partijpolitieke processen op de tostandkoming van het buitenlandse beleid van de Bondsrepubliek Duitsland aan de hand van de strijd tussen CDU/CSU en SPD over de Duitse kwestie tegen de achtergrond van de relatie met de VS 1949-1972 (Radboud University, 2012-2013)

External examiner

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
Manager/editor of the website The Holland Bureau (www.thehollandbureau.com), a platform for commentary on current affairs, since 2010
November 26: NTR radio interview about my new book Interdoc: Een Geheim Netwerk in de Koude Oorlog

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
October: ‘Amerikaanse buitenlands beleid sinds 1945’, ICLON, Universiteit van Leiden
May: ‘US Counter-Terrorism Policies since 9/11’, Studentvereniging Franciscus Gomarus, Universiteit van Leiden
April: ‘Transatlantische betrekkingen vanuit historisch perspectief’, symposium: De Crisis Voorbij? Transatlantische betrekkingen sinds Obama, Jonge Atlantici (Atlantische Commissie), Universiteit van Amsterdam

Awards
April: Senior Qualification for Research (SKO), Universiteit van Utrecht

Publications
Divided Dreamworlds? The Cultural Cold War in East and West, Peter Romijn, Giles Scott-Smith, and Joes Segal (eds.), Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2012
World Order in the Twentieth Century, Göttingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2012
‘Psychological Warfare for the West: Interdoc, the West European Intelligence Services, and the International Student Movements of the 1960s,’ in Kathrin Fahlenbrach, Martin Klimke and Joachim Scharloth (eds.), The Establishment Responds: Power and Protest during and after the Cold War, London, Palgrave Macmillan, 2012

Book Review:

Other activities
Book presentation for Interdoc: Een geheim netwerk in de koude oorlog held on 3 December 2012 at Cafe Juliana’s, The Hague. Organised together with the Atlantische Commissie, Roosevelt Study Center, and the Nederlands Intelligence Studies Association
Special Guest Speaker: Sybrand van Hulst (chief of the BVD-AIVD 1997-2007), participants: +/- 100

Prof. Dr. P. Silva
Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
March 9: Guest Lecture at Honour Class History. ‘Democratization in Latin America’
April 18: Presentation ‘De studentenprotesten in Chili, 2011’ during the Conference ‘Onrust en de overheid’, organized by Leidschrift, Leiden, Plexus
April 23: Organizer of the Leiden International Workshop ‘Gobernabilidad y convivencia democrática en América Latina’, Flacso-Sede General Costa Rica and Leiden University, Academy Building, Leiden University
May 25: Paper presentation at the LASA Conference, San Francisco (USA)

Conference organization
April 23: Organizer of the Leiden International Workshop ‘Gobernabilidad y convivencia democrática en América Latina’, Flacso-Sede General Costa Rica and Leiden University, Academy Building, Leiden University

Conference papers
April 23: Paper presentation at the International Workshop ‘Gobernabilidad y convivencia democrática en América Latina’, Flacso-Sede General Costa Rica and Leiden University, Academy Building, Leiden. Title of the presented paper: ‘gobernabilidad y representatividad democrática en el Chile actual’
May 25: Paper presentation at the LASA Conference, San Francisco (USA). Title of the presented paper: ‘Political Parties versus Think Tanks: Assessing the Conflict between Politicians and Technocrats under the Governments of Bachelet and Piñera in Chile’

Referee, advisory committees, editor etc.
Member of the Editorial Board of:
Bulletin of Latin American Research (Blackwell, Oxford)
CEDLA Latin America Studies Series (CLAS)
Revista de Ciencia Política (Chile)
Revista Bicentenario (Chile)
Revista Chilena de Estudios Regionales (Chile)
Revista Política y Gobierno (Chile)
Revista Temas Sociológicos (Chile)

**Membership of boards and committees**
Chairman of the Department of Latin American Studies (LAS), Leiden University
Chairman of the Executive Board of the Centre for Study and Documentation of Latin America (CEDLA), Amsterdam
Member of the admission committee of the Master and Research Master programmes on Latin American Studies
Member of the Board of the Prince Bernhard Scholarship
Member of the Advising Committee of the Ibero-American Institute for Peace, Human Rights and International Justice (IIH) at The Hague
Member of the Search Committee for the Prince Claus Chair

**Advisory and coordinating activities**
Coordinator of preparations for Visitatie. Writer of the self-studies for the Bachelor and the Master programmes in Latin American Studies
Writer of the year reports the bachelor, master and research master programmes on Latin American Studies

**Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee**

*Supervision PhD*
Promoter of Pablo Isla, ‘Orden y patria es nuestro lema’: Construcción de alteridad en la gramática del legalismo y del enemigo interno en Chile’. Defended (cum laude) at Leiden University, on 18 October 2012

*Membership PhD committee*
Member of promotion committee: M.J. Ávila Sánchez, ‘El efecto del capital económico, social y humano en el proceso de tránsito que realizan los migrantes guatemaltecos en busca del sueño americano’, Leiden University, 29 November 2012
Member of promotion committee: Araceli Rojas Martínez Gracida’, ‘El tiempo y la sabiduría en Poxoyëm: Un calendario sagrado entre los ayook de Oaxaca’, Faculty of Archeology, Leiden University, 12 June 2012
Member of promotion committee: Jorrit van den Berk, ‘The Middle Men: The American Foreign Service and the Dictators of Central America, 1930-1952’, Leiden University, 7 June 2012

**Publications**
Silva, Patricio
‘Tecnócratas y política en Chile: de los Chicago Boys a los Monjes de Cieplan’ in Tomás Ariztía (ed.), Produciendo lo Social: usos de las ciencias sociales el Chile reciente, pp. 73-100. Santiago: Ediciones Universidad Diego Portales

**Dr. H.J. Storm**

*Research*
0,25 fte
Conference attendance
February 15: Graduate Seminar, Institute for History, Leiden University, Comments on presentation by Marianne Eekhout
June 26: SPIN lecture. The Transnational Creation of National Arts and Crafts in 19th Century Europe, University of Amsterdam
December 10-12: Festival of Knowlege, International Studies, Campus The Hague Leiden University, ‘Catalonia between Regionalism and Independence: The case of the 1929 International Exhibition in Barcelona’

Conference papers
February 15: Graduate Seminar, Institute for History, Leiden University, Comments on presentation by Marianne Eekhout
December 10-12: Festival of Knowlege, International Studies, Campus The Hague Leiden University, ‘Catalonia between Regionalism and Independence: The case of the 1929 International Exhibition in Barcelona’

Research leave, home and abroad
July 14-19: Research trip, Madrid, for visiting libraries and National Historical Archive

Editorial and reviewer activities
External reviewer for Revista Historia Contempóoranea

Membership of boards and committees
Member of the Bachelor and Master Educational Review Commission, Institute for History, Leiden University (until October)
Member of the Jury of the Fruin Award, Institute for History, Leiden University
Elected member of the Faculty Council, Faculty of Humanities, Leiden University

Advisory and coordinating activities
Secretary of the Section General History (Algemene Geschiedenis), Institute for History, Leiden University (since September)
Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Membership PhD committee

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
Studium Generale, Leiden University, lecture series on the Spanish Civil War, 10 and 24 April, 8 and 22 May 2012

Publications
Joost Augusteijn & Eric Storm, eds.
Region and State in Nineteenth-Century Europe: Nation-building, regional identities and separatism (Basingstoke: Palgrave 2012)
Joost Augusteijn & Eric Storm
‘Introduction’ in: Joost Augusteijn en Eric Storm eds., Region and State in nineteenth century Europe: Nation-building, regional identities and separatism (Basingstoke: Palgrave 2012) 1-10
Eric Storm
Joost Augusteijn & Eric Storm
Eric Storm
‘Nation-Building in the Provinces: The Interplay Between Local, Regional and National Identities in Central and Western Europe, 1870-1945 (Review Article)’, European History Quarterly (2012) 650-663
Eric Storm
‘El fracaso de la construcción nacional en una ciudad de provincias. La conmemoración del Greco (1914) en Toledo’, Mélanges de la Casa de Velázquez, 42 (2012), 251-271
Eric Storm and Hans Vandervoorde
Eric Storm
‘A Global History of Regionalism? (Review Article), Building Research and Information (2012)

Other activities
Participation in an international research project titled Imaginarios nacionalistas e identidad nacional española en el siglo XX (2008-12), which is funded by the Spanish Ministry of Education

Prof. Dr. H. te Velde
Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
May 17-19: Chair of Committee for the Netherlands Flemish Historical Conferences, Conference at
Leuven (Belgium)

Conference organization
May 17-19: Chair of Committee for the Netherlands Flemish Historical Conferences, Conference at Leuven (Belgium)

Conference papers

Editorial and reviewer activities
Member of the Editorial Board of Journal of Modern European History
Member of the Board of Leiden University Press

Membership of boards and committees
Chair of the Jury for the Prix de Paris
Member of the Sociaal Wetenschappelijke Raad (KNAW)

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee

Supervision PhD
March 27: Henstra, L. ‘Het teken van het beest : IJje Wijkstra en de geschiedenis van de viervoudige politiemoord, 18 januari 1929’. Faculty of the Humanities, Leiden University, promotor

Membership PhD committee
October 31: Joris Oddens, ‘Pioniers in schaduwbeeld. Het eerste parlement van Nederland 1796-1798’

Externally acquired funds
PhD Project Jonas Staal (Kunsten), NWO / Mondriaanfonds
History of the Second Chambre of Parliament, funded by the Tweede Kamer (c. 3000000), with Radboud University Nijmegen

Publications
Velde, H. te
‘De domesticatie van democratie in Nederland’. Democratie als strijdbegrip van de negentiende eeuw tot 1945. BMGN, 127(2), 3-27
Velde, H. te, Riall (editor in chief), L. & etc, etc (Eds.) Journal of Modern European History
Velde, H. te
Velde, H. te
‘Die parlamentarische Obstruktion und die ‘Krise’parlamentarischer Politik in Europa um 1900’. In: Andreas Schulz & Andreas Wirsching (Eds.), Parlamentarische Kulturen in Europa. Das Parlament als Kommunikationsraum (pp. 267-283). Düsseldorf: Droste Verlag

**PhD Candidates**

**Drs. J.H.H. van den Berk**

*Research 0.8 fte*

June 7: Defence ‘The Middle Men: The American Foreign Service and the dictators of Central America, 1930-1952’

**Ms. N.A. Bloemendal MA**

*Research 0.8 fte*

Research leave home and abroad
October 31, 2011 till January 17, 2012: Archives United States (Kennedy Presidential Library, Harvard University, Dartmouth College, Amherst College, Columbia University, Princeton University, Rockefeller Archive Center, Truman Presidential Library, Eisenhower Presidential Library, Nixon Presidential Library, National Archives at College Park, Library of Congress)

Membership of boards and committees
June: member of the Netherlands American Studies Association (NASA)

**Externally acquired funds**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund/Fellowship</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Garantiesubsidie Leids Universiteits Fonds (LUF)</td>
<td>€ 2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands American Studies Association Travel Grant</td>
<td>€ 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eisenhower Presidential Library Abilene Travel Grant</td>
<td>$ 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roosevelt Study Center Research Grant</td>
<td>€ 500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publications**

Bloemendal, A.
‘Democraten en Republikeinen leven in gescheiden werelden’. Trouw
(Contribution for newspaper or weekly magazine)

**Ms. C.Y.E. Boot MA**

*Research 0.8 fte*

**Publications**
Boot, C.Y.E.
Ms. E. Dieterman MSc
Research
0.8 fte

Ms. A. Heyer MA
Research
0.8 fte

C. Hijzen MA
Research
0.8 fte

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
January 26: Report on conference The historian, the truth, and life. Reflections on the role of historians in coping with a violent past, organized by the Royal Dutch Historical Society. See: http://www.historici.nl/Nieuws/Actueel/rol-van-historici
February 4: 'De avonturen van figuren als Sjul Bami', recensie van drie boeken – Trouw. KNHG congres en het verslag voor op de website http://www.historici.nl/Nieuws/Actueel/rol-van-historici
March 2: 'Tijd voor debat over hoever AIVD mag gaan', opinie, Binnenlands Bestuur, p26
May 24: 'Cocktails en communisten': lezing over de spionage in de Koude Oorlog', interview met Mare-Journalist Vincent Bongers, Mare
June 11: W. Willems, ‘Spionnen aan de Nieuwe Uitleg’, ‘wandeltocht ‘collega Hijzen’
October 31: ‘Positie AIVD wordt bedreigd’, Nederlands Dagblad

Publications
B.A. de Graaf & C.W. Hijzen
Hijzen, C.W.
Hijzen, C.W.

Teaching activities
September 2012 –January 2013: 'Waar waren wij bang voor? De geschiedenis van binnen- en
buitenlandse (politieke) dreigingen van 1945 tot heden', BA 2/3-course Department of History/Leiden University, Fall 2012-Spring 2013 (Constant Hijzen and Coreline Boot)
September –November: Leiden University College; ‘History of violence’, J. Augusteijn and Constant Hijzen, prospectus number 8301HIHIS: description:
https://studiegids.leidenuniv.nl/en/courses/show/35034/history-of-violence

Ms. Drs. M. Kamphuis
Research
0.8 fte
Publications
Petterson, A.F., Kamphuis, M. & Muurling, Sanne (Eds.)
Holland. Historisch Tijdschrift, 3(44)

Ms. Drs. S.A Otterloo
Research
0.8 fte
Conference papers
March 16: Paper at the conference Democracy and Organization of the Opleidingsschool Politieke Geschiedenis, Leiden University, ‘Freedom of the Press vs. Democracy in Reconstruction Louisiana’
April 14: Paper at the 57th Annual Conference of the British Association for American Studies, University of Manchester, ‘From the ballot to the bullet: The Counter-reconstruction of the Red River Valley Press’
Publications

Ms. A.F. Petterson MA
Research
0.8 fte
Conference attendance
Presentation Research School Political History, Transnational Histories. The Nation State, 21.05.2012, Maastricht
Conference papers
Editorial and reviewer activities
Member of the editorial board of Historisch Tijdschrift Holland
Member of the editorial board of Onvoltooid Verleden. Website voor de geschiedenis van sociale bewegingen
Membership of boards and committees
Secretary PhD Council Institute for History
Publications
Petterson, A.F. & Leeuwen, M. van
Drie akkoorden en loeiende Sirenes. Een interview met Karin Hoogeveen en Els Veenis. Onvoltooid Verleden
Petterson, A.F., Kamphuis, M. & Muurling, Sanne (Eds.)
Holland. Historisch Tijdschrift, 3(44)
Petterson, A.F.
Fred Feddes, 1000 jaar Amsterdam. Ruimtelijke geschiedenis van een wonderbaarlijke stad [Bespreking van het boek 1000 jaar Amsterdam. Ruimtelijke geschiedenis van een wonderbaarlijke stad]. Holland. Historisch Tijdschrift, 1/2(44), 90-91

D.E.J. Smit MA
Research
1.0 fte

Conference papers
October 17: Graduate Seminar, Leiden Institute for History: ‘Haagse politiek, Huisvesting en Herinnering’. ‘Het belang van het Binnenhof, 1813-2013’

Membership of boards and committees
Secretary, PhD-council Leiden Institute for History

Outreach
August 12: one-hour interview, Radio 4, Hoe?zo!

Publications
Smit, D.E.J.
Regentenzaal, Balzaal of Paleis der Staten-Generaal? De plaats van het Nederlandse parlement in de 19de eeuw. De Negentiende Eeuw, 36(1), 47-61

H.A.S. Solheim Mphil
Research
1.0 fte

Conference attendance
June 15-20: International Congress of Americanists (ICA)
54 International Congress of Americanists ‘Building Dialogues in the Americas’, Vienna, Austria
October 25-26: Title of presented paper: ‘Legitimacy Under Attack: Coping with Challenges to State Sovereignty and Institutional Governance in Latin America and the Caribbean’, workshop, Leiden, The Netherlands

Conference papers
International Congress of Americanists (ICA)
54 International Congress of Americanists ‘Building Dialogues in the Americas’
15-20 June 2012, Vienna, Austria
‘Public security, inter-institutional relations and political legitimacy in Bogotá, Colombia (1991-2012)’
‘Legitimacy Under Attack: Coping with Challenges to State Sovereignty and Institutional Governance in Latin America and the Caribbean’, workshop, 25-26 October, Leiden, The Netherlands
Title of presented paper: Legitimacy and police forces in Latin America: police reform as a legitimizing tool during the 1990’s and 2000’s.
Research leave, home and abroad
Field research in Bogotá, Colombia, April and May 2012
• visiting archives, governmental bodies, and organizations, conducting interviews
• Purpose of trip: First fieldwork period of the PhD position with the primary objective to conduct interview and gather information concerning my thesis about public security in Bogotá and the inter-agency relationships in the corresponding public sector

Membership of boards and committees
Chairperson of the OLA network (between November 2012 and February 2013)
Chairperson of the OLA network; which is a forum where PhD students of different disciplines and Dutch universities, dealing with a variety of themes and debates yet sharing a regional focus on Latin America, can read and comment on each other’s work. In addition, OLA is a meeting point for students as well as for universities who want to organise activities concerning Latin America, or who wish to get in contact with PhD students (AIO’s) who are doing research in this region

Other activities
Student guidance for master and bachelor student at Latin American Studies (Institute of History)

A. al Tuma MA
Research
1.0 fte

Conference attendance
December 13-15: symposium ‘Islam in Interwar Europe and European Cultural History’ Leiden University

Conference papers
December 13-15: symposium ‘Islam in Interwar Europe and European Cultural History’ Leiden University
Title of presented paper: ‘Moros y Cristianos: the religious aspect of the Moroccan participation in the Spanish Civil War’

Research leave, home and abroad
May: two weeks in Morocco for the purpose of interviewing Moroccan veterans of the Spanish Civil War and the Second World War
June: one week in Bordeaux, France for the purpose of obtaining documental and oral history material on the Moroccans of the Second World War
November: ten days in Paris, France for documental research in the French Military Archive

Publications
Tuma al A.

Ms. S. Valdivia Rivera MPhil
Research
1.0 fte
Conference attendance
July 15-20: 54th International Congress of Americanists ‘Building Dialogs in the Americas’, Vienna, Austria

Conference papers
July 20: Congress: 54th International Congress of Americanists ‘Building Dialogs in the Americas’ in Symposium ‘Social Movements and State and Democracy Transformations’, Vienna, Austria

Research leave, home and abroad
April-May: two months in La Paz, Cochabamba and Santa Cruz, Bolivia
Purpose: second fieldwork within PhD-track, data gathering. Over 20 interviews conducted, compilation of printed study material in the form of institutional publications and relevant books

Membership of boards and committees
Member of the ‘Curatorium Wisselleerstoel Chileense studies ‘Andres Bello’

Advisory and coordinating activities
Co-supervision of three thesis, two bachelor and one master students
The thesis are related to my PhD-investigation
The period is throughout the second semester 2011-2012 and the first semester 2012-2013

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
December 4: Filmavond Studievereniging Interlatina
Short introduction and discussion of the film ‘Y también la lluvia’ about Bolivia’s Water War (2000)

Other activities
Teaching activities:
March 7: Master Class ‘El proyecto indigenista de Evo Morales en Bolivia: una modernidad sui generis?’ (The indigenous Project of Evo Morales in Bolivia: a sui generis modernity?)
September 20: Bachelor 3 Class ‘Onderzoekstechnieken in Latijns-Amerika: het theoretische kader’
October 15: Research Master Class ‘State-Society Interrelations: Bolivian Indigenous Social Movements and the Plurinational State’

Other:
November 21: NWO Mosaic Workshop Meeting 2012, attended workshop: ‘Career Planning’

Drs. A.P. van Veldhuizen
Research
0.8 fte

Editorial and reviewer activities
Editor Socialisme en democratie

Membership of boards and committees
Member Morzer Bruyns Foundation

Advisory and coordinating activities
Werkgroep geschiedenis Wiardi Beckmanstichting
Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
Bookreview in NRC Handelsblad:
Veldhuizen, A.P., van (2012)
Organisator van de nieuwe tijd. NRC Handelsblad

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
Participant ‘Kompasgroep’ on behalf of the Wiardi Beckmanstichting

Publications
Veldhuizen, A.P., van
‘Landschap (Column). Socialisme & Democratie ’(January)
(Article)
Veldhuizen, A.P., van
‘Organisator van de nieuwe tijd’. NRC Handelsblad

Ms. Drs. L.G.M. Visser-Maessen
Research
0.8 fte

Drs. M.L. de Vries MA
Research
1.0 fte

Conference attendance
April 12-15: presentation at the Annual Conference of the British Association for American Studies
Manchester, United Kingdom
May 23-26: Heritages: Annual Conference of the AFEA (French American Studies Association),
Perpignan, France

Conference papers
April 12-15: presentation at the Annual Conference of the British Association for American Studies
Manchester, United Kingdom. Title: ‘Criminal Justice and Race in Desoto Parish, Louisiana during
Reconstruction’
May 23: Graduate Symposium of AFEA (French American Studies Association), Perpignan, France.
Title: ‘Local and Federal Response to Reconstruction Violence in Louisiana– A Study in Failure’

Research leave, home and abroad
NWO project ‘Democratization and political terrorism: The formation and destruction of the two-
party system in the Red River Valley of Louisiana, 1865-1868.’ (PhD Subproject)
- Primary source research via digital and microfilm collections
- Field research in archives in the USA (September – December)

Membership of boards and committees
PhD Member of the Board of the Institute of History, Leiden University

Publications
Vries, M.L. de
Historisch Tijdschrift, 27 (2), pp. 41-57
Conference attendance
March 15-17: Expert meeting organized at Leiden University: a get-together of 3 international experts and advisers to the research project The Promise of Organization. The 3-day mini-conference was combined with a meeting (16 March) of the Dutch Research School for Political History. April 12: European Social Science History Conference 2012, Glasgow (UK). September 22: Conference: 11e Colloque historique des bords de Marne, Nogen-sur-Marne (France). Theme: LES FRANÇAIS ET LE VOTE, depuis 1789.

Conference organization
March 15-17: Expert meeting organized at Leiden University: a get-together of 3 international experts and advisers to the research project The Promise of Organization. The 3-day mini-conference was combined with a meeting (16 March) of the Dutch Research School for Political History. For the occasion, focus was on political organization.

Conference papers
March 15-17: Expert meeting organized at Leiden University: a get-together of 3 international experts and advisers to the research project The Promise of Organization. The 3-day mini-conference was combined with a meeting (16 March) of the Dutch Research School for Political History. For the occasion, focus was on political organization. Title of the presented paper: 'Democracy and organization in 1848: the clubs in Paris'.
April 12: European Social Science History Conference 2012, Glasgow (UK). Title of the presented paper: 'From secret society to club. The transition of revolutionary organization in the February Revolution (Paris 1848)'.

Research leave, home and abroad

Membership of boards and committees
Stichting JHSG, Werkgroep Verenigingsgeschiedenis

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
Membership of the board of Platform HOOFT, a Dutch platform for PhD students in the humanities. Organization of workshops. Organization of lectures and other activities by Jonge Historici Schrijven Geschiedenis (JHSG). Candidacy, campaigning and advising for PhDoc, the party representing young researchers in the
University Council (Leiden University)
Opinion articles/columns in the Leiden academic weekly Mare and Dutch daily De Volkskrant.

PhD Defences
Jorrit van den Berk, June 7: Defence ‘The Middle Men: The American Foreign Service and the dictators of Central America, 1930-1952’

External PhD Candidates
J. Akkerman
M.W.B. Asscher
M.A. Audibert
D. Barria Traverso
A. Beelaerts
H. van Bree
P.M.M.A. Bronzwaer
J.J. Brunner Ried
D. Casanova-Cruz
P. Consten
C.T. ten Dam
N.F. Dwiandari
M.E. Gerona Morales
J. Gysling Caselli
E. Hanafi
M. Harpe
R. ‘t Hart
M.A. van Hattem
T.C.J. van Hengel
L. Henstra
P. van der Hoeven
J.C. Ibara
P. de Jong
M.J. Karabinos
B. Koopman
J. Lentzner
M. Loderichs
S.C. Montecino Aguirre
L. Ornstein
M.A. Perez le Fort
J.K.T. Postma
G.J.C. van Roon
J. Scharager
J. Scheele
A.A.J. Scheffers
S.M. Sosa Clavijo
I. Veyl Ahumada
J. de Vetten
W.G. Visser
H.A.T. Wilbrink
In the early nineteenth century, Irish, British and American pressure groups opposing, for example, slavery or the British Corn Laws, introduced a new type of politics: mass politics. This did not go unnoticed. Some contemporaries expressed enthusiasm about the fact that people who were formally excluded from political life could now engage in politics without breaking the law or making revolution. Others despised the influence an organization could gain by efficient fund raising and the distribution of propaganda, and feared that this development would corrupt the proper functioning of the political system.

This project asks why these early pressure groups were so heavily contested. The working hypothesis is that there was much at stake: the debate on pressure groups was essentially a debate over democracy. In the post-revolutionary context, the future of politics was unclear. What was considered good politics, who should participate, and in what way? For contemporaries, this was by no means an academic debate. Their social position was at stake. Those who had little social standing and were excluded from the political process (women, members of the (lower) middle class or ethnic and religious minorities) aspired to be accepted as worthy members of civil society and political life. The members of the social elite
who represented the political establishment in turn feared the loss of their privileged position.

By making use of biographical sketches and digitized nineteenth-century newspapers, I will be able to reconstruct the debate on the merits and perils of the first pressure groups. Historians have devoted much energy to the study of individual movements, but following the observations of contemporaries, the modern pressure group was a phenomenon in its own right. Exciting and promising, or threatening and unethical - it heralded the advent of mass politics.

The VENI-project is closely related to the project ‘The Promise of Organization. Political Associations, 1820-1890, Debate and Practice’ (awarded in the Vrije Competitie Geesteswetenschappen) which I coordinate together with Prof. Dr. Henk te Velde.

The promise of Organization. Political Associations, 1820-1890, Debate and Practice

Henk te Velde, Maartje Janse

Political parties have often been seen as obstacles on the road to true democracy, and as instruments of over-ambitious career politicians. And before modern parties even existed, political associations were seen as dangerous ‘machines’, producing ‘oligarchies’. Still, the modern voluntary association was ‘democratic’ because it integrated ordinary men and women into the political process in a disciplined, civilized manner. Without it, many people would never have been able to use the political system. Voluntary organizations could fit into the system of representative government which rejected unrestrained popular passions, but also be an instrument of mobilizing the common people. The contested machine-like appearance of voluntary organizations and political parties was the nearest one could get to the ideal of respectable democratization. This program will focus on the enthusiasm, arguments and concrete activities of the organizers as well as the criticism offered by opponents of modern political organization. The three projects focus on three waves of associational mania and debate: modern antislavery organizations and other early pressure groups; organizing during the revolutions of 1848; mass political parties during the 1870s and 1880s. Together they give an overview of the introduction of organizations into politics. We will study the separate discussions about the merits and dangers of voluntary associations and political parties as parts of a general debate during the 19th century, and assume that the intensity of the debate was caused by the controversial issue of democratization and the related issue of inclusion and exclusion. By studying the contested nature of modern organizations, and in particular by thick description of the perception and introduction of new forms of organization, by biographical research, and by studying the debate on organizing in particular in (recently digitized) newspapers, the program will throw new light on one of the most hotly debated issues of modern politics.

Project Coordinators: Prof. Henk te Velde and Dr. Maartje Janse
Project 1: Pressure groups: Dr. Maartje Janse (also see VENI-project ‘Organizing the Masses’)
Project 2: Associations in the European Revolutions of 1848: Geerten Waling, MA
Project 3: The birth of mass political parties: Anne Heyer, MA

Historicizing Security. Enemies of the state, 1813-present

Beatrice de Graaf

After 1945, the (re-)construction of parliamentary democracies was paralleled by the development of a national security state: a system of organisations, policy procedures and
other instruments directed at promoting national security – as well as the underlying ideology, culture and perceptions. How and why did this happen?

Parliamentary democracies entertain an ambivalent relationship with national security. As open societies, they are more vulnerable to external threats, but at the same time they require public legitimacy to adopt security measures – which themselves might contradict democratic values. This project compares national security regimes in three Western democracies (the Netherlands, the U.S. and [West-]Germany) during the 1945-2010 period. It will provide a new view on postwar security history since it firstly rejects the ‘essentialist’ approach to threats and interests undertaken by traditional security studies and does not take for granted balance-of-power explanations for the build-up of military stocks and other security instruments. It rather brings the concept of national security to discussion and investigates why and how certain security threats and interests were perceived and gave rise to security measures (whereas others were overlooked), by exploring the political and social determinants that inform these measures. In the second place it will explore how these interests and threats were contested and how national security regimes transformed over time. Thirdly, it will demonstrate how the national security state became a defining aspect of parliamentary democracies. Through processes of identifying and excluding certain groups as threats to national security, the arena of democratic politics was redefined. The project adds to our understanding of the ‘iron spine’ of parliamentary democracies: the development of a national security state. It will analyze different types of national security regimes, the way they are determined, how ‘enemies of the state’ are constructed and how these regimes transformed through stages of contentious politics.

In this project we will ask the following questions:
- Who were the decision-makers regarding the new national security infrastructures?
- What were their intentions, what threats did they identify? What factors did propel them to construct these images of national security threats and interests?
- Did these measures and corresponding threats possess political legitimacy?
- Did the decision-makers and/or their measures mobilize public and political support?
- Did the new security instruments change the underlying security regimes and culture, did they create new security and threat images?

In answering these questions, we will learn more about the way national security lies at the heart of modern western democracies, and to what extent national security is intertwined with both the political legitimacy conferred on the government by its citizens and the way governments strive to uphold their position of legitimate power by defining threats and dangers to their order.

PhD-projects

**The Development of a Secret State. The Intelligence & Security Services and their contribution to the National Security State, 1945-1989**

**Constant Hijzen**

How did a professional ‘secret state’, consisting of a system of intelligence & security services, as well as the underlying assumptions on national security threats and interests came into existence after 1945? Which national security measures were carried out (establishment of bureaus, organisations as well as concrete measures such as ‘internment lists’, occupational bans in government institutions), and what where the underlying threat assumptions? Was this process of constructing a secret state made subject to parliamentary or public control? How did parliament, opposition, society react to these security measures?
Military legitimacy during the Cold War: The Dutch army and its criticasters

Coreline Boot

The onset of the Cold War brought to the fore new international and national threats to the military. On an international level, Moscow and its allies became a permanent military and political danger. Nationally, organizations from inside and outside the army started to criticize the military culture, its national and international security policy (including the Dutch contribution to the NATO), or even doubted the legitimacy of the military institution itself.

The VIDI-project already resulted in a number of articles, a special issue of Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis (Volume 125, No. 3), a special issue of Historical Social Research (forthcoming), Journal of Modern European History (forthcoming) a website (http://hum.leiden.edu/history/enemies-of-the-state/) and a collaboraty (http://collab.vuw.leidenuniv.nl/sites/enemies-of-the-state/seminar-securitydispositives/Pages/default.aspx). A Research Network on Securitization was furthermore created in cooperation with social scientist Willem Schinkel, that resulted in a series of seminars and an edited volume on securitization (forthcoming).

Democratization and political terrorism: The formation and destruction of the two-party system in the Red River Valley of Louisiana, 1865-1878

Adam Fairclough

This project analyzes the failure of Congressional Reconstruction after the American Civil War. It treats Reconstruction as an effort by the Republican party to democratize the states of the former Confederacy on the basis of universal suffrage and equal citizenship. By giving voting rights to black men, the Republicans hoped to control the South politically and thereby protect the newfound citizenship of the former slaves. The majority of southern whites, however, refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of black suffrage and the Republican state and local governments that black voters supported. Instead of accepting the new two-party system, they used the Democratic party as a vehicle to reestablish white supremacy by means of destroying the Republican party. The project, which employs two PhD candidates, focuses on the Red River Valley of Louisiana, a region where blacks constituted a majority of the voters, and where the Democratic party used violence, intimidation, and electoral fraud to dislodge the Republicans. This kind of political terrorism exposed the weakness of the federal authorities and postponed the democratization of the southern states for one hundred years.
6. European Expansion and Globalisation

Description
One of the central themes of the history of the last five hundred years is the phenomenon currently referred to as the process of globalisation. In this process, a central role has been played in the past by the phenomenon of Western European expansion, the various ways in which other continents responded to this and the developments resulting from this expansion. Globalisation means the emergence of a world economy, worldwide migration flows, the birth of nation states and many other phenomena. Central to this history are the early activities of the chartered trading companies, the rise of colonial empires and enterprises, resistance movements, wars of independence and decolonization, all of which have left us their archives whose unique character stems from the interaction between expanding and contracting Europe and the rest of the world. It is therefore no coincidence that this history has its own historiography and its own journals. Owing to the rich economic, anthropological and political data they contain, ‘colonial’ archives are also of inestimable value in the study of the autochthonous history of non-Western areas, as demonstrated by the success of the TANAP and ENCOMPASS projects which the history department of Leiden University is presently carrying out in close cooperation with academic institutions in Asia and South Africa. The scholarly and societal importance of studying the history of European expansion and global interaction cannot be overemphasized.

The history department plays an important role in the study of global history. As early as 1902, Leiden University offered lectures on ‘colonial history’, but from the 1950s onwards turned towards ‘global history’. This concept should not be understood in the sense of the comparative method, but as an approach which focuses on the study of emerging global connections in history. As the American historian Patrick Manning put it: ‘Connection conveys the character of world historical analysis better than any other term. It acknowledges locality and uniqueness, yet also invokes broad patterns’. (Navigating World History: Historians Create a Global Past 2003).

In this context, the history department of Leiden University centres on the study of global interaction processes making use of the wide range of primary sources available in the broad environment of the university. Leiden possesses in this respect a unique infrastructure for the use of both primary and secondary source materials. Not only are the rich archives of the VOC, the WIC and the former Ministry of Colonies in the National Archives in The Hague located at a fifteen minutes distance by public rail system from Leiden, but the Leiden University Library also houses the entire library collection of the former Ministry of Colonies, while the KITLV and Africa Studies Centre have world famous collections on Caribbean, Southeast Asian and African history. In addition, Leiden is home to other libraries and instances which are involved in the study of the world outside Europe and which belong to the largest in their fields in Europe. The Leiden MA and MPhil programmes offer students from within and outside the Netherlands thorough training in the use of these primary sources while they are carrying out their research. A follow-on PhD track is also offered, with a clearly recognizable individual character. In this way, the history department has created a niche for itself in the field of global history focusing on the search for connections and the origins of the migration and transfer of people, beliefs, goods and ideas within and among the continents.
**Staff**

**Ms. Dr. C.A.P. Antunes**

**Research**

0.15 fte

**Conference attendance**

International Colloquium Territórios, Agentes e Dinâmicas Imperiais, University of Azores, Ponta Delgada, Portugal

1st Workshop Portals of Globalization and Atlantic Spaces During the Era of the Slave Trade, Within the Project Entangled Spaces – Global Connections and Local Articulations – Portals of Early Modern Globalization and Creolization During the Era of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, University of Abo/Turku, Finland

9th European Social Science History Conferences, University of Glasgow, Glasgow

6th International Conference of Maritime History, University of Gent, Gent

International Workshop The Birth of the Modern Global City, European University Institute, Florence

Workshop Atlantic triangles : Lusophone colonial and postcolonial crossings, NIAS (Netherlands Institute of Advanced Studies), Wassenaar

Colloque L’Identité au pluriel. Jeux et enjeux des appartenance autour des anciens Pays-Bas (14e-18e siècle), Université de Valenciennes et du Hainaut-Cambrésis, Valenciennes

International Workshop Formal and Informal Empire: Portuguese Relations with the Non-European World, King’s College, University of London

American Historical Association Conference, Chicago: with Ana Valdez (session organizers): Religious Networks, 1500-1914: Ideas/Knowledge

American Historical Association Conference, Chicago: with Filipa Ribeiro da Silva (session organizers): Shaping the South Atlantic Complex: Networks and Exchanges, 1500-1822

**Conference organization**

9th European Social Science History Conferences, Glasgow: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers): Beyond Empires: Self-Organizing Cross-Imperial Economic Networks vs Institutional Empires, 1500-1800 (1): Mechanisms and Processes

9th European Social Science History Conferences, Glasgow: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers): Beyond Empires: Self-Organizing Cross-Imperial Economic Networks vs Institutional Empires, 1500-1800 (2): The European Context

9th European Social Science History Conferences, Glasgow: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers): Beyond Empires: Self-Organizing Cross-Imperial Economic Networks vs Institutional Empires, 1500-1800 (3): The Atlantic Context

9th European Social Science History Conferences, Glasgow: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers): Beyond Empires: Self-Organizing Cross-Imperial Economic Networks vs Institutional Empires, 1500-1800 (4): The Indian Ocean and Beyond


American Historical Association Conference, Chicago: with Ana Valdez (session organizers): Religious Networks, 1500-1914: Ideas/Knowledge
American Historical Association Conference, Chicago: with Filipa Ribeiro da Silva (session organizers): Shaping the South Atlantic Complex: Networks and Exchanges, 1500-1822

**Conference papers**

*Papers delivered through Call for Papers*

American Historical Association Conference, Chicago: with Ana Valdez (session organizers): Religious Networks, 1500-1914: Ideas/Knowledge
American Historical Association Conference, Chicago: with Filipa Ribeiro da Silva (session organizers): Shaping the South Atlantic Complex: Networks and Exchanges, 1500-1822

**Conference papers**

*Papers delivered through Call for Papers*

International Colloquium Territórios, Agentes e Dinâmicas Imperiais, University of Azores, Ponta Delgada, Portugal: ‘Agência e Agentes no Império Português: Formalidade e Informalidade no Período Moderno’
1st Workshop Portals of Globalization and Atlantic Spaces During the Era of the Slave Trade, Within the Project Entangled Spaces – Global Connections and Local Articulations – Portals of Early Modern Globalization and Creolization During the Era of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, University of Abo/Turku, Finland: with Filipa Ribeiro da Silva, ‘Windows of Global Exchanges: Dutch Ports and the Slave Trade, 1600-1800’

**Invited Lectures, Seminars, Panel Discussions**

The Leiden Seminar for Global Interactions (LSGI), Leiden University, Leiden: ‘Fighting Monopolies, Defying Empires 1500-1750: a Comparative Overview of Free Agents and Informal Empires in Western Europe and the Ottoman Empire’
International Workshop The Birth of the Modern Global City, European University Institute, Florence: ‘A Tale of Two Cities: Amsterdam and Lisbon – Local Movers or Global Shakers?’
‘Introduction to The Global Dutchman’, BA Cosmopolis Program, History Institute, Leiden University
Workshop Atlantic triangles : Lusophone colonial and postcolonial crossings, NIAS (Netherlands Institute of Advanced Studies), Wassenaar: ‘The genesis of global empires: free agents, informal empires and the challenge of monopolies in the Early Modern period, 1500-1776’
Colloque L’Identité au pluriel. Jeux et enjeux des appartences autour des anciens Pays-Bas (14e-18e siècle), Université de Valenciennes et du Hainaut-Cambrésis, Valenciennes: ‘Using and abusing : alternative identities in the Low Countries : the Sephardim’
International Workshop Formal and Informal Empire: Portuguese Relations with the Non-European World, King’s College, University of London: ‘Free Agents and Formal Institutions in the Portuguese Empire: towards a new framework of analysis?’

**Editorial and reviewer activities**

*Editorial Boards:*

Tijdschrift voor Zeegeschiedenis, International Journal of Maritime History, Anais de História de Alêm Mar

*Evaluation Boards/Peer Review Pools:*

Membership of boards and committees
Chair Search and Selection Committee PhD Assistant (AIO): ‘Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern Period – Lobbying for Brazil and Taiwan – Lobby Groups to the Companies and the States General’, Institute for History, Leiden University
Chair Search and Selection Committee PhD Assistant (AIO): ‘Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern Period – Serving the East and the West – Strategies in Imperial Career Paths Within the VOC and the WIC’, Institute for History, Leiden University
Member of Search and Selection Committee Assistant Professor World History – Cosmopolis Program Coordinator, Institute for History, Leiden University

Advisory and coordinating activities

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervision PhD
Joris van Tol, ‘Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern Period – Lobbying for Brazil and Taiwan – Lobby Groups to the Companies and the States General’, History Institute, Leiden University (in progress)
Erik Odegard, ‘Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern Period – Serving the East and the West – Strategies in Imperial Career Paths Within the VOC and the WIC’, History Institute, Leiden University (in progress)

Externally acquired funds
Starting Grant, European Research Council, Fighting Monopolies, Defying Empires, 1500-1750: A Comparative Overview Of Free Agents and Informal Empires in Western Europe and the Ottoman Empire (2013-2018)
VIDI Vernieuwingsimpuls NWO, Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern period (2012-2016)
Proposed for ASPASIA program, NWO, (2012)
Carla Musterd Teaching Award for best Teacher 2011 (2012)

Publications
Antunes, C.A.P. & Ribeiro da Silva, F.I.
Antunes, C.A.P.
Antunes, C.A.P.
Free Agents and Formal Institutions in the Portuguese Empire: Towards a Framework of Analysis. Portuguese Studies, 28(2), 172-184
Antunes, C.A.P.
[Bespreking van het boek A History of Portugal and the Portuguese Empire: from beginning to 1807]. European History Quarterly, 42-1, 140-141
Antunes, C.A.P. & Ribeiro da Silva, F.I.
Antunes, C.A.P.

[Bespreking van het boek Dutch and Portuguese in Western Africa. Empires, Merchants and the Atlantic System, 1580-1674]. Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis, 9-3, 94-95

Prof. Dr. J.L. Blussé van Oud Alblas
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Conference attendance

January 8-25: Workshop Bamenda/Buea: Writing workshop, lectures, teaching, PhD supervision, for Mobile Africa Revisited programme
June 14-15: policy workshop, CODERIA, CDP (Consortium for development partnership), Dakar, Mirjam is co-organiser, and chair of several sessions
June 20-24: Dakar: Archives of post-independent Africa and its diaspora; conference in collaboration University of California, CODESRIA and ASC, co-organiser;
June 26: presentation, key note at the CERES conference: ‘Confused Perspectives on ICT and Development’

A Cameroonian’s account of navigating hierarchy of mobility and the new communication landscape’
October 8: Central European University (CEU), presentation of research ‘Mobile Africa Revisited’ inclusive film ‘Connecting Dreams’, Budapest, Hungary
November 27-30: Colloque ‘Justice, sorcellerie et violence (Afrique – Centrafrique)’, Bangui CAR

Leiden University
November 7-8: workshop, London, United Kingdom (Museum project)

Conference organization

January 8-25: Workshop Bamenda/Buea: Writing workshop, lectures, teaching, PhD supervision, for Mobile Africa Revisited programme; organizer
June 14-15: policy workshop, CODERIA, CDP, Dakar, Mirjam is co-organiser, and chair of several sessions
June 20-24: Archives of post-independent Africa and its diaspora; conference in collaboration University of California, CODESRIA and ASC, Dakar, Africa, co-organiser

Conference papers
June 26: presentation, key note at the CERES conference, Amsterdam (UVA), The Netherlands, Title: ‘Confused concepts: ICT and Development in Africa’
A Cameroonian’s account of navigating hierarchy of mobility and the new communication landscape’
October 8: Budapest, CEU (central European university) presentation of research ‘mobile Africa revisited’ inclusive film ‘connecting dreams’

Research leave, home and abroad
Mobile Africa Revisited (WOTRO funded project)
PhD, MA supervision (Djimet Seli, Chad; MA students and post doc Naffet Keita, Mali, Fatima Diallo, Senegal, Henrietta Nyammjoh, Cameroon/South Africa/The Netherlands; Imke Gooskens, South Africa/Angola; Adamou Amadou, Cameroon/CAR); this was mainly supervision in the writing process
- Presentation of papers and participation in conferences (see below)
- Writing workshop in January in Buea

Volkswagen project; resources and mobility
- On-going research on land grabbing in Cameroon; changes in pastoral society
- Supervision of project of Evelyne Temogoh, and in the side line of Christopher Tankou
- Coordination of the project parts based in ASC

CDP(Consortium for Development partnership)
- Coordination, from August 2012 with Lotje de Vries
- Finalisation of phase II, policy workshop in Dakar, June; start of publications
- Research paper: publication of paper in ASC series, African Dynamics
- Preparation for CDP III: discussions in workshop June, preparation fundraising document

Research project ‘Connecting in times of duress’
PhD Inge Butter (MagW), fieldwork period
PhD: Jonna Both (MagW), writing and fieldwork
PhD project: Bruce Mutsevario: Media and Zimbabwe politics (Own funding), finalisation, to be defended in 2013

MA Project: on and off line politics in Cameroon (Leonie Meester)
For this project and complementary to it we have written two research proposals; one for the NWO-Belgie relations; under review; and the other for the European Union (working on it in November-December 2012) for FP7, ‘Media and Conflict’, small programme (2.5 million).
Set up a MA project in Mali to follow the crisis in its diaspora connections and ICT (funded from the Mobile Africa programme)
Selection of post doc and PhD candidates for the programme was done in June/July;
SANPAD project (twin project mobile africa revisited); PhD student and MA student continued their research; this year I did not have time to be intensively involved in this project, but will pick it up in 2013

ElnSA: ‘L’État et les institutions face à la sorcellerie dans l’Afrique contemporaine
 Violence, justice et droits de l’Homme’

This project had its starting workshop this year: I am one of the ‘main’ researchers in the programme. The research will concentrate in CAR (Central African Republic)

Research leave home and abroad:
Bamenda, Buea, Cameroon: January 2012
Bamenda, Buea Cameroon: March 2012
Senegal and Mali: May-June 2012
CAR-Cameroon: November-December 2012

Editorial and reviewer activities
IFS (International Foundation for Science)
Journals: Africa today; Canadian Journal of African Studies; Identity; Ghana journal
CODESRIA

Membership of boards and committees
COS (Commissie voor Ontwikkelings Samenwerking) /AIV member; (adviesraad voor Internationale samenwerking, ministerie voor buitenlandse zaken)
NWO committee VIDI interdisciplinary
Board member of IICD, (www.iicd.org) (ICT4D)
Board member of Langaa Publishing and Tesearch Institute, based in Cameroon

Advisory and coordinating activities
Coordination of the ResMa African Studies until June 2012
From September 2012 I coordinate the Africa curriculum of BA International Studies, Leiden University/The Hague

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Promotor of the following PhD projects:
Inge Ligtvoet (2012-2016) ‘ICT and Protest against Repression: The Case of Anglophone Cameroon (PhD) and a comparison with Nigerian dynamics, (LU Leiden)
Catherina Wilsson (2012-2016) ‘Being (dis)connected during war(s): Shaping Urbanity in Chad and CAR’ (LU Leiden)
Adamou Ahmadou (2013-2016) ‘Nomadic pastoralists Confronted with Duress and new ICTs’ (LU Leiden)
Caroline Hulshof, met Maarten Mous, buitenpromovendus, muziek Oost Afrika
Bruce Mutsvairo ‘(social)media, ICT, diaspora and politics, the case of Zimbabwe’ (with prof. de Jong, University of Twente)
Inge Butter, (2011-2015). ‘Arabization and Technologies of Communication in a Post-conflict Situation, Chad’, MaGW/NWO funding (with Prof. M. Mouss, Faculty of Humanities, University Leiden)
Henrietta Nyamnjoh, ‘Building Bridges and Harnessing Opportunities: ICTs and Mobility amongst Pinyin and Mankon Migrants in South Africa and the Netherlands’, started April 2010; NWO-Wotro, Mobile Africa Revisited; (with Prof. M. Rowlands, LSE, UK)
Evelyne Ntewusu, in the Volkswagenstiftung programme since 2009; ‘Material Culture, Mobility and
Social Change, a Case Study in the Grassfields, Cameroon’ (working title) (with Prof F. Nyamnjoh, UCT, South Africa);
Jonna Both, MagW/NWO funded project that started in 2010, The dynamics of stabilization and youth’s social navigation in the post-conflict margins of Yumbe district (West Nile, Uganda)’ (with Prof. R. Reis, AISSR, Amsterdam)
Djimet Seli, ‘ICT and Mobility in Chad’, WOTRO/NWO (Part of the Mobile Africa programme) (with Prof. Nyamnjoh, University of Cape Town, and Prof. Khalil from Ndjamena University) (started in 2008)
Imke Gooskens, ICT and Mobility in Angola/South Africa, WOTRO/NWO, Part of Mobile Africa research project (started in 2009)
Fatima Diallo, ‘ICT and Law in Senegal’, WOTRO/NOW (ASC funded, part of the Mobile Africa integrated programme) (with Prof. Kante, Saint Louis; Prof van Dijk, WU & ASC) (started in 2009) (ASC funding)

Laguerre Dionro Djerandi ‘Le projet pertrolier Tchadien- un nouveau mode de prevention de conflit’, 2006-2010, Volkwagenstiftung, with Dr Andrea Beherends (University of Halle) and Prof. H. van Dijk (ASC)
Kiky van Oostrum ‘Pastoral Urbanites Socio-Cultural and Economic Transformations among Moors in Small Towns (Mauritania)’, ASC, Leiden University, 2003-2007, promotion envisaged for 2012 (with Prof. H. van Dijk, Prof. L. de Haan, WOTRO W 52-937, NWO funding)
Ellen Blommaert, ‘AIDS and Youth in Kenya’, University of Amsterdam (2005-2008) (with Prof. A. Hardon, ASSR, will be finalized in 2012)

Kiky van Oostrum ‘Pastoral Urbanites Socio-Cultural and Economic Transformations among Moors in Small Towns (Mauritania)’, ASC, Leiden University, 2003-2007, promotion envisaged for 2012 (with Prof. H. van Dijk, Prof. L. de Haan, WOTRO W 52-937, NWO funding)

Nakar Djindil ‘Food Security in Historical Perspective: Nutritional Status and Physical Development as Indicators of the Long-term Effects of Crisis in the Sahel. The Case of Chad’, 2004-2008, (with Prof. H. van Dijk, Wageningen University WOTRO W 52-1050 NWO funding, will be finalized in 2012)

Membership PhD committee
8 February 2012, Marseille, SHADYC, Thèse de : Rokhaya Cisse, La transmission intergénérationnelle de la pauvreté au Sénégal : Entre récurrence, rupture et résilience dans les trajectoires des pauvres
8 May 2012, LU, Tamale 1907-1957: Between Colonial trade and Colonial Chieftainship; Sebastiaan Soeters, proefschrift
9 October, CEU, Budapest, member of promotion committee of Aungo Justus, Development as Chaos: Agromanufacturing, dispossession and plantation labourers’ everyday lives in Kenya

Member of readers committee
14 May 2012, Utrecht University, ‘Land, Kennis, Moed en Eenheid, Conflictrende discoursen binnen samenleving en gezin over landbouw en droogte in Noordoost Brazilië’; Ingeborg Peerboom

Externally acquired funds
VICI programme: Connecting in Times of Duress: Understanding Communication and Conflict in Middle Africa’s Mobile Margins
Project with the science museum of London; to develop a small part of the permanent exhibition on communication technology, and to collect mobile phone culture objects for the museum, writing of a small book (to be executed in 2012); includes a visiting fellowship for three months
ANR, research foundation France, project in collaboration with Leuven, Aix-en-provence, on witchcraft and violence in Central Africa (This is a three year programme, and it funds a yearly research trip to CAR, and participation in two workshops a year)

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
Media in relation to VICI: Hypothese; Leidsch Dagblad; several interviews; radio BNN
Radio 1, Felix Meurders, November 15, 11.00h
NWO Hypothese, Close-up, ‘In mijn hart ben ik zelf een nomade’. Antropologe Mirjam de Bruijn
ontvagt Vici-beurs, p. 4-7
March 6: NTR Wetenschapsprogramma Hoe?Zo! Radio, Radio 5, 20.00-21.00h
OneWorld, Online-artikel ‘De staat van de hulp. Ontwikkelingsdoel 1 voor Afrika: vrij hoger onderwijs
in geesteswetenschappen, http://oneworld.nl/bloggen/blogs/de-staat-van-de-hulp/ontwikkelingsdoel-
1-voor-afrika-vrij-hoger-onderwijs
March 14: Leidsch Dagblad, Wetenschapspagina, “Smartphone is in opmars in Afrika”
April 19: Nederlands Dagblad, 19 april, “Mobieltje redt en bindt Afrika”,
Leidse Stijl, “Verleg je grenzen”, Dubbelinterview Mirjam de Bruijn en Khalil Alio
April 17: Radio 1, Felix Meurders
April 19: Radio ‘Goedemorgen Nederland’
April 24: Mali and Senegal, organized by Evert Vermeer stichting, Mozes & Aaron Kerk Amsterdam,
together with Thijs Berman en Piet van Ommeren
Several posts on website www.tombouctoumanuscripts.org
Commissie Ontwikkelingssamenwerking, Adviesraad Internationale Vraagstukken:
http://www.viceversaonline.nl/2012/10/adviesraad-beleid-voor-ontwikkelingssamenwerking-moet-
anders/
minute
http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/13077712/___Hulp_moet_anders___html
October 15: BNR radio, 15.30
Volkskrant

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
No. 8-, September 2012, Adviesraad Internationale vraagstukken (AIV)
April 25: lecture for students in Rotterdam: ‘Mobiele telefonie ‘revolutie’ en burgerschap in Afrika’
28 October: debate organized by Institute for Social History, Amsterdam; ‘Waarom is Afrika arm?’
October 28: Afrika film festival, Leiden Scheltema, introduction Swap about mobile phones
November 17: Workshop at the Evert Vermeer Stichting, Afrikadag, Chair, ‘Alternative politics in the new media era: Rethinking the role of ICTs in reshaping the African democratic space’
November 13: lecture Maastricht in course of Bernike Pasveer: ‘mobile telephony and social change in Africa’
See above under research activities: collaboration with London Science Museum, to contribute to the new permanent exhibition of mobile technology (to be opened in 2014)

Other activities
Production of film:
Film/documentary as part of Mobile Africa Revisited project, with Sjoerd Sijsma; ‘Connecting Dreams’ (2012) ASC & Eyeses (final version, with last revisions)

Publications
De Bruijn, M.E. & R. van Dijk
De Bruijn, M.E. & I. Brinkman
Research Practice in Connections: Travels and Methods, in : The social life of connectivity
De Bruijn M.E. & R. Van Dijk (eds)
The social life of connectivity in Africa, New York: Palgrave/Mac Millan

94
De Bruijn, M.E. & R. Van Dijk
Connecting and Change in African Societies: Examples of ‘ethnographies of linking’ in Anthropology, Anthropologica, 54: 45-59
De Bruijn, M. E.
De Bruijn, M.E.
Mobile telephony and socio-economic Dynamics in Africa, December 2012, in Lincoln Institute review

Incidental guest lectures
November: Lecture in course Resma African studies, on methodology
Leonie Meester: ‘off and online politics in Cameroon’, supervisor
Saajo Ba: 'Koranic schools in Sierra Leone, the Fulani, fieldwork in Sierra Leone’, to be finalised in 2013
Peter Angwafo: ‘Land conflicts and ICT in the Grassfields Cameroon’ (ResMa student started September 2012)
Eefje Gilbert, ICT and social change: ‘The pygmees of CAR and Cameroon’ (ResMa student started September 2012)

Ms. Dr. A.M.C. van Dissel
Research
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Conference attendance
July 3-5: symposium Sixth International Congress of Maritime History of the International Maritime Economic History Association, University of Ghent (Belgium): ‘The relation between maritime and global history’
November 3: Chair ‘Nederlandse Zuidzee-expedities in de vroegmoderne tijd’, presentation of the Linschoten-Vereeniging in cooperation with Werkgroep Cultuurhistorie van het Koninklijk Zeeuws Genootschap, Zeeuwse Bibliotheek, Middelburg

Conference organization
July 5: Co-organizer seminar ‘Editing of contemporary travel accounts,’ Sixth International Congress of Maritime History of the International Maritime Economic History Association, University of Ghent (Belgium): The relation between maritime and global history
November 3: Chair ‘Nederlandse Zuidzee-expedities in de vroegmoderne tijd’, presentation of the Linschoten-Vereeniging in cooperation with Werkgroep Cultuurhistorie van het Koninklijk Zeeuws Genootschap, Zeeuwse Bibliotheek, Middelburg

Conference papers
July 5: ‘Travelling through time; publishing of contemporary travel accounts’, lecture seminar Sixth International Congress of Maritime History of the International Maritime Economic History Association, University of Ghent (Belgium)
Research leave, home and abroad

Editorial and reviewer activities
Member Editorial Board International Journal of Maritime History
Book review editor Tijdschrift voor Zeegeschiedenis
Member of the supervisory editorial board of the series Militaire geschiedenis der Nederlanden (Netherlands Institute of Military History, Ministry of Defense, The Hague)

Membership of boards and committees
Member of the Bachelor and Master Educational Review Committee (OLC), Institute for History, Leiden University, from 1 September 2012
Member of the Jury of the Fruin Award, Institute for History, Leiden University
President of the Linschoten-Vereeniging (Society to advance knowledge on travel and navigation history through the editing and publication of contemporary travel accounts)
Chairman of the jury of the Schouwenburgprijs 2011-2013

Advisory and coordinating activities
Member project group ‘Dutch merchant seamen during WOII’: Editorial board dr. A.M.C. van Dissel, drs. M. Elands (Veterans Institute), drs. H. Faber and P. Stolk (DdM)

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervisor PhD
Co-promotor for H. Stapel, Safety and rescues at sea (Leiden University)
Co-promotor for G.M.W. Acda, Naval career of G.F. Tydeman (Leiden University)

Membership PhD committee
April 3: Louis Philippe Sloos, Gewapend met kennis. 500 jaar militaire boekcultuur in Nederland, Leiden University

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
February 26: Guest Radio 1 OVT/Onvoltooid Verleden Tijd, interview Battle of the Java Sea

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
February 18: ‘Zeevaren en zeedieren’: visies op zeeroof en zeeroofbestrijding in Nederlands-Indië, lecture annual meeting Stichting Kaap Hoornvaarders, Marine-etablissement Amsterdam
March 9: Zeeroof en kaapvaart, lecture annual parents’ day of the students of the Institute for History, Leiden University

Publications
Anita M.C. van Dissel
‘Uit de kluis van Hr.Ms. De Ruyter’, Marineblad 2 (2012) 30-34
Anita M.C. van Dissel

Other activities
May 12: symposium ‘In de haven’, Dutch Association of Maritime History, Rotterdam
October 23: symposium ‘Naar het aards paradijs’, Het Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam
November 2: symposium ‘Walvisvaart’, Het Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam
November 24: symposium ‘Nederlandse scheepsbouw en scheepsbouwers in perspectief’, Dutch
Association of Maritime History, Nieuwegein
December 7: symposium 'De kust gekeurd', Het Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam

**Prof. Dr. H.W. van den Doel**

*Research*
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*Membership of boards and committees*

- Member of the Board of Governors Instituut Clingendael (2004-present)
- Chair of the Academic Committee of the Europaeum (2003-present)
- Chair of the Huizinga Committee (2005-present)
- Dean of the Faculty of Humanities, Leiden University (2007-present)
- Chair of the LIBC (2007-present)
- Member of the Scaligerinstituut (2007-present)
- Boardmember of the Hulsewe-Wasniewski-stichting (2007-present)
- Boardmember of Campus Den Haag (2007-present)

*Publications*

Doel, H.W. van den
Social Sciences and Humanities : Essential Fields for European Research

**Dr. M.A. Ebben**

*Research*
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*Conference attendance*

- March 24: Annual meeting concerning current research in the Netherlands and Belgium, organized by the Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History. Material Culture in the Netherlands, 1500-1800. Research seminar organized by the Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History, Antwerp
- August 25: Congress Werkgroep 17de eeuw: Het vaderlandse verleden in de 17de eeuw, Leiden University
- September 19-21: International congress: Fascination for the Foe: Self and Other in the Dutch and Spanish Golden Age
- October 19: invited lecture: The consuls of the Dutch Republic in the Seventeenth Century Symposium: Diplomacy in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, Leiden

*Conference papers*

- October 19: invited lecture/paper: The consuls of the Dutch Republic in the Seventeenth Century Symposium: Diplomacy in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, Leiden

*Conference organisation*

- March 24: Annual meeting concerning current research in the Netherlands and Belgium, organized by the Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History. Material Culture in the Netherlands, 1500-1800. Research seminar organized by the Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History, Antwerp

October 19: Leiden, Symposium: Diplomacy in Medieval and Early Modern Europe

Collegereeks HOVO: Het einde van de Tachtigjarige Oorlog en de Nederlanden (October-December 2012 in collaboration with Prof. Dr. R. Buve)

**Membership of boards and committees**

Vlaams-Nederlandse Vereniging voor Nieuwe Geschiedenis. (Flemish-Dutch Association for Early Modern History)

**Editorial and reviewer activities**
The Dutch Revolt (http://dutchrevolt.leidenuniv.nl/)

Publication van de Vlaams-Nederlandse Vereniging voor Nieuwe Geschiedenis

**Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee**

*Co-promotor of dissertation:*
R. Dijk, Het Hoogheemraadschap Rijnland, 1550-1650

**Readers committee**
G. Sanders, Het present van Staat. De gouden ketens, kettingen en medailles verleend door de Staten-General, 1588-1795

**Opponent**
A. Nobel, Besturen op het Hollandse platteland. Cromstrijen, 1550-1770 (Leiden 2012)

**Other activities**
President of the Board of Examiners of History until 31 August 2012

Secretary of the Board of Examiners of History since 1 September 2012

*HOVO:*
Collegereeks: Het einde van de Tachtigjarige Oorlog en de Nederlanden. (in collaboration with prof. dr. R. Buve)

---

**Dr. J.B. Gewald**

**Research**
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**Conference attendance**

March 8: ‘Socialist Modernities and Discourses of Development: The Drive-in Cinema in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania’. Prof. Laura Fair, Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA, Afican Studies Centre

April 5: ‘The Origins and Spread of Dry Laid, Stone-Walled Architecture in Pre-Colonial South Africa’. Prof. Dr Karim Sadr, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, Afican Studies Centre

April 12-13: ‘Rethinking Africa’s transcontinental continuities in pre- and protohistory’, Conference in honour of Wim van Binsbergen, Afican Studies Centre, participant

April 16: ‘Nationalism and Cosmopolitanism in Northern Namibia’, Prof. Wendi Haugh, St Lawrence University, New York, African Study Center, chair and organizer

April 19: ‘Africa and the Perversities of International Capital Flows’, Prof. Howard Stein (Department of Afroamerican and African Studies, University of Michigan), Afican Studies Centre, organizer
attendee
May 24: ‘Rethinking China-Africa Relations during the Cold War: Military Modernization and the Tanzania-Zambia Railway Project’, Prof. Dr. Jamie Monson, Humboldt University, Berlin, African Studies Centre, organizer and chair
May 31: ‘Violence, Urbanization and Rationalization in Cape Town’s Taxi Industry (1990-2010), Dr. Erik Baehre, Cultural Anthropology and Development Sociology, Leiden University, African Studies Centre, chair and organizer
July 5: ‘Archaeology, Delafosse and the States of the West African Sahel’, Prof. Kevin C. MacDonald, Institute of Archaeology, University College London, African Study Center, organizer and participant
July 5-6: ‘Guns and Gold in the societies and history of Africa’, workshop organized together with Jan Jansen and Sabine Luning, Leiden University
July 9: ‘Mining-sector reforms in Ghana: Institutionalizing and Legitimizing Large-Scale Land Deals and Acquisitions in Rural Communities of Western Ghana, Dr. William Tsuma, African Studies Centre, discussant
October 11: ‘Order doesn’t come by itself’. Chinese facilitators of order and disorder in Accra, Alena Thiel and Dr. Karsten Giese, GIGA Institute of Asian Studies, Hamburg, attendee
November 22: ‘Powers, Territory and Politics of Personal Dependency in the Western Gold Coast (Ghana-Ivory Coast)’, Prof. Pierluigi Valsecchi, Professor of the History of Africa in the Department of Political and Social Sciences at the University of Pavia, African Studies Centre, chair and organizer

Conference organization
March 8: ‘Socialist Modernities and Discourses of Development: The Drive-in Cinema in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania’. Prof. Laura Fair, Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA, African Studies Centre, chair and organizer
April 5: ‘The Origins and Spread of Dry Laid, Stone-Walled Architecture in Pre-Colonial South Africa’. Prof. Dr Karim Sadr, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, African Studies Centre, chair and Organizer (Could not attend on account of funeral)
April 16: ‘Nationalism and Cosmopolitanism in Northern Namibia’, Prof. Wendi Haugh, St Lawrence University, New York, African Study Center, chair and organizer
April 19: ‘Africa and the Perversities of International Capital Flows’, Prof. Howard Stein (Department of Afroamerican and African Studies, University of Michigan), African Studies Centre, organizer
May 24: ‘Rethinking China-Africa Relations during the Cold War: Military Modernization and the Tanzania-Zambia Railway Project’, Prof. Dr. Jamie Monson, Humboldt University, Berlin, African Studies Centre, organizer and chair
May 31: ‘Violence, Urbanization and Rationalization in Cape Town’s Taxi Industry (1990-2010), Dr. Erik Baehre, Cultural Anthropology and Development Sociology, Leiden University, African Studies Centre, chair and organizer
July 5: ‘Archaeology, Delafosse and the States of the West African Sahel’, Prof. Kevin C. MacDonald, Institute of Archaeology, University College London, African Study Center, organizer and participant
July 5-6: ‘Guns and Gold in the societies and history of Africa’, workshop organized together with Jan Jansen and Sabine Luning, Leiden University
November 22: ‘Powers, Territory and Politics of Personal Dependency in the Western Gold Coast (Ghana-Ivory Coast)’, Prof. Pierluigi Valsecchi, Professor of the History of Africa in the Department of Political and Social Sciences at the University of Pavia, African Studies Centre, chair and organizer

Editorial and reviewer activities
Readers report for a manuscript by Rory Pilosoff, “The unbearable Whiteness of being”, for UCT press
History in Africa
The Massacre at Wiriyamu: Can it be denied?
African Diaspora
The hajj from West Africa in world historical perspective (19th and 20th centuries)
Social Dynamics and Change
Conservancies in Namibia: A discourse in action
Journal of African History
On the periphery of a global economy: Namibia’s maritime economic trade with the Cape Colony and its trading nexus c. 1857 – 1883
First World War Studies
The battle of Sandfontein, 26 September 1914: South African military reform and the German South West Africa campaign, 1914 – 15

Membership of boards and committees
‘Council of Chiefs’ representing The Netherlands in ABORNE (African Border and Borderland Research Network), European Science Foundation
Co-chair for the “Muskets to Nokias” research programme

Advisory and coordinating activities
South African National Research Foundation, peer review of Prof. Russel Viljoen, UNISA, South Africa. This review consisted of a report on the academic career and standing of Professor Viljoen, as well as the envisaged future prospects for his work in southern African history. For the purposes of this report, a selection of Viljoen’s publications were read and an overview was made of his academic standing on the basis of the curriculum vitae submitted, as well as my own research. Researching and drawing up the report took about a full week. Pro Deo. Written report consisted of 6 pages.

Peer review of Prof. Emily Osborn for promotion and tenure case committee of the University of Chicago. This review consisted of a report on the academic career and standing of Professor Osborn, as well as the envisaged future prospects for her academic career based on research proposals submitted, published work and academic standing. Researching and drawing up the report took a full week. Pro Deo. Written report consisted of 3 pages.

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee

Supervision PhD
Melle Leenstra, Leiden University
‘Beyond the façade: instrumentalisation of the Zambian health sector’, Wednesday 14 March 2012, Leiden University. Daily supervisor: Jan-Bart Gewald
Co-Promotors: Prof. Leo de Haan and Ton Dietz
Sebastiaan Soeters, Leiden University
Matteo Grilli, Leiden University
‘A history of the Bureau of African Affairs in Nkrumah’s Ghana’

Promotor and supervisor
Iva Pesa, Leiden University
‘A socio-agricultural history of Mwinilunga district in Northwestern Zambia’, co-promotor and co-supervisor
Mary Davies, Leiden University
‘A socio-political history of Rumphi district in Northwestern Malawi’, co-promotor and co-supervisor
Pierre Kalenga, Leiden University
‘A socio-political history of Bunkeya, Congo’, co-promotor and co-supervisor
Casper Erichsen, Leiden University
‘A socio-political history of Genocide in colonial Namibia, 1904 – 1914’, promotor and supervisor
Mirjam Verheul, Leiden University
‘Urban Planning in a booming African town, Ndola Zambia’, promotor and supervisor
Anne-Lot Hoek, Leiden University
‘A history of Dutch emigrants to Southern Rhodesia’, promotor and supervisor
Sieger Verhart, Leiden University
‘A history of the “Baster Gebiet” in central Namibia’, promotor and supervisor
Humphrey Asamoah, Copenhagen University
‘A social history of the Ghanaian military after independence’, co-promotor and co-supervisor
Lieneke Eloff de Visser, Free University of Amsterdam
‘A socio-political history of the eastern Caprivi strip between 1960 and 1990’, co-promotor and co-supervisor

Membership PhD committee
Vilho Amukwaya Shigwedha, University of the Western Cape
‘Enduring Suffering: the Cassinga Massacre of Namibian exiles in 1978 and the conflicts between survivors’ memories and testimonies’, 31 January 2012, University of the Western Cape, external examiner
Jeannick Vangansbeke, Leiden University
‘Monnaie d’échange’, Leiden University. Manuscript submitted for examination was failed
Bukola Adeyemi Oyeniyi, Leiden University

Other activities
September 2-7: Thabela Thabeng, University of the Witwatersrand Archeological Field School, facilitator and presenter
November 1: ‘The Mfecane Revisited’, Masters Student Lecture, Leiden University
September 20 and 21: member of the selection committee to select 2 PhD students and 1 postdoc candidate suitable for the N.W.O. Vici programme being run by Prof. M. de Bruijn

Publications
J.B. Gewald, A. Leliveld & I. Pesa (eds.)
Jan-Bart Gewald, André Leliveld, and Iva Peša
‘Transforming Innovations in Africa: Explorative studies on appropriation in African societies’ in:
Jan-Bart Gewald
‘Of Labradors and libraries: The transformation of innovation on a farm in Kibale, western Uganda’ in:
Jan-Bart Gewald

Prof. Dr. J.J.L. Gommans
Research
0.3 fte
Conference attendance

**Invited lectures**

April 27: lecture HSVL, Leiden ‘Renaissance in de Steppe: Zahir al-Din Muhammad Babur 1483-1530’


October 17: lecture Sociaal Cultureel Werk Holten: ‘De Indiase Middeleeuwen: Herfsttij van een beschaving’

October 21: Heritage Day India (CIE: Centre for International Heritage Activities), The Hague, Introduction

November 22: Delhi, Final Conference India-EU Study Centres Programme: ‘Cosmopolis: Report of the Leiden Project’

November 28-30: Discussant & Chair Roundtable, Taipei: ‘Non-state Actors in the Transition Period in Monsoon Asia, 1760-1840’

Conference organization


August 31: Lecture/roundtable Jürgen Osterhammel (University of Konstanz) to launch the Eurasian Empires Programme, Leiden University

Referee, advisory committees, editor etc.

Editor Sources on South Asia (Manohar Publishers – since 2010)

Editorial Board: Monograph Series Rulers and Elites (Leiden: Brill)

Peer-review Journal of Military History (February 2011)

Peer-review Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis (March 2011)

Peer-review Search Committee University of Michigan (March 2011)

Peer-review Search Committee University of Washington (June 2011)

Peer-review monograph Cambridge University Press (August 2011)

Advisory and coordinating activities

Leiden coordinator of India-EU Study Centres Programme; see http://www.iescp.org/

(Co-)Coordinator Eurasia Empires Programme (since 1 August 2011)

Coordinator MA-track History of European Expansion and Globalization: i.e. (R)MA-selection committee; organization Graduate Seminars and Research Masterdays

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee

Current PhD-supervision:

Murari Kumar Jha, since April 1, 2009: PhD-student Leiden University / with Leonard Blussé

Manjusha Kuruppath, since October 1, 2010; PhD-student, Leiden University

Barend Noordam, since August 1, 2011; PhD-student, Leiden University

Lennart Bes, since August 1, 2011; PhD-student Radboud University Nijmegen / with Peter Rietbergen

Margueride Borges, since September 1, 2011; externally funded / with Catia Antunes

Externally acquired funds

(with Catia Antunes & Jose Manuel Fernandes, Technical University of Lisbon) PhD-project

Margueride Borges: ‘Overseas territories in the Orient – comparing urban developments in Portuguese and Dutch colonial cities’

Leiden University Fund (€ 200,000): ‘The Making of Religious Traditions in Indonesia: History and Heritage in Global Perspective (1600-1940)’
Other activities
Lecture HOVO course Het Rijk van Philips III
Interview for Historical journal Transparant (summer 2011)
Expert Advice for exhibition ‘The Hidden Garden - Jewellery from India’ (October 2011 –April 2012)
in Museum Volkenkunde, Leiden

Publications
Gommans, J.J.L.
Review [Book review Strange Parallels: Southeast Asia in Global Context, c. 800-1830, Vol. 2: Mainland Mirrors: Europe, Japan, China, South Asia and the Islands]. JESHO, 54(1), 87-91
Gommans, J.J.L.
‘Nederlandse schilders in de Oost: Een hypothese’. In: Th. Lindblad & A. Schrikker (Eds.), Het verre gezicht: Politieke en relaties tussen Nederland en Azië, Afrika en Amerika: Opstellen aangeboden aan Prof. Dr. Leonard Blussé (pp. 66-88). Franeker: Van Wijnen
Gommans, J.J.L.
The Silent Frontier of South Asia c. 1100-1800 CE. In: M. Rangarajan & K. Sivaramakrishnan (Eds.), India’s Environmental History: From Ancient Times to the Colonial Period (pp. 217-245) Delhi: Permanent Black

Prof. Dr. H.J. den Heijer
Research
0.2 fte

Conference attendance
July 3: Congress of the International Maritime Economic History Association (IMEHA), University of Gent, Belgium.
August 23-24: Congress Dutch Atlantic Connections (DAC), KITLV Leiden, The Netherlands

Conference papers
July 3: Congress of the International Maritime Economic History Association (IMEHA), University of Gent, Belgium. Title of the presented paper: ‘Sugar and tobacco to the Baltic’
August 23-24: Congress Dutch Atlantic Connections (DAC), KITLV Leiden, The Netherlands. Title of the presented paper: ‘Amsterdam and the trade in Atlantic products’.

Referee, advisory committees, editor etc.
Editor of ‘Netwerk’, the yearbook of the National Fishery Museum, Vlaardingen
Editor of the series ‘Dutch Atlantic Connections’, KITLV Press, Leiden

Membership of boards and committees
Chairman Committee of Maritime History
Chairman Jury Hoogendijkprijs (best Dutch book history of fisheries)
Member selection committee fellowships Scheepvaartmuseum Amsterdam

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
F. van Dulm, ‘Iman Wilhelm Falck (1736-1785)’. Member promotion committee and readers committee. Leiden University, 9 February 2012
H. Jordaan, ‘Slavernij en vrijheid op Curaçao’. Member promotion committee and readers committee, Leiden University, 14 April 2012
W. Cheng, ‘War, Trade and Piracy in the China Seas (1622-1683)’. Member promotion committee and readers committee, Leiden University, 12 June 2012
Publications
Heijer, H.J. den
‘De Nieuwe West-Indische Compagnie, 1674-1791 / The New West India Company, 1674-1791’. In: H.J. den Heijer & P.C. Emmer (Eds.), Grote atlas van de West-Indische Compagnie, deel II / Comprehensive atlas of the Dutch West India Company, volume II (pp. 10-13). Voorburg: Asia Maior
Heijer, H.J. den & Emmer, P.C.
Heijer, H.J. den
‘Kleine spelers in een ontluikende wereldwdeconomie’ [Bookreview ‘Small is Beautiful?’ Interlopers and Smaller Trading Nations in the Pre-industrial Period]. Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis, 125(2), 267-268
Heijer, H.J. den
Bookreview ‘De gouverneurs van de Nederlandse Antillen sinds 1815’. OSO: Tijdschrift voor Surinamistiek en het Caraïbisch Gebied, 31(1), 125-127
Heijer, H.J. den & Emmer, P.C. (Eds.)
Grote atlas van de West-Indische Compagnie, deel II / Comprehensive atlas of the Dutch West India Company, volume II. Voorburg: Asia Maior.

Prof. Dr. K.J.P.F.M. Jeurgens
Research
0.1 fte

Conference attendance
Invited lectures
April 1: ‘The right to know: what, when and for how long. How to cope with abundance and scarcity in the information age’. Conference ‘Effective governance. Local experiences’, University of Wroclaw, Poland
April 14: ‘Paradigmaverandering in de archivistiek: mythe of werkelijkheid?’ Conference SOD Utrecht
May 26: ‘Waardering en selectie van archieven; de Nederlandse aanpak’, workshop on appraisal and selection of archives, Leuven
June 7: ‘Waardering en selectie van archieven op de schop’. Conference Royal Institute of Archivists in the Netherlands, Leeuwarden
July 6: ‘Appraisal and selection of archives in international perspective’, Workshop Nationaal Archief Den Haag
December 7, 15 and 16: Dhong Hwa National University (Hualien), National Taiwan Univerity (Taipei) and National Taiwan Normal University (Taipei) on heritage and archives

Membership of boards and committees
Member of the board ‘Stichting ambachtsheerlijkheid Cromstrijen’ (safeguarding the heritage of the ‘ambachtsheerlijkheid’)
Member of the scientific board of the Netherlands Institute for War Documentation
Member of the board of Koninklijk Nederlands Historisch Genootschap
Member of the scientific board of the project ‘Geschiedschrijving van de provincie Zuid-Holland’

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervisor
PhD-candidate Nadia F. Dwiandari on archives creation by the Dutch colonial government in Batavia, 1816-1890
PhD candidate Michael Karabinos on postcolonial archives Indonesia/Singapore/Malaysia
Member of the Encompass Scholarship Committee

*Member of the PhD-committee*

Menno Witteveen, ‘Antonio van Diemen en de opkomst van de VOC’
Bondan Kanumoyoso, ‘Beyond the city wall: society and economic development in the Ommelanden of Batavia, 1684-1740’

**Other activities**

Head of the program ‘Appraisal and selection’ at the Nationaal Archief in The Hague

**Publications**

Jeurgens, K.J.P.F.M.
*Information on the move. Colonial archives: pillars of past global information exchange. In K.J.P.F.M. Jeurgens, A.C.M. Kappelhof & M. Karabinos (Eds.), Colonial Legacy in South East Asia. The Dutch Archives (S@P-jaarboek, 11) (pp. 45-65). ’s-Gravenhage: Stichting Archiefpublicaties*

Jeurgens, K.J.P.F.M. & Kappelhof, A.C.M.
*Koloniale archieven': een begrip onder de loep. Archievenblad, 116(5), 29-32*

Jeurgens, K.J.P.F.M.
*Archieven tussen ‘arcana imperii' en 'open government'. Archievenblad, 116(2), 16-18*

**Dr. J.Th. Lindblad**

**Research**

*0.15 fte*

**Conference attendance**

January 24: Lecture on ‘Decolonization in Indonesia and Malaysia’ at Indonesian Academy of Science, Jakarta, Indonesia
February 16: Guest lecture on the economy of Indonesia at Clingendael
March 15-18: Participation with paper on Development policy in Indonesia at the annual conference of the American Society of Asian Studies, Toronto
April 10-13: Participation with paper on State and economy during Indonesia’s decolonization at the Economic and Social Science History Conference, Glasgow
April 25: Guest lecture on Asian growth at University College Utrecht
June 24: Guest lecture on the economy of Southeast Asia for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
July 2: Guest lecture on the economy of Indonesia at Clingendael
July 9-13: Participation with paper on Determinants of fiscal policy in late-colonial Indonesia at the congress of the International Economic History Association, Stellenbosch, South Africa
September 7-8: Participation in a workshop on Mercantile business networks at the International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam

**Conference papers**

January 24: Lecture on ‘Decolonization in Indonesia and Malaysia’ at Indonesian Academy of Science, Jakarta, Indonesia
February 16: Guest lecture on the economy of Indonesia at Clingendael
March 15-18: Participation with paper on Development policy in Indonesia at the annual conference of the American Society of Asian Studies, Toronto
April 10-13: Participation with paper on State and economy during Indonesia’s decolonization at the Economic and Social Science History Conference, Glasgow
April 25: Guest lecture on Asian growth at University College Utrecht
June 24: Guest lecture on the economy of Southeast Asia for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
July 2: Guest lecture on the economy of Indonesia at Clingendael
July 9-13: Participation with paper on Determinants of fiscal policy in late-colonial Indonesia at the congress of the International Economic History Association, Stellenbosch, South Africa
September 7-8: Participation in a workshop on Mercantile business networks at the International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam

**Externally acquired funds**
Continued execution of the N.W.O.-financed research project on ‘State and economy in modern Indonesia’s change of regimes’, including preparation of publication of proceedings of an international conference held at Leiden in October 2011
 Granted a N.W.O.-financed research project on ‘Foreign capital and colonial development in Indonesia, starting October 2012

**Dr. P.J.J. Meel**
**Research**
0.2 fte

**Conference attendance**
February 10: Rudolf van Lier Lecture ‘Kenmerken van politieke cultuur en leiderschap in Suriname’ Leiden
March 8-10: ANRC Conference, ‘Future Directions in Southeast Asian Studies’ Hanoi

**Conference organization**
February 10: Rudolf van Lier Lecture ‘Kenmerken van politieke cultuur en leiderschap in Suriname’ Leiden, organizer and chair
March 8-10: ANRC Conference, ‘Future Directions in Southeast Asian Studies’ Hanoi, co-organizer, convener and discussant

**Research leave, home and abroad**
June 14-26: Suriname, research: interviews in the context of political biography of Henck Arron. Teaching: MA thesis seminar for history students of the Anton de Kom Universiteit van Suriname

**Editorial and reviewer activities**
Editor of ‘Oso, Tijdschrift voor Surinamistiek en het Caraïbsch Gebied’
Editor of ‘Bronnen voor de Studie van Suriname’(BSS) [Rozenberg Publishers]

**Membership of boards and committees**
Chair Werkgroep Caraïbische Letteren van de Maatschappij der Nederlandse Letterkunde
Member monitoring group Overdracht Surinaamse Archieven van het Nationaal Archief

**Advisory and coordinating activities**
Coordinator Research Master in History (until 1 July 2012)
Coordinator PhD in History
Coordinator Australia Netherlands Research Collaboration (ANRC)

**Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)**
Monthly contribution to blogspot Caraïbisch Uitzicht
Interview Radio Tamara 9 December 2012
Prof. Dr. G.J. Oostindie

Research

0.1 fte

Conference attendance
May 12-18: Curaçao, Annual Conference of the Association of Caribbean Historians
August 23-24: Workshop 'Dutch Atlantic Connections, 1680-1800, Leiden, KITLV, organized by Gert Oostindie and Jessica Roitman

Conference organization
August 23-24: Workshop 'Dutch Atlantic Connections, 1680-1800, Leiden, KITLV, organized by Gert Oostindie and Jessica Roitman

Conference papers
May 17: Curaçao: insular nationalism vis-à-vis Dutch (post)colonialism. Curaçao, Association of Caribbean Historians
August 23: Repositioning the Dutch in the Atlantic (with Jessica Roitman). Workshop 'Dutch Atlantic Connections, 1680-1800, Leiden, KITLV

Research leave, home and abroad
January: one week in Jakarta, Indonesia, for KITLV matters, two days in Yogyakarta, for lectures at the Gadjah Mada University
May: one week in Curaçao for conference, lectures and KITLV matters

Editorial and reviewer activities
Editor, New West Indian Guide

Membership of boards and committees
Member UNESCO-Nederland Commissie Memory of the World
Member board and stuurgroep ‘The Atlantic World and the Dutch, 1500-2000’ (Erfgoed Nederland, Nationaal Archief, KITLV)
Editor, Island Studies

Advisory and coordinating activities
Member Advisory Board, Nationaal Archeologisch Antropologisch Museum, Curaçao
Member Advisory Board, Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies
Member board Prof. Slicher van Bath Fonds (CEDLA)
Advisor Mondriaan Stichting voor Antilliaanse projecten

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervision PhD
For each PhD-student:
June 14: Han Jordaan, KITLV and ING, ‘Slavernij en vrijheid op Curaçao: De dynamiek van een achttiende-eeuws Atlantisch handelsknooppunt’, promoter

Externally acquired funds
Various subsidies for KITLV, hence n.a. for Leiden University

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
April 3: ‘Hoetink en de oude samenleving’, Antilliaans Dagblad
February 4: ‘Geef Schilp niet de schuld’, NRC Handelsblad
June 28: ‘Onze instituten zijn niet opportunistisch’, De Volkskrant
Het succes van de Surinaamse plantage. Historisch Nieuwsblad June, 48-57.

**Publications**

Oostindie, G.J.


Oostindie, G.J.

Dependencia y autonomía en el sistema de descolonización neerlandés en las Antillas: Un caso alternativo. In Ana Crespo Solana & Dolores González-Ripoll (eds), Historia de la Antillas no hispanas, pp. 527-46. Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas

Oostindie, G.J.


Oostindie, G.J.


Oostindie, G.J.


Oostindie, G.J.

Postcolonial Migrants and Identity Politics. [Edited by Ulbe Bosma, Jan Lucassen & Gert Oostindie.] New York: Berghahn. 259 pp

Oostindie, G.J.


Oostindie, G.J.

Repositioning the Dutch in the Atlantic, 1680-1800. Itinerario 36(2):129-60

Oostindie, G.J.

White is White and Black is Black and the Twain Shall Never Meet? Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis 125: 233-37. [with P.C. Emmer]

**Book reviews**


Prof. Dr. R.J. Ross

Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance

Research leave, home and abroad
July: Research in South African archives for ’From Muskets to Nokias’ Overseas Visiting Scholar, St. John’s College, Cambridge, Michaelmas term

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee

Supervision PhD
May 8: Sebastiaan R. Soeters, Tamale 1907-1957: Between colonial trade and colonial chieftainship, defence, Leiden, promoter

Running PhDs
Mary E. Davies, Chieftainship and Environmental History in Hewe, Malawi
Iva Peša, The Environmental history of Mwinilunga, Zambia
Shehu Tijanni Yusuf, The Impact of the Railway on Selected communities in Northern Nigeria
Bukola Adeyewmi Oyeniyi, The Evolution of Dress in Yorubaland
Sophie Feyder, Consuming Images: Vernacular Photography, the advent of a consumerist economy and its impact on Black visual culture in apartheid South Africa
Jeannick Vangansbeke, Congo als monnaie d’échange in de diplomatieke ontwikkelingen van 1909 tot 1919
Pierre Kalenga, Bunkeya, Congo, 1860-1945
Bae Yuh Jin, The Oil Curse, the Aid Curse and Solar energy
Dorrit van Dalen, Scholars in the land of the Blacks: Early Islamic scholarship in central Sudanic Africa (15th-19th century), with a focus on ideas of slavery, race and religion

Membership PhD committee

Publications
Ross, R.J.
‘The VOC official elite’, in Nigel Worden (ed), Cape Town between East and West: Social Identities in a Dutch Colonial Town, Cape Town and Hilversum, Jacana and Verloren, 26-44, (together with Alicia Schrikker)
Ross, R.J.
Ross, R.J.
‘Literacy at South African Mission Stations’, with Johan Fourie and Russel Viljoen, Economic Research
Ms. Dr. A.F. Schrikker

Research
0.1 fte

Conference attendance
March 8-10: Future directions in Southeast Asian studies symposium, Vietnam National University Hanoi
April 21-23: FEEGI Bi-annual conference, Minneapolis, U.S.A. Attendance on behalf of the Itinerario editorial team
May 7-8: Leiden-Warwick conference, Leiden, ‘Disaster management in colonial Indonesia’, Collaborative research on the meteorological and botanical history of the Indian Ocean, 1600 – 1900
December 5: University of Sussex Centre for World Environmental history
December 17: Workshop ‘Colonial law and colonial legal archives’, Leiden (KOG, Van Vollenhoven Institute)

Conference organization
December 17: Workshop ‘Colonial law and colonial legal archives’, Leiden (KOG, Van Vollenhoven Institute), co-organizer

Conference papers
March 8-10: Future directions in Southeast Asian studies symposium, Vietnam National University Hanoi. Title of presented paper: ‘The politics of natural disaster in colonial Indonesia, 1800 – 1940. Local and global perspectives’
December 5: University of Sussex Centre for World Environmental history. Title of the presented paper: ‘Dutch records of environmental history in the Indian Ocean World’

Research leave, home and abroad
January/February: aspasia sabbatical (part time)

Editorial and reviewer activities
Editor: Dutch sources on South Asia. Manohar, Delhi
Review: Tijdschrift 17e eeuw article review (April)

Membership of boards and committees
Exam committee Honours college
Cosmopolis selection committee

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee

Supervision PhD
Nadeera Seneviratne, Institute for History, ‘Negotiating custom: a history of the Galle Landraad (1740-1796)’. Role: co-promoter, to be defended in 2014
Externally acquired funds
AHRC/NWO Network program together with Anthony Carrigan of Keele University and Rivke Jaffe (UvA). ‘The cultural politics of catastrophe: (post)colonial representations of Southeast Asian and Caribbean disasters, 1800 – 2012’, €38,000, co-applicant

Publications
Schrikker, A.F.
‘Caught between Empires, VOC families in Sri Lanka after the British take-over, 1806 – 1808’. In: F.J. Ruggiu & V. Gourdon (Eds.), Familles en situation coloniale; annales de démographie historique, 2011-2 pp. 127-147
Schrikker, A.F. & Ross, R.J.

Ms. Dr. M.L. Wiesebron
Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendances
April 5: workshop ‘Emerging Brazil in the new international context ’ — EU foreign policy towards the BRICS: the case of Brazil, Leiden
May 10-11: NIAS, Wassenaar: Amazônia Azul: ‘Some Impacts for Brazil and for the Relationship with Europe and Africa workshop Atlantic Triangles: Lusophone Colonial and Postcolonial Crossings’, organised by Paulo de Medeiros and Patricia Schor
October 24: Aguas de Lindóia, Brazil, 36e ANPOCS Congress, special guest: Round Table about the European crisis — UE e a crise: Política interna e externa da UE [invited lecture]

Conference organization
April 5: workshop ‘Emerging Brazil in the new international context ’ — EU foreign policy towards the BRICS: the case of Brazil, Leiden workshop Emerging Brazil in the new international context, organizer workshop + conference Chair Rui Barbosa Chair of Brazilian Studies

Editorial and reviewer activities:
Member of Editorial Committee of journal Perspectiva: Reflexões sobre a Temática Internacional

Membership of boards and committees
Chair of the exam-committee LAS
President of the Executive Board of AHILA (2008-2014)
Chairperson of the Task Force Latin America of the Coimbra Group

Advisory and coordinating activities
Secretary nominating committee, coordinator of the Chair of Brazilian Studies Rui Barbosa Coordinator of the Dutch project Projeto Resgate de Documentação Histórica Barão do Rio Branco, which includes research and finances. Appointed by the Brazilian Ministry of Culture Coordinator of bilateral cooperation between Leiden University and Latin American universities

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Co-director of the following external PhD’s:
Ingrid Bartels, in co-operation with Prof. Dr. Kurt Radtke
Judith Akkerman, in co-operation with Prof. Dr. Patricio Silva
Lucia Furquim Xavier, in co-operation with Prof. Dr. Maarten Jansen

Opponents:
September 27, 2012
Jorge Balderas Domínguez, Discursos y narrativas sobre violencia, miedo e inseguridad en México
El caso Ciudad Juárez

Member reading committee:
November 29, 2012
María de Jesús Ávila Sánchez, El efecto del capital econômico, social y humano en el proceso de trânsito que realizan los migrantes guatemaltecos, en busca del sueño Americano

Externally acquired funds
Received external subsidies for the project Brazil in the Dutch Archives in the 17th century
Received external subsidies for the Chair of Brazilian Studies Rui Barbosa

Publications
Wiesebron, M.L.
Wiesebron, M.L.
A crescente importância dos oceanos no mundo contemporâneo e as respectivas políticas da França e do Brasil. In Rodrigo Fernandes More & Ilques Barbosa Junior (Eds.), Amazônia Azul: política, estratégia e direito para o Oceano do Brasil (pp. 249-279). Rio de Janeiro: SaG Serv, FEMAR (Fundação dos Estudos do Mar)
Wiesebron, M.L.
Introduction: Rui Barbosa and his battles. In M.L. Wiesebron & Marilene Nagle (Eds.), Rui Barbosa: uma personalidade multifacetada, a multifaceted personality (pp. 111-121). Brasília: FUNAG
Wiesebron, M.L.
Wiesebron, M.L. & Nagle, M. (Eds.).
Rui Barbosa: uma personalidade multifacetada, a multifaceted personality. Brasília: FUNAG

PhD students
Ms. Drs. M. Erkelens
Research
1.0 fte
F. Fakih MA
Research
1.0 fte

K.J. Fatah-Black MPhil
Research
1.0 fte

Conference attendance
August: Seminar Dutch Atlantic Connections, KITLV Leiden
September 7: workshop Maritiem-historische databases, Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam
October 15-17: Symposium ‘Geschiedschrijving Suriname’, Anton de Kom Universiteit, Paramaribo

Conference papers
August: Seminar Dutch Atlantic Connections, KITLV Leiden: Paramaribo as a Dutch and Atlantic Nodal point, 1680-1740
October 15-17: Symposium ‘Geschiedschrijving Suriname’, Anton de Kom Universiteit, Paramaribo: Suriname en de wereld: essay over de vraag wat een Atlantische perspectief bij kan dragen aan de Surinaamse historiografie

Editorial and reviewer activities
Zeven Provinciën Reeks
Uitgeverij Verloren
Journal of Early American History
Editing a special issue on Inter-imperial encounters in the Dutch Caribbean

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
April 12: Radio 1: NOS Nieuws: Interview over de Nederlandse slavenhandel
http://nos.nl/audio/361443-slavenhandel-leverde-meer-op-dan-gedacht.html
April 14: Radio 1: TROS Nieuwsshow: ‘Slavenhandel winstgevender dan gedacht’
April 16: Radio Nederlandse Wereldomroep: Slavenhandel leverde Nederland 700 miljoen op (16 April 2012)
April 12: Blog: NiNsee: Belang slavenhandel voor de Nederlandse economie, 1595-1829
http://www.ninsee.nl/news/Belang-van-de-slavenhandel-voor-de-Nederlandse-economie-1595-1829
November 22: Blog: Onvoltooid Verleden: De last van een monumentaal verleden
http://www.onvoltooidverleden.nl/index.php?id=262
November 1: Blog: Caraïbisch Uitzicht: Geschiedschrijving
http://caraibischeletteren.blogspot.nl/2012/11/geschiedschrijving.html
December 13: Maartje Janse en Karwan Fatah-Black, ‘Opinie: Wij hoeven die Piet niet. Weg met die controversiële, karikaturale zwarte knecht’ Mare

Publications
Fatah-Black, K.J.
Slaves and Sailors on Suriname’s Rivers. Itinerario, European Journal of Overseas History, 36(3), 61-82
Fatah-Black, K.J. & Rossum, M. van
Een marginale bijdrage? Van ‘winstgevendheid’ naar de economische impact van de Nederlandse trans-
Ms. Drs. S. Feyder

Research

1.0 fte

Conference papers

April 10: Humanities Seminar, University of Western Cape. Title of the presented paper: ‘Parlour photography and the politics of township interiors: The Ngilima collection and the representation of the Black South African ‘home’, East Rand, 1950s’


August 2012- June 2013: organising on behalf of our NWO research project team an academic workshop at Wits University (Johannesburg), entitled: “Beyond the Iconic Image: Microhistory and Popular Photography”, 13-14th of June 2013. In collaboration with Historical Papers, Wits University. Chair: Robert Ross and Patricia Spyer

Conference organization

August 2012- June 2013: organising on behalf of our NWO research project team an academic workshop at Wits University (Johannesburg), entitled: “Beyond the Iconic Image: Microhistory and Popular Photography”, 13-14th of June 2013, in collaboration with Historical Papers, Wits University Chair: Robert Ross and Patricia Spyer

Research leave, home and abroad

January 25-June 21: Second phase of fieldwork in South Africa (Johannesburg). During this phase, I continued with the process of identifying the people in the Ngilima portraits. I printed a selection of photograph as albums, which were circulating in the local community and triggered a different response amongst my interviewees than my computer screen. The focus of this fieldwork was to interview those who are in one of the pictures and are still alive. I was also searching for material evidence such as original prints and frames within interviewees’ homes

November 7: invited to be a guest lecturer at Iva Pesa ‘s MA-research seminar entitled 'Consumption and social change in Africa, 1850-2000’, on a session about ‘Mass produced industrial goods ‘

November 14: Patricia Spyer’s 3rd year BA class entitled ‘Contemporary Visual Culture ‘

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)

During my fieldwork (see above), I was able to organise and secure the transfer of the Ngilima collection (consisting of 5600 negatives) from the Ngilima’s household to an independent archive based at Wits University called Historical Papers. A family ritual preceded the transfer, in order to consult the Ngilimas’ ancestors and ensure their permission.
December 12-13: participation ‘Speed dating’ event organised by the Prince Claus Fund. The event was aimed at fostering encounters and networking possibilities with Dutch funders. My objective was to develop the public presence of the Ngilima collection, in particular amongst photography institutions such as the Rotterdam Photo Museum.

**Publications**


**M. Jha MA**

Research

1.0 fte

**Ms. M. Kuruppath MA**

Research

1.0 fte

**Conference attendance**


**Conference papers**


**Ms. H. Mazepus MA**

Research

1.0 fte

**Conference attendance**


October 25-26: ‘Legitimacy Under Attack: Coping with Challenges to State Sovereignty and Institutional Governance in Latin America and the Caribbean’, workshop, discussant, Leiden

**Conference organization**

January 23-25: Political Legitimacy and the Paradox of Regulation, international conference. Title of conference: workshop title ‘Compliance with International Standards and legitimacy in Hybrid regimes’, (co-)organizer and chair
Conference papers

Research leave, home and abroad
Brief overview of the activities carried out in the context of research projects:
Purpose: Preliminary fieldwork for the PhD project
Destination: Moscow (Russia)
Length of stay: one month
Period: 21 February - 20 March 2012
Activities: expert interviews on civil society in Russia and its link to the problem of legitimacy

Editorial and reviewer activities
Reviewer for Journal of the LUCAS Graduate Conference

Advisory and coordinating activities
April 26- May 5: HSVL, trip to Ukraine. Joined the trip to help with organizing, translations, guidance, religion tour in St. Sophia and St. Michael Cathedrals for students, help with coordination of the group

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
Lecture for Amnesty International, Amsterdam, 2 June 2012
Title: ’Russian Civil Society: current situation, political inclinations, and prospects’
Job market café: representing International Studies (discussing career prospects with potential students), 20 October 2012
Public Lecture for MOST (Studievereniging Ruslandkunde en Slavische Talen & Culturen), Leiden, 22 November 2012
Title: ‘Pussy Riot: between the Orthodox Church, the Kremlin, and the International Observers’
Organisation of public lecture by Dr. Nikolay Petrov (funded by the Institute for History and Political Legitimacy Research Profile Area), 23 January 2013, Leiden. Title: ‘The rise and fall of Putin’s micromanaged democracy’

Other activities
Cultural Awareness Workshops for students of International Studies, 3 September 2012, Leiden
Introductory Workshops for 1st year students of International Studies, 4, 6, and 7 September 2012
Introduction to Academic English for students of Russian Studies, 22 October and 9 November 2012

Ms. I. Pesa MPhil
Research
1.0 fte

Conference attendance
November 7: MA-research seminar entitled ‘Consumption and social change in Africa, 1850-2000’, on a session about ‘Mass produced industrial goods’

**V.T. Pham MA**

*Research*

*1.0 fte*

**Ms. S. van Ravensbergen MA**

*Research*

*1.0 fte*

**Conference attendance**

July 2-6: 22nd Conference of International Association of Historians of Asia, Solo, Indonesia
December 17: Seminar ‘Colonial law and colonial legal archives’, Faculty of Law (KOG)

**Conference organization**

December 17: Seminar ‘Colonial law and colonial legal archives’, Faculty of Law (KOG), (co-)organizer

**Conference papers**

July 2-6: 22nd Conference of International Association of Historians of Asia, Solo, Indonesia. Title of presented paper: ‘Crime and punishment in the Dutch East Indies 1816-1918’

December 17: Seminar ‘Colonial law and colonial legal archives’, Faculty of Law (KOG). Title of presented paper: Faded glory; the downfall of the Jaksa. Indigenous public prosecutors on Java 1816-1918

**Research leave, home and abroad**

Visiting archives in Indonesia in July and August. Six weeks in Jakarta, one week in Semarang and one week in Medan

**Externally acquired funds**

My PhD research is funded by the NWO (Cohen-gelden)

**Ms. N.T. Seneviratne MA**

*Research*

*1.0 fte*

**Conference attendance**

December: Graduate Seminar: ‘Negotiating Custom: The Landraad in Sri Lanka 1740-1796’ Institute for History, University of Leiden

**Research leave, home and abroad**

January 1 – May 1: Research at the Sri Lanka National Archives

**Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)**

Language Training Dutch 3 & 4, Universiteit Leiden
BA Co-instructor, South Asian Diasporas (LIAS)
Dr. S.R. Soeters
Research
1.0 fte

May 8, defence: Tamale 1907-1957: Between Colonial Trade and Colonial Chieftainship
Promotor: Prof. Dr. R.J. Ross

Ms. C.M. Stolte MPhil
Research
0.8 fte

Conference attendance
April 12: Symposium ‘Indo-Dutch Heritage Day’, Cochin
July 25-28: European Conference on South Asian Studies, Lisbon, Portugal
November 18-20: Conference ‘Interdisciplinary Bridges in Indo-European Studies’, Chennai

Conference organization
Monthly: Seminar ‘Modern South Asia Seminar’, Leiden, co-organizer

Conference papers

Research leave, home and abroad
Archival research leave in New Delhi, February – April (3 months)

Editorial and reviewer activities
Member Editorial Board of Itinerario (Cambridge University Press)

Advisory and coordinating activities
Cosmopolis program coordinator for Encompass, Erasmus Mundus
August-December (0,4 fte)

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
November 15: blog (for Cambridge Journals Blog): ‘A Discussion with David Armitage’
November 22-December 1: Online Debate (for Itinerario on Facebook): ‘Are We all Global Historians Now’
Publications
Stolte, C.M.
'Bringing Asia to the world: Indian trade unionism and the long road towards the Asiatic Labour Congress, 1919-1937'. Journal of Global History, 7(2), 257-278
Stolte, C.M.
Stolte, C.M. & Fischer-Tiné, H.
Stolte, C.M.
Philip Angel's Deex-Autaers: Vaisnava mythology from manuscript to book market in the context of the Dutch East India Company, c.1600-1672. New Delhi: Manohar

Dr. A. Weber
Research
1.0 fte
Thesis defence: May 8, 2012
'Hybrid Ambitions: Science, Governance, and Empire in the Career of Caspar G.C. Reinwardt (1773-1854).'
Promotores: Prof. Dr. J.L. Blussé van Oud Alblas, Leiden University and Prof. Dr. L. Roberts, Twente University
Publications
Weber, A
Hybrid ambitions: Science, Governance, and Empire in the career of Caspar G.C. Reinwardt (1773-1854). LEI Universiteit Leiden

X. Xu MA
Research
1.0 fte
Conference attendance
April 18-19: Posthumus Seminar, organized by Posthumus Institute, Maritime Museum, Rotterdam
July 2-6: 22nd IAHA Conference, organized by International Association of Historians of Asia, Solo, Indonesia
September 17-20: ESTER (RDC) seminar organized by Posthumus Institute, Ghent, Belgium
Conference papers
April 18-19: Posthumus Seminar, organized by Posthumus Institute, Maritime Museum, Rotterdam. Title of the presented paper: Paper presented: Minor paper of PhD research
July 2-6: 22nd IAHA Conference, organized by International Association of Historians of Asia, Solo, Indonesia. Title of presented paper: 'Out- and Inward Connections of Riau Islands, 1870 – 1940s: From A Perspective of Trade And Shipping'
September 17-20: ESTER (RDC) seminar organized by Posthumus Institute, Ghent, Belgium. Title of the presented paper: 'In search of theory and methodology' (major paper of PhD research)
Research leave, home and abroad
April 9-16: Archival research in British Archive, SOAS, British Library, London, United Kingdom
May 18-July 30: ‘Archival research in ANRI, Indonesia’, National Library of Singapore, National Archive of Singapore

Ms. E.P.M. Zwinkels MA
Research
1.0 fte

Conference attendance
January 26: Symposium: ‘De Historicus, De Waarheid en Het (samen)Leven. Reflecties over de rol van historici bij de confrontatie met een gewelddadig verleden’, RUG
February 14-17: Conference: ‘Historical Justice and Memory Network Conference’, Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne
March 8-10: ANRC Conference ‘Future Directions in Southeast Asian Studies’[ INVITED]
June 4: Workshop ‘Being a Researcher in History’ for PhD candidates at the Institute for History Leiden.
December 17: Seminar ‘Colonial law and colonial archives’, Van Vollenhoven Institute, Leiden University

Conference organization
June 4: Workshop ‘Being a Researcher in History’ for PhD candidates at the Institute for History Leiden. Co-organized with Anne Heyer

Conference papers
February 14-17: Conference Historical Justice and Memory Network, Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne. Title paper: ‘Remorse and revenge. Reflections of perpetrators and investigators on post-war justice in the Netherlands Indies’

Research leave, home and abroad
(NWO Project Recognition and Retribution)
February 13: Australian National Archives, Melbourne; visiting archive
July-August: Arsip Nasional Republik Indonesia, Jakarta; visiting archive; 2 months
September: Perpustakaan Nasional Republik Indonesia, Jakarta; visiting library; 2 weeks

Membership of boards and committees
Member of the jury Erik Hazelhoff Jong Talentprijs 2012 (Stichting Erik Hazelhoff Prijs)
Chair PhD Council Institute for History, Leiden (as of 1 October 2012), including membership IH MT.
Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
June 18: Contribution to documentary of Phoenix TV (China) on the ‘Special Party’ in POW camps in Manchuria [definitive title yet unknown], The Hague
September 18: Seminar ‘Cetak Biru Center of Excellence Sejarah Kejayaan Nusantara di Indonesia’, lecture: ‘Working towards pole position’, Arsip Nasional Republik Indonesia, Jakarta

Other activities
Teaching BA1 WC AGC (2 groups), 2nd semester 2012

PhD defences

External PhD Candidates
S. Aliyu
M.A. van Alphen
A. Amadou
S. Atewuusu
Bae Yuh Jin
I.M.M. Bartels
A. van der Belt
M. Borgas
D.A. Buiskool
E. Cai
W. Cheng
B. Consolini
J. Dmitrova
N. Everts
C. Feddersen
F.J. Goedeman
F.D. Grant
M. Harpe
T.A. Hoang
H.R. Jordaan
P. Kalenga
M.J. Karabinos
J. Lentzer
F.R. Loomeyer
B.R.F. Miranda
H. Ngu Mambo Epse
Ntewusu, S.A.
B. Oyeniyi
N.E. Pacidal
L.P. Paine
Dutch connections: the circulation of people, goods and ideas in the Atlantic world, 680-1795

Gert Oostindie, Karel Davids (VU), Femke Gaastra and Henk den Heijer

The early modern era witnessed the emergence of an integrated Atlantic world connecting Europe, Africa, and the Americas, including the West Indies. These parts of the western hemisphere were connected by the circulation of people, goods and ideas. This integrated Atlantic world disappeared in a few decades after the Revolutionary era due to several causes, particularly the end of the slave trade and the decolonisation of the Americas. In recent years, it has increasingly become clear that Dutch activities in this Atlantic world were of far greater significance than historians hitherto assumed. This project focuses on the Dutch dimension of the integrated Atlantic World between 1680 and 1795. The pivotal and indeed exceptional role of the Dutch in the Atlantic world was not one of empire-builders, but one of middlemen and brokers, who greased the Atlantic economic machine with unrivalled credit
facilities and a myriad of commodities and distribution channels. This project aims to analyze how the Dutch networks functioned in this Atlantic world system and to explain to what extent and why these networks changed during this period. The analysis relates to the circulation of people and goods as well as to that of ideas. The project will not only generate more insight into the relevance of the Atlantic dimension to Dutch history, but will also contribute to the rapidly expanding international field of ‘Atlantic history’ at large. The research will focus on four (clusters of) pivotal centres at both sides of the Atlantic (Amsterdam/Rotterdam; Paramaribo; Curaçao/ St. Eustatius; Elmina). Each of these centres is considered to be a major junction in the flow of people, goods and ideas connecting the three continents of the Dutch Atlantic and its multinational environment. The project will result in a synthesizing monograph and an edited volume, two monographs, a number of articles in international and national journals, two doctoral dissertations (one of which primarily financed from other sources), a number of papers at international conferences, and digital databases. These publications will be mostly in English in order to contribute to the burgeoning field of Atlantic studies.

**Cosmopolis**

*Jos Gommans, Charles Jeurgens, Thomas Lindblad, Alicia Schrikker, Carolien Stolte*

The Institute for History has long been host to scholarly communities in the field of colonial and global history. Following in the footsteps of the TANAP program (1999-2006) and ENCOMPASS (2006-2012), August 2012 saw the inception of Cosmopolis. Cosmopolis represents a common endeavor of Leiden University and the National Archives at The Hague to extend the accessibility and study of all Dutch sources pertaining to Asia by deepening the cooperation with Asian universities, archives and local cultural institutions. It has grown into a research community with monthly seminars, events, and excursions to archives and places of historical interest. Aside from Encompass, students and researchers from three other programs are also part of Cosmopolis: DIKTI, Erasmus Mundus IBIES and the LUF-funded Leiden-UGM joint degree program. Cosmopolis is managed by Carolien Stolte.

Cosmopolis builds directly on the previous ENCOMPASS (Encountering a Common Past in Asia) program. Encompass saw its inception in 2006 as an education program for Asian students (BA3/MA/MPhil). All students started with a conversion year at BA3 level, during which they learned Dutch and started working with primary research materials. After the first year, students joined the MA or MPhil at the Institute for History. The Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (OC&W) made a total of twelve yearly grants available for Asian students for a two or three year stay in Leiden in the period from 2006 to 2011. The last two MPhil students from the fifth and final batch are set to graduate in the Fall of 2013.

Since 2009, the Encompass program has also included a PhD track, funded by NWO and LUF. Its aim is to offer the best students the possibility to continue their education in Leiden, and to ensure the continuity and innovation of research on the Modern and Early Modern history of Asia. The emphasis in this research program lies on the use of Dutch colonial sources. Since 2009, five PhD students have been employed in the context of this program. A number of other Encompass alumni have found PhD positions at other universities in the Netherlands and abroad.

With the launch of Cosmopolis in 2012, Encompass was continued, and entered a new phase as ENCOMPASS II. The former Encompass conversion year was renamed the Cosmopolis Foundation Year, and the program is now open to qualified students from all over the world. The Ministry of Education, Culture and Science has made eleven more annual scholarships available annually for a four year period between 2012-2013 and 2015-2016. For the Encompass scholarships however, only students from Asia are eligible. Depending on the previous education of the participating students, the conversion year, which leads to a BA degree, can now be followed as a pre-MA or pre-PhD track. In the latter case, the conversion year’s final thesis functions as a PhD pilot. Students from outside of Indonesia apply directly to Leiden. The selection of Indonesian students is carried out in close
collaboration with the Arsip Nasional and the Universitas Indonesia in Jakarta, as well as with the Universitas Gadjah Mada in Yogyakarta. Interviews take place in Yogyakarta before a committee that includes a member of Encompass Leiden. During the conversion year, the students follow intensive Dutch language classes, as well as courses in heuristics, and colonial and global history courses.

After the conversion year, students continue with the regular MA program in History, within which they follow either the Colonial and Global History specialization, or Historical Archival Sciences. Funding for continuation in MA, MPhil or PhD programs occurs on a competitive basis. The program offers two annual MA scholarships for the most promising students. Students apply for a number of other scholarships and fellowships, both in the Netherlands and abroad. A memorandum of understanding was conducted with the Arsip Nasional (National Archives) in Jakarta, under which agreement the Arsip contributes fifty per cent in the education costs of their staff members who participate in the Encompass program. In 2012, participating students came from Indonesia, India, Japan, and China. The PhD track currently includes students from the Philippines, China, India, Sri Lanka and Indonesia.

‘State and Economy in Modern Indonesia’s Change of Regimes’

Thomas Lindblad
The research programme ‘State and Economy in Modern Indonesia’s Change of Regimes’ examines how changes of regimes in Indonesia between the 1910s and c. 1960 affected the meaning and functioning of the State and its role in the economy. The research programme consists of two PhD projects, entitled ‘State Performance and Political culture in Indonesia’ (Farabi Fakih, MPhil) and ‘The Political Economy of Transition in Indonesia’ (Pham Van Thuy, MPhil). It also provides for an international conference to be held in Leiden in October 2011 that will serve as a basis for a collective volume with a synthesis. The programme is executed in close co-operation with historians in Indonesia. The total research budget is € 410,000.

From Muskets to Nokias: Technology, Consumption and Social Change in Central Africa from Pre-Colonial Times to the Present

Robert Ross
Firearms and mobile phones are fitting examples of the kind of foreign technological innovations that Central African peoples have appropriated and absorbed within their social structures over the course of the past three centuries of their history. The individual research projects that make up From Muskets to Nokias together represent an attempt to rewrite the history of the Zambian and Congolese copperbelts and their hinterlands through the lenses of technology and consumption, and their relations to social organization. Adopting an explicitly social historical perspective, all the members of the proposed research team will seek to understand the changing dynamics of African engagement with the products of industrial technology and the impact of the transformation of consumption patterns upon the region’s social structures and related notions of wealth. Set in a much deeper chronological framework than has hitherto been the case, From Muskets to Nokias moves away from a teleological narrative of oppression and exploitation with a view to reinstating Africans as independent economic agents. It thereby intends to avoid the obfuscation of the full range of Central African peoples’ social experiences which has so often marred materialist interpretations of the region’s history because they portray rural Africans as mere pawns in the impersonal clash between capital and organized labour.

The main planks of this project are, first, the investigation of the history of firearms in history of Central Africa since around 1800, which is the task of the Post-doc within the project, Dr. Giacomo Macola, and secondly, the PhD project of Ms Iva Peša on the social and economic history of Mwinilunga, a district in the far north-west of Zambia, which is concentrating on
the changes associated with, first, the ending of the long-distance caravan trade and, secondly, the opening of new labour and product markets in the copperbelts. Her work is based on a combination of archival research in Great Britain and Zambia with extensive fieldwork and the collection of oral history in Mwinilunga itself. In both cases there has been significant progress. In addition, there are a number of Zambian, Congolese and other scholars associated with the project, who met in Lusaka in July 2009 to discuss the development of the project, as associated researchers.
7. Migration and Global Interdependence

Description
An important current topic of historical research is the global interdependence that came about since the Early Modern period. The widening, deepening and acceleration of worldwide inter-connectedness is known as globalisation. This affects all aspects of social life, from the cultural to the criminal, the financial to the spiritual. In this research theme we focus on the social and economic responses to increasing interconnectedness. Globalisation has many dimensions and can be studied by distinguishing between extensity, intensity, velocity and impact. Key themes in this research cluster are international contacts, interaction and the effects of interdependencies on society and economy. We distinguish between the movement of goods, services, capital, people and ideas. Geographical emphasis is on Europe and the United States, but also on the Middle East, Central Asia and Southeast Asia. What impact did global connections have on cultures, state formation, economies and societies? We examine how people have coped with global interdependence and how people attempted to control and manage these processes. This includes the study of individual (migration) and collective reactions (institutions, states, EU, multinationals). The research within this research theme can be divided into three sub-themes: (a) migration, membership regimes and cities; (b) state formation and frontiers; (c) political economy, networks, and the role of institutions.

Migration, membership regimes and cities
Research in the field of migration history includes the mobility of people, settlement processes of migrants, and, finally, the effects of migration on state formation and the formation of minorities. The migration theme is not restricted to a particular period or region, although the focus is on the period from the Middle Ages onwards. In addition, we study the colonisations and conquests in which the native population was forced to adapt to the newcomers, resulting in processes of extinction, marginalisation and creolisation. In order to study migration the comparative method (in time and space) is most appropriate. An important issue is how migrants integrated in new communities and the role of different political opportunity structures in the outcome of such processes. Here we use the new institutionalist approach as advocated by scholars as Richard Alba and Victor Nee, which is well suited for global comparisons of various membership regimes. Within the migration theme special attention is paid to differences according to gender. The importance of gender, as an analytical category, is studied in combination with class and ethnicity in relation to migration to the Netherlands in the period from 1945 until 2000.

Cities and Civil Service
Migration, settlement processes of migrants and the formation of minorities (and discrimination) are mostly studied in an urban context. For this reason, this research theme focuses on the city as a framework for research. Urban environments can be seen as a laboratory, in which processes of migration, integration and formation of minorities take place. Depending on the specific research question, social processes can be studied with the city as the ‘site’ or explicitly be linked to the demographic, physical, spatial and political opportunity structure of specific cities. Two concrete projects should be mentioned: one is
the diachronic analysis of demographic changes in pre-war and post-war The Hague, when both Dutch and foreign migrations repeatedly and significantly changed the character of the city. The central question in this project is the extent to which the diminished social cohesion of the last decades of the 20th century should be viewed as a new phenomenon. The second project looks into the development of civil services in the Netherlands by focusing on the area of tension between citizens, church and government. In this way we aim to discover the nature of the interaction that existed between the civil initiatives undertaken by the government, citizens and churches in the transition from private to public. This research focuses on the period between 1500 en 1800 when citizenship moved from town to nation and the effects of bureaucratisation on the ideal of citizenship and the involvement of citizens in civil services.

State formation and frontiers

The term globalisation refers primarily to an increase in the exchange of goods, persons and ideas between various parts of the World. Borders, at local, national and supra-national level, play a vital role. In the Early Modern period the boundaries of cities were often more important than national borders. In the modern period national borders have not proved to be very stable. Numerous new states emerged and the borders between states changed constantly. Moreover, changes of regimes, for example as the result of decolonisation have given new meaning to existing boundaries. In the case of the EU national borders have lost salience to some extent, which in turn influenced the mobility of people, capital, goods and ideas, as well as the status of citizenship. Political economy, networks and the economic role of institutions The distribution of incomes, means of production and legislations changed dramatically since the 16th century and even more so in the 19th and 20th centuries, leading to an increasing intensity, velocity and impact of the globalisation process. These developments are related to the consumption revolution, which started already in the 18th century, involving trade networks, industrialisation, decolonisation, and more recently the European unification. Closely related are the changes in labour relations and the competition between various economies on a world scale. Specific attention is given to institutions through which people build their networks and social capital. Instead of juxtaposing the Early Modern and the Modern period we are more interested in similarities and continuities with respect to the emergence of networks and institutions in a globalising world since 1600.

Staff

Ms. Dr. C.A.P. Antunes
Research
0.15 fte

Conference attendance
International Colloquium Territórios, Agentes e Dinâmicas Imperiais, University of Azores, Ponta Delgada, Portugal
1st Workshop Portals of Globalization and Atlantic Spaces During the Era of the Slave Trade, Within the Project Entangled Spaces – Global Connections and Local Articulations – Portals of Early Modern Globalization and Creolization During the Era of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, University of Abo/Turku, Finland
9th European Social Science History Conferences, University of Glasgow, Glasgow
6th International Conference of Maritime History, University of Gent, Gent
International Workshop The Birth of the Modern Global City, European University Institute, Florence
Workshop Atlantic triangles : Lusophone colonial and postcolonial crossings, NIAS (Netherlands
Institute of Advanced Studies, Wassenaar
Colloque L’Identité au pluriel. Jeux et enjeux des appartenances autour des anciens Pays-Bas (14e-18e siècle), Université de Valenciennes et du Hainaut-Cambrésis, Valenciennes
International Workshop Formal and Informal Empire: Portuguese Relations with the Non-European World, King’s College, University of London

Conference organization
9th European Social Science History Conferences, Glasgow: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):
Beyond Empires: Self-Organizing Cross-Imperial Economic Networks vs Institutional Empires, 1500-1800 (1): Mechanisms and Processes
9th European Social Science History Conferences, Glasgow: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):
Beyond Empires: Self-Organizing Cross-Imperial Economic Networks vs Institutional Empires, 1500-1800 (2): The European Context
9th European Social Science History Conferences, Glasgow: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):
Beyond Empires: Self-Organizing Cross-Imperial Economic Networks vs Institutional Empires, 1500-1800 (3): The Atlantic Context
9th European Social Science History Conferences, Glasgow: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):
Beyond Empires: Self-Organizing Cross-Imperial Economic Networks vs Institutional Empires, 1500-1800 (4): The Indian Ocean and Beyond
6th International Congress of Maritime History, Ghent: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):
Port-cities in the First Global Age. The Portuguese Network (15th-18th centuries) (1): Harbour construction, morphological adaptation and environmental impact
6th International Congress of Maritime History, Ghent: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):
Port-cities in the First Global Age. The Portuguese Network (15th-18th centuries) (2): Economic Structures, Networks and Profits
6th International Congress of Maritime History, Ghent: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):
6th International Congress of Maritime History, Ghent: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):
Port-cities in the First Global Age. The Portuguese Network (15th-18th centuries) (4): Cultural and Religious Exchanges
American Historical Association Conference, Chicago: with Ana Valdez (session organizers): Religious Networks, 1500-1914: Ideas/Knowledge
American Historical Association Conference, Chicago: with Filipa Ribeiro da Silva (session organizers):
Shaping the South Atlantic Complex: Networks and Exchanges, 1500-1822

Conference papers
Papers delivered through Call for Papers
International Colloquium Territórios, Agentes e Dinâmicas Imperiais, University of Azores, Ponta Delgada, Portugal: ‘Agência e Agentes no Império Português: Formalidade e Informalidade no Período Moderno’
1st Workshop Portals of Globalization and Atlantic Spaces During the Era of the Slave Trade, Within the Project Entangled Spaces – Global Connections and Local Articulations – Portals of Early Modern Globalization and Creolization During the Era of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, University of Abo/Turku, Finland: with Filipa Ribeiro da Silva, ‘Windows of Global Exchanges: Dutch Ports and the Slave Trade, 1600-1800’
9th European Social Science History Conferences, Glasgow: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):
6th International Conference of Maritime History, Gent: with Amelia Polonia (session organizers):

Invited Lectures, Seminars, Panel Discussions
The Leiden Seminar for Global Interactions (LSGI), Leiden University, Leiden: ‘Fighting Monopolies, Defying Empires 1500-1750: a Comparative Overview of Free Agents and Informal Empires in Western Europe and the Ottoman Empire’
International Workshop The Birth of the Modern Global City, European University Institute, Florence: ‘A Tale of Two Cities: Amsterdam and Lisbon – Local Movers or Global Shakers?’
‘Introduction to The Global Dutchman’, BA Cosmopolis Program, History Institute, Leiden University
Workshop Atlantic triangles: Lusophone colonial and postcolonial crossings, NIAS (Netherlands Institute of Advanced Studies), Wassenaar: ‘The genesis of global empires: free agents, informal empires and the challenge of monopolies in the Early Modern period, 1500-1776’
Colloque L’Identité au pluriel. Jeux et enjeux des appartenances autour des anciens Pays-Bas (14e-18e siècle), Université de Valenciennes et du Hainaut-Cambrésis, Valenciennes: ‘Using and abusing: alternative identities in the Low Countries: the Sephardim’
International Workshop Formal and Informal Empire: Portuguese Relations with the Non-European World, King’s College, University of London: ‘Free Agents and Formal Institutions in the Portuguese Empire: towards a new framework of analysis’

Editorial and reviewer activities
Editorial Boards:
Tijdschrift voor Zeegeschiedenis
International Journal of Maritime History
Anais de História de Além Mar

Evaluation Boards/Peer Review Pools:
NW Posthumus Institute, Antwerp Meeting (2011)
European Science Foundation
European Research Council
The Netherlands Institute for Advanced Studies (NIAS)
Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia
Routledge
Pickering & Chatto Publishers
Coutinho Publishers
Leiden University Press

Membership of boards and committees
Chair Search and Selection Committee PhD Assistant (AIO): ‘Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern Period – Suing the Monopolies – The Case of the VOC and the WIC’, History Institute, Leiden University
Chair Search and Selection Committee PhD Assistant (AIO): ‘Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern Period – Lobbying for Brazil and Taiwan – Lobby Groups to the Companies and the States General’, History Institute, Leiden University
Chair Search and Selection Committee PhD Assistant (AIO): ‘Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern Period – Serving the East and the West – Strategies in Imperial Career Paths Within the VOC and the WIC’, History Institute, Leiden University
Member of Search and Selection Committee
Assistant Professor
World History – Cosmopolis Program
Coordinator, History Institute, Leiden University

Advisory and coordinating activities
Coordinator MA-History: Europaeum programme
European History and Civilization: Leiden-Oxford-
Paris: academic coordination, selection commission, public relations and recruitment (2008-2012)

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee

Supervision PhD
Kate Ekama, ‘Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early Modern Period – Suing
the Monopolies – The Case of the VOC and the WIC’, History Institute, Leiden University (in progress)
Lobbying for Brazil and Taiwan – Lobby Groups to the Companies and the States General’, History
Institute, Leiden University (in progress)
Serving the East and the West – Strategies in Imperial Career Paths Within the VOC and the WIC’,
History Institute, Leiden University (in progress)

Externally acquired funds
Starting Grant, European Research Council, Fighting Monopolies, Defying Empires, 1500-1750: A
Comparative Overview Of Free Agents and Informal Empires in Western Europe and the Ottoman
Empire (2013-2018)
VIDI Vernieuwingsimpuls NWO, Challenging Monopolies, Building Global Empires in the Early
Modern period (2012-2016)
Proposed for ASPASIA program, NWO, (2012)
Carla Musterd Teaching Award for best Teacher 2011 (2012)

Publications
Antunes, C.A.P. & Ribeiro da Silva, F.I.
‘Amsterdam Merchants in the Slave Trade and African Commerce, 1580s-1670s’. Tijdschrift voor
Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis, 9(4), 3-30
Antunes, C.A.P.
A historia da analise de redes e a analise de redes em historia. Historia. Revista da Faculdade de Letras
do Porto, serie 4(2), 11-24
Antunes, C.A.P.
Free Agents and Formal Institutions in the Portuguese Empire: Towards a Framework of Analysis.
Portuguese Studies, 28(2), 172-184
Antunes, C.A.P.
[Bespreking van het boek A History of Portugal and the Portuguese Empire: from beginning to 1807].
European History Quarterly, 42-1, 140-141
Antunes, C.A.P. & Ribeiro da Silva, F.I.
In Domine Domini et in Nomine Rex Regis: Inquisition, Persecution and Royal Finances in Portugal,
Economy, 1000-1800. Religione e Istituzioni Religiose nell'Economia Europea, 1000-1800 (pp. 377-
412). Prato: Fondazione Istituto Internazionale di Storia Economica 'F. Datini'
Antunes, C.A.P. (Ed.).
Anais de História de Além Mar
Antunes, C.A.P. (Ed.).
International Journal of Maritime History
Antunes, C.A.P. (Ed.).
Tijdschrift voor Zeegeschiedenis
Antunes, C.A.P.  
[Bespreking van het boek Dutch and Portuguese in Western Africa. Empires, Merchants and the Atlantic System, 1580-1674]. Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis, 9-3, 94-95

Ms. Dr. S.A. Bonjour  
Research  
1.0 fte

Conference attendance  
March 29-30: Conference ‘Europeanization: Do we still miss the big picture?’, Brussels  
April 11-14: European Social Science and History Conference, Glasgow  

Conference organization  
April: Panel at conference ‘The circulation of ideas and models: transforming migrant integration policies’. European Social Science and History Conference, Glasgow. Panel organizer, paper presenter  
June: Panel at conference ‘The multilevel governance of migration and integration policies’. Politicologenetmaal, Amsterdam. Panel organizer, discussant and chair (with Ilke Adam and Peter Scholten)  
August: Panel at conference ‘Family migration policy and integration’, IMISCOE 9th Annual Conference, Amsterdam. Panel organizer, discussant and chair (with Albert Kraler)  
September: Panel at conference ‘The Europeanization of family migration policies and politics’, Sixth Pan-European Conference on EU Politics, Tampere. Panel organizer, discussant and chair (with Ilke Adam)

Conference papers  
March 29-30: Conference ‘Europeanization: Do we still miss the big picture?’, Brussels. Title of the presented paper: ‘When Europeanization backfires: the normalization of European migration politics’, co-authored with Maarten Vink  
April 11-14: European Social Science and History Conference, Glasgow. Title of the presented paper: ‘Setting an example ? Soft harmonisation and the diffusion of integration conditions for family migration in the European Union’  

Research leave, home and abroad  
Archive research in the framework of VENI project:  
March 22-23: Bundesarchiv Koblenz  
July 16-27: Bundestag Bibliothek, Bundestag Archiv, Bundesrat Archiv, Berlin  
July 30 – August 24: Bundesarchiv Koblenz
Membership of boards and committees
As of January 2012: Board Member of the Dutch Association for Migration Research (DAMR)

Externally acquired funds
VENI research project ‘Reassessing the ‘control gap’ debate: the making of family migration policies in France, Germany, and the Netherlands’, funded by NWO

Dr. J. Fynn-Paul

Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
September 12-15: invited opening lecture at conference ‘Transcultural Perspectives on Late Medieval and Early Modern Slavery in the Mediterranean, 1300-1600’, Zurich, Switzerland
October 10: invited lecture given as part of the lecture series ‘Social Exchanges in Premodern Europe’, Universidad del Pais Vasco, Vittoria, Spain
December 12: ‘Rethinking the Gifts of Athena: Urban Governments, Rhetorical Training, and the Development of ‘Useful Knowledge’ in Europe from Antiquity through the Renaissance’, lecture delivered at University Leiden

Conference papers
September 12-15: invited opening lecture at conference ‘Transcultural Perspectives on Late Medieval and Early Modern Slavery in the Mediterranean, 1300-1600’, Zurich, Switzerland. Title of the presented paper: ‘Renaissance Slavery in Mediterranean Europe: Genesis, Evolution, and Decline’
October 10: invited lecture given as part of the lecture series ‘Social Exchanges in Premodern Europe’, Universidad del Pais Vasco, Vittoria, Spain. Title of the presented paper: ‘Class and ‘Bourgeois Mentality’ in Catalan Cities, 1300-1600: A New Interpretation’
December 12: ‘Rethinking the Gifts of Athena: Urban Governments, Rhetorical Training, and the Development of ‘Useful Knowledge’ in Europe from Antiquity through the Renaissance’, lecture delivered at University Leiden

Editorial and reviewer activities

Advisory and coordinating activities
MA Supervisor:
Luuk Wijnhold, ‘Happiness, Advertising, and Productivity in the Netherlands, 1950-2010’
MA Second Advisor:
Peter Scheltinga, ‘Productivity on Scottish Estates during the Industrial Revolution, 1820-1890’

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
Publications
None appearing this year; but:
Finished revision of book MS; under review by U. Chicago press since May 2012. Title: *The Catalan City of Manresa in the Later Middle Ages: The Rise and Fall of an Urban Patriciate in Iberia, 1250-1500*

Also, received contract for:
Fynn-Paul, J., ed.
War, Entrepreneurs and the State in Europe and the Mediterranean, 1300-1800. Brill, forthcoming

To include:
J. Fynn-Paul, Marjolein ‘t Hart, and Griet Vermeesch,
‘Warfare, Entrepreneurs, and the State: New Directions’, introduction to above volume
J. Fynn-Paul
‘The Role of Local Entrepreneurs in Military Supply and Finance during the Aragonese-Castilian War (1356-75)’, to appear in J. Fynn-Paul, ed., ‘Entrepreneurs, Military Finance, and the State in Europe and the Mediterranean, 1300-1800’
Also invited to submit:
J. Fynn-Paul,

Prof. Dr. R.Th. Griffiths
Research
0.3 fte

Publications
Griffiths, R.T.

Ms. Dr. M.P.C. van der Heijden
Research
0.25 fte

Conference attendance
April 11-14: International Conference, European Social Science History Conference, Glasgow, Scotland
May 24-2: Annual Conference N.W. Posthumus Institute, Amsterdam
June 12: Lecture Crime and Gender 1600-1900: a comparative perspective, Instituut voor Geschiedenis, Leiden University
August 29-September 1: International Conference, European Urban History Conference, Prague
September 24: Opening lecture Kick-off meeting project Crime and Gender 1600-1900, Leiden University
November 12: Lecture on VICI project, KNAW, Amsterdam
November 14: Lecture Merlijn, Vereniging voor Leidse historici, Leiden

Conference organization
April 11-14: Session Singles, European Social Science History Conference, Glasgow, Scotland
August 29-September 1: Main session The Lure of the City, 11th International Conference on Urban
History, Prague
September 24: Kick-off workshop of the VICI project ‘Crime and Gender 1600-1900: a comparative perspective’, Leiden University, Leiden

Conference papers
April 11-14: International Conference, European Social Science History Conference, Glasgow, Scotland. Title of the presented paper: ‘Singles in early modern Holland’, European Social Science History Conference, Glasgow
June 12: Lecture ‘Crime and Gender 1600-1900: a comparative perspective’, Instituut voor Geschiedenis, Leiden University
August 29-September 1: International Conference, European Urban History Conference, Prague. Title of the presented paper: ‘Introductory note on the Lure of the City’
September 24: Lecture Kick-off workshop of the VICI project ‘Crime and Gender 1600-1900: a comparative perspective’, Leiden University
November 12: Lecture ‘VICI project Crime and Gender 1600-1900’, Koninklijke Nederlandse Academie voor Wetenschappen, Amsterdam
November 14: Lecture Merlijn, Vereniging voor Leidse historici, Leiden. Lecture ‘Hoezo zijn vrouwen altijd minder crimineel?’, Merlijn, Vereniging voor Leidse historici

Research leave, home and abroad
VICI project Crime and Gender 1600-1900
Italy, Bologna, visiting archives, research judicial archives Bologna, 1600-1800, 1 week, May 2012
Germany, Frankfurt, visiting archives, research judicial archives Frankfurt, 1600-1800, 4 days, November 2012

Editorial and reviewer activities
Member editorial board Jaarboek Geschiedenis Leiden
Member editorial board Flemish-Dutch Journal of Urban History, Stadsgeschiedenis
Member Advisory Board Crime, History & Societies (Journal)

Membership of boards and committees
Member NWO VIDI committee (ca. 50 proposals)
Member Advisory Board NWO Mozaïek grants
Member Board Stichting Geschiedenis Leiden
Member LISF Committee (Travel grants LUF International University Fund), University of Leiden
Member Sabbatical Committee, History Department, Faculty of Humanities, University of Leiden
Member Education Committee (OLC), Department of History, University of Leiden
Member of the examination committee of the N.W. Posthumus Institute, Flemish-Dutch research school for Social and Economic History
Research director ‘The Social History of Communities’, Research school for social and economic history, N.W. Posthumus Institute

Advisory and coordinating activities
Coordinator Project Blended Learning, History Department, University Leiden
Secretary section Social and Economic History, History Department, Leiden University (see administration and management)
Organization masterclasses and workshops PhD’s research school N.W. Posthumus Institute
Screening of CITO history exams secondary history education, the Netherlands
Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervision as promotor of Mirjam Bekker, University of Leiden, Crime and Gender in Bologna 1600-1800
Supervision as promotor of Jeannette Kamp, University of Leiden, Crime and Gender in Frankfurt 1600-1800
Member readers committee Nadia Bouras, Het land van herkomst. Perspectieven op verbondenheid met Marokko, 1960-2010, November 27, University of Leiden

Externally acquired funds
NWO funded VICI grant, major applicant, Research Programme Crime and Gender 1600-1900: a comparative perspective, September 2012-2017, 1.500.000 euros
Co-applicant/partner Inter University Attraction Poles, funded by Belspo (Belgian Science Policy Office), Research Programme City and society in the Low Countries c. 1200-1850: The condition urbaine: between resilience and vulnerability, 2012-2017

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
February 16: Interview Leids Dagblad
February 21: Interview Radio Rijnmond
February 27: Interview Volkskrant
March 1: Interview NTR Radio 3
March 21: Performance at 5op2, NTR Televisie
April 11: Interview Intermediair
December 10: Interview in Verenigingsblad Criminologie

Awards
January: NWO, VICI grant

Publications
Manon van der Heijden
Oscar Gelderblom and Manon van der Heijden
Manon van der Heijden, Elise van Nederveen Meerkerk & Ariadne Schmidt
Manon van der Heijden and Marjolein ‘t Hart
Manon van der Heijden, Elise van Nederveen Meerkerk & Ariadne Schmidt
Rebecca Habermas & Gerd Schwerhoff, eds.
Verbrechen im Blick. Perspektiven der neuzeitlichen Kriminalitätsgeschichte (Frankfurt/New York), Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis 9:3
Robert Muchembled
Manon van der Heijden
Dr. V.C. Lagendijk

Research
1.0 fte

Conference attendance
April 11-14: Paper ‘How the Model Got its Mojo’, presented at Annual N.W. Posthumus conference, Leiden University, and the European Social Science and History Conference in Glasgow

Conference organization
April 11-14: Co-organiser of three panels at European Social Science and History Conference in Glasgow, with the theme ‘Experimental Spaces: The Governance of Planning in Modern History’

Publications
Lagendijk, Vincent, and Geert Verbong

Dr. J.Th. Lindblad

Research
0.15 fte

Conference attendance
January 24: Lecture on Decolonization in Indonesia and Malaysia at Indonesian Academy of Science, Jakarta
February 16: Guest lecture on the economy of Indonesia at Clingendael
March 1-18: Participation with paper on Development policy in Indonesia at the annual conference of the American Society of Asian Studies, Toronto
April 10-13: Participation with paper on State and economy during Indonesia’s decolonization at the Economic and Social Science History Conference, Glasgow
April 25: Guest lecture on Asian growth at University College Utrecht
June 14: Guest lecture on the economy of Southeast Asia for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
July 2: Guest lecture on the economy of Indonesia at Clingendael
July 9-13: Participation with paper on Determinants of fiscal policy in late-colonial Indonesia at the congress of the International Economic History Association, Stellenbosch, South Africa
September 7-8: Participation in a workshop on Mercantile business networks at the International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam

Research projects
Continued execution of the N.W.O.-financed research project on ‘State and economy in modern Indonesia’s change of regimes’, including preparation of publication of proceedings of an international conference held at Leiden in October 2011
Granted a N.W.O.-financed research project on ‘Foreign capital and colonial development in Indonesia, starting October 2012

Prof. Dr. L.A.C.J. Lucassen

Research

0.3 fte

Conference attendances

January 17: ‘Migratie in Den Haag, toen en nu’, invited lecture for the Campus the Hague
January 24: ‘Winnaars en Verliezers’, invited lecture for the Openbare Bibliotheek Waterland, Purmerend
March 15: ‘Winnaars en Verliezers’, invited lecture, for the Ministry of Social Affairs, the Hague
May 18: Organisation, introduction and conclusion of the workshop ‘Global migration History and the case of Africa’, Rabat, Morocco
April 25: ‘Immigration and integration in the Netherlands’, invited lecture for the Stadsdeelraad-Oost, Amsterdam
May 23: ‘Why anti-immigrant politics is so tempting: The Dutch case’, invited lecture, International Migration Institute (IMI), University of Oxford
May 31: ‘Winnaars en verliezers’, invited lecture for the Rotary Westland, Naaldwijk
June 2: Participant of the round table on ‘Italians and migration history’, Pembroke College, University of Oxford
July 12: ‘Urban to urban migration, skilled migration and economic performance in the Atlantic during the long nineteenth century’, Paper presentation at the World Economic History Conference (WEHC), Stellenbosch, 12 July 2012
September 10: ‘Immigration to the Netherlands’ invited lecture for the SVN (Organisation of Dutch Journalists) on immigration to the Netherlands, Stadsschouwburg Amsterdam
September 20: ‘Fighting and Moving for a Living: Why Soldiers should be treated as a serious Category in Migration Studies’, Keynote lecture for the Universität Osnabrück, IMIS, Tagung: ‘Krieg, Militär und Mobilität von der Antike bis in die Gegenwart’
December 11: ‘Towards a Global Comparative Model for Cross-Cultural Migrations, with Special Attention to Japan (1600-2000)’, invited lecture for the Humboldt Universität. IGK Work and Human Lifecycle in Global History Berlin

Memberships of boards and committees

Board member of the Historical Sample of the Netherlands
Chairman of the Centrum voor de Geschiedenis van Migranten
Member of the editorial board of Europäische Geschichte Online/European History Online (Institut für Europäische Geschichte in Mainz)
Member of the Scientific Board (Wissenschaftlicher Beirat) of the IMIS-Schriften, Institute for Migration and Intercultural Studies (IMIS), University of Osnabrück
Member of the Advisory Board of the Belgisch Tijdschrift voor Nieuwste Geschiedenis (BTNG)
Member of the Editorial Board of the series World Migration History, published by the University of Illinois Press
Member of the Academia Europaea
Member of the ERC Synergy panel
Member of the Samkul panel of the Research Council of Norway (Norges forskningsråd)
Co-director of the Leiden University Research Theme ‘Global Interactions of People, cultures and power through the ages’

Publications
Lucassen, Leo and Jan Lucassen
Lucassen, Leo and Jan Lucassen
Lucassen, Leo and Wim Willems
‘De triomf van de stad en de cruciale rol van migranten’, Stadsgeschiedenis 7 (2012) 2, 222-232
Lucassen, Leo
Lucassen, Jan & Lucassen, Leo
Lucassen, Leo and Wim Willems (eds.)
Lucassen, Leo and Wim Willems
Lucassen, Leo and Wim Willems
Linden, Marcel van der and Leo Lucassen (eds.)
Working on Labor: Essays in Honor of Jan Lucassen (Leiden and Boston: Brill Publishers)
Linden, Marcel van der and Leo Lucassen
Lucassen, Leo and Wim Willems
‘De triomf van de stad en de cruciale rol van migranten’, Stadsgeschiedenis 7 (2012) 2, 222-232
Foner, Nancy and Leo Lucassen
Lucassen, Leo and Jan Lucassen
Lucassen, Leo and Jan Lucassen

Ms. Dr. C.M. Nakamura
Research
0.8 fte
Conference attendance
August 30 – September 1: organizer symposium ‘World Wide Asia: Asian Flows, Global Impacts’
Leiden, The Netherlands
San Francisco, CA, USA

Conference organization
August 30 – September 1: organizer symposium ‘World Wide Asia: Asian Flows, Global Impacts’
Leiden, The Netherlands

Conference papers
San Francisco, CA, USA. Title of presented paper: ‘Heritage Transactions: Emergent Frictions,
Fantasies and Possibilities in New Heritage Networks’

Research leave, home and abroad
Fieldwork: Catalhoyuk, Turkey (Summer )
Research: Figurines, Burial goods, intentional deposits

Editorial and reviewer activities
Journal of Social Anthropology

Advisory and coordinating activities
Global Asia Scholar Series (GLASS)
• LGI and AMT joint initiative
• Series that brings out international scholars for public lecture, masterclass and roundtable discussion
• biannually Leiden Seminar for Global Interactions (LSGI)
• LGI Research Profile
• invited speaker series
• monthly

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervision PhD
Marlous van den Akker
The Cul(ture) of Natural Heritage: on the Designation and Extension of Mt. Kenya UNESCO World
heritage Site, co-promoter, 2015

Externally acquired funds
Single Project: Rene Girard’s Theory of Sacrifice and Catalhoyuk, researcher/writer funded by
Imitatio Foundation

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
Leiden-Stanford Heritage Network (networkedheritage.org)
Co-founder and co-administrator

Publications
Nakamura, C.M.
Archaeology and the capacity to aspire. (Archäologie und die Fähigkeit des Bestrebens) Forum
Kritische Archäologie. 1:23-133
Nakamura, C.M.
Figurines of the BACH Area. In: The Last House on the Hill: BACH Area Reports from Catalhoyuk,
371-384
Other activities
Assistant, coordinator and co-writer of 2013 ERC Synergy Grant Application: Comparing Diversity (PIs: L. Lucassen, F. Piek, N. Wickramasinghe, E-J. Zurcher)

Dr. D.M. Oude Nijhuis
Research
0.3 fte

Dr. C.G. Quispel
Research
0.3 fte

Dr. F. Schipper
Research
0.15 fte

Conference organization
March 29-31: Workshop Les techniques et la globalisation: Échanges, réseaux et espionnage industriel au XXe siècle, Paris (France)
April 11-14: ‘Transatlantic Tourism: American visitors to Europe in the long 20th century’ European Social Science History Conference, Glasgow (UK)

Conference papers
March 29-31: Workshop Les techniques et la globalisation: Échanges, réseaux et espionnage industriel au XXe siècle, Paris (France)
April 11-14: ‘Transatlantic Tourism: American visitors to Europe in the long 20th century’ European Social Science History Conference, Glasgow (UK)
‘The priceless service of the beneficent Genius of Electricity’: Telegraph tariff reform between European and global governance (1885-1914)

Research leave, home and abroad
Project ‘Transatlantic Tourism: American visitors to Europe in the long 20th century’
January 6-9: New York: NY Public Library; New York University Archives
January 20-30: Huntington Library, San Marino (CA, USA): Kemble Collection
May 24-June 14 and July 7-21: Washington D.C., German Historical Institute

Editorial and reviewer activities
Low Countries Journal of Social and Economic History/Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis: Member editorial board
Transfers: New Mobility Studies (Berghahn Books): Referee

Membership of boards and committees
Society for the History of Technology, Levinson Prize Committee, member
Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
Leiden Seminar for Global Interactions, Leiden University, 2 November 2012 ‘Don't miss this golden opportunity!' Rotary International and European travel, 1921-1937’
Leiden Institute for History, Migration and Global Interdependence Brown Bag seminars, 29 February 2012
‘Transatlantic Tourism: American visitors to Europe in the long 20th century’

Ms. Dr. A. Schmidt
NW Posthumus
0.5 fte

Conference attendance
April 13: Conference European Social Science History Conference (ESSHC), Glasgow
April 19-20: Organizer Seminar II 'Work in progress', N.W. Posthumus Institute, Rotterdam
May 24-25: N.W. Posthumus Conference, Annual conference of the N.W. Posthumus Institute

Conference organization
April 11-14: Co-organizer of three sessions ‘Singles in the city’, at the Conference European Social Science History Conference (ESSHC), Glasgow [with Prof. Dr. Isabelle Devos and Julie De Groot]
April 19-20: Organizer Seminar II 'Work in progress', N.W. Posthumus Institute, Rotterdam
September: Co-organizer of the Seminar Research Design Course, European graduate School for Training in Economic and social historical Research, Ghent University, Gent
August 29-September 1: International Conference, European Urban History Conference, Prague. Title of the presented paper: 'Introductory note on the Lure of the City' Co-organizer of the session ‘The lure of the city’, International Conference on Urban History, Prague [with Prof. Dr. Martha Howell and Dr. Manon van der Heijden]

Conference papers
April 13: Paper [with Manon van der Heijden], ‘Singles and their Public Roles in early Modern Towns’, Conference European Social Science History Conference (ESSHC), Glasgow

Editorial and reviewer activities
Chair/ editor Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis

Membership of boards and committees
Member of the doctoral committee S. de Langhe, Ghent University, supervisor: Prof. Dr. I. Devos
Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
Interview by Maartje Duin, ‘Hoe happy is the single’, in: Trouw June 24, 2012

Publications
Ariadne Schmidt, Elise van Nederveen Meerkerk
Manon van der Heijden, Elise van Nederveen Meerkerk and Ariadne Schmidt
Manon van der Heijden, Elise van Nederveen Meerkerk and Ariadne Schmidt

Ms. Prof. Dr. M.L.J.C. Schrover

Research
0.25 fte

Conference attendance
January 31: Kitchen table, workshop Alletta in Amsterdam
April 11-15: European Social Science History Conference in Glasgow
May 24: Posthumus Conference
June 2: workshop SIETAR (Society for Intercultural Education, Training and Research) Utrecht
July 3-4: Workshop Gender and Migration Central European University Budapest
September 21: symposium Chris Quispel Leiden
November 1-4: Social Science History Conference (SSHA) Vancouver
November 1-4: bookpanel Delgado SSHA Vancouver
November 1-4: bookpanel Moloney SSHA Vancouver
November 29: conference ‘The Selection of Migrants’ 1st Annual Assembly of the Dutch Association for Migration Research

Conference organization
April 3: organizer Exchange with university Sheffield: lecture John Singleton
April 11-15: organizer European Social Science History Conference in Glasgow
September 21: organizer symposium Chris Quispel Leiden

Conference papers
April: ‘About the girls’. Media coverage of migration issues from a long-term and comparative perspective (The Netherlands 1945-2000) ESSHC in Glasgow
November 1-4: Gender, class and ethnicity in debates on migration 1945-2005 Social Science History Conference (SSHA) Vancouver
November 5-9: Commentary ‘Migration in a Changing World: Where Do We Go Now?’, Wiley on line conference
November 29: reflections conference ‘The Selection of Migrants’ 1st Annual Assembly of the Dutch Association for Migration Research

Editorial and reviewer activities
Editor Historische Migratie Studies Uitgeverij Verloren
Member editorial board IMISCOE
Advisory board Immigrants and Minorities

Membership of boards and committees
Member beoordelingscommissie NWO VICI 2012
Member Dagelijks bestuur van de Landelijke onderzoeksschool NW Posthumus (2004-onwards)
Posthumus onderzoeksleider Communities
Member sollicitatiecommissie Hoogleraar VU
Chair facultaire commissie tweede geldstroom UL
Co-Chair van de Migration and Ethnicity Network van de European Social Science History conference (sinds 2000)
Elected member board of ESHC (since 2010)
External referee for Continuity and Changes; Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies
External refere for AUP, NWO, NSF, Swiss National Science Foundation
Moderator H-migration (since 2002)
Organization lectures for the department ESG UL
Co-organization Graduate Seminar UL (monthly)
Chair Examcommittee History UL

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Supervision PhD
Leen Sterkx, UVA Amsterdam, Co-promotor (promotor Jan Rath)
Marielle Kleijn, Leiden, promotor

Membership PhD committee

Outreach (knowledge transfer to a general audience)
February 19: OVT
June 31: Tros Nieuwsradio
August 24: Eén Vandaag

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
March 8: Workshop women’s migration, Nutshuis The Hague
May 9: Symposium, Turkse studentenvereniging VU Amsterdam
December 2: workshop Balie Lux Film Days, Amsterdam
December 3: Lecture Jong Democraten, Den Bosch

Publications
Marlou Schrover
Dr. L.J. Touwen

Research

0.25 fte

Conference attendance
April 10-14: Presentation: European Social Science History Conference, Glasgow
May 24-25: Presentation: N.W. Posthumus Conference, Het Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam
July 9-12: Presentation: World Economic History Conference 2012, Stellenbosch, South Africa

Conference organization
April 10-14: European Social Science History Conference, Glasgow, chair of the Network Economic History, with Prof. Dr. Anne McCants (MIT) and Prof. Dr. Jochen Streb (Mannheim University), organizer of fourteen sessions in the Network. Chair and discussant at 4 sessions
May 24-25: N.W. Posthumus Conference, Amsterdam, Het Scheepvaartmuseum. General supervision and conference organization, as scientific director of the N.W. Posthumus Institute

Conference papers

Membership of boards and committees
Scientific Director of N.W. Posthumus Institute, Research School for Economic and Social History (since 2010)
Exam Committee of the N.W. Posthumus Institute, Research School of Economic and Social History
Advisor to the General Board of the N.W. Posthumus Institute, Research School of Economic and Social History
Representative at LOGOS, the association of Dutch Research Schools in the Humanities

Advisory and coordinating activities
January: Individual Assessments of Second Year PhD students at the N.W. Posthumus Institute
March: Discussant of PhD Student Robin Satter (RUN), at Seminar ‘Work in Progress’, N.W. Posthumus Institute
September 17-20: Invited expert at the International Research Design Course at the University of Ghent (Belgium)
September: External referee for NIAS Fellowship Application Procedure

Valorisation (societal relevance and impact)
February 12: Studium Generale Public Lecture: ‘Na de Beurskrach: De Crisis van de Jaren Dertig’, University Leiden

Other activities
Development of a Research MA in Global Economic and Social History, a programme consisting of three electives held in Amsterdam, Utrecht and Leiden, sponsored by the NWO Graduate Programme and Duurzame Geesteswetenschappen
Ms. Dr. M.L. Wiesebron

Research
0.3 fte

Conference attendance
April 5: workshop ‘Emerging Brazil in the new international context, EU foreign policy towards the BRICS: the case of Brazil’, Leiden
May 10-11: ‘Amazônia Azul: Some Impacts for Brazil and for the Relationship with Europe and Africa’, workshop Atlantic Triangles: Lusophone Colonial and Postcolonial Crossings, organised by Paulo de Medeiros and Patricia Schor, NIAS, Wassenaar
October 24: Aguas de Lindóia, Brazil 36e ANPOCS Congress special guest: Round Table about the European crisis UE e a crise: Política interna e externa da UE [invited lecture]

Conference organization
April 5: workshop ‘Emerging Brazil in the new international context’, organizor workshop and conference Chair Rui Barbosa, chair of Brazilian Studies

Editorial ad reviewers activities
Member of Editorial Committee of journal Perspectiva: Reflexões sobre a Temática Internacional

Membership of boards and committees
Chair of the exam-committee LAS
President of the Executive Board of AHILA (2008-2014)
Chairperson of the Task Force Latin America of the Coimbra Group

Advisory and coordinating activities
Secretary nominating committee, coordinator of the Chair of Brazilian Studies Rui Barbosa
Coordinator of the Dutch project Projeto Resgate de Documentação Histórica Barão do Rio Branco, which includes research and finances. Appointed by the Brazilian Ministry of Culture
Coordinator of bilateral cooperation between Leiden University and Latin American universities

Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee
Co-director of the following external Ph.D’s:
Ingrid Bartels, in co-operation with Prof. Dr. Kurt Radtke
Judith Akkerman, in co-operation with Prof. Dr. Patricio Silva
Lucia Furquim Xavier, in co-operation with Prof. Dr. Maarten Jansen

All external PhD’s

Opponent committee
September 27: Jorge Balderas Domínguez, ‘Discursos y narrativas sobre violencia, miedo e inseguridad en México, El caso Ciudad Juárez’

Member committee
November 29: Maria de Jesús Ávila Sánchez, ‘El efecto del capital econômico, social y humano en el proceso de trânsito que realizan los migrantes guatemaltecos, en busca del sueño americano’

Externally acquired funds
Received external subsidies for the project Brazil in the Dutch Archives in the 17th century
Received external subsidies for the Chair of Brazilian Studies Rui Barbosa

Publications
Wiesebron, M.L.

Wiesebron, M.L.
A crescente importância dos oceanos no mundo contemporâneo e as respectivas políticas da França e do Brasil. In: Rodrigo Fernandes More & Ilques Barbosa Junior (Eds.), Amazônia Azul: política, estratégia e direito para o Oceano do Brasil (pp. 249-279). Rio de Janeiro: SaG Serv, FEMAR (Fundação dos Estudos do Mar)

Introduction: Rui Barbosa and his battles. In: M.L. Wiesebron & Marilene Nagle (Eds.), Rui Barbosa: uma personalidade multifacetada, a multifaceted personality (pp. 111-121). Brasília: FUNAG.

Wiesebron, M.L.

Wiesebron, M.L. & Nagle, M. (Eds.)
Rui Barbosa: uma personalidade multifacetada, a multifaceted personality. Brasília: FUNAG

Prof. Dr. W.H. Willems

Research
0.2 fte

Conference organization
September: Two masterclasses for the conference ‘Reinventing Global Order’, Campus The Hague, Schouwburgstraat 2

Co-organizer of the series ‘Debat Centraal’, a debate on every third Thursday of the month, on the 13th floor of Campus Den Haag. A new initiative to bring together academics from the Leiden University, government officials, politicians and people from the media, with as a target group the local professional communities of The Randstad

Editorial and reviewer activities
Editor of the academic journal Stadsgeschiedenis (Antwerpen)
Member of the reading committee Arts and Sciences of the Flemish Organisation of Scientific Research
External member of the academic reading committee of the Research Counsil of the University of Antwerp

Membership of boards and committees
Committee member of the publishing house Ipso Facto, specialized in the publication of photo books with a documentary style
Member of the organization committee of the yearly Day of the History of The Hague
Member of the Advisory Group of the Lector Urban Developments of the Haagse Hogeschool
Member of the Committee De (Indische) Gebaarlezing, responsible for the organization of an international lecture every other year about the postcolonial relations of the Netherlands, in the Peace Palace

Advisory and coordinating activities
Research leader of the Center for Modern Urban Studies (MUS), Faculty Campus The Hague
Co-founder (in 1995) and advisor of the interdisciplinary academic foundation Center for the History of Migrants
Co-leader of the research-program Social Mobility in the Netherlands: individuals, groups and
neighbourhoods, a collaboration of the University of Amsterdam, Campus The Hague, NICIS and six
Dutch cities
Initiator and chief editor of a volume on The myth of temporary residence. The history of Polish
migrants in the Netherlands, 1900-2012. A collaboration of Polish and Dutch researchers and
photographers. Book has been published in November 2012 – an exhibition will follow in 2013

**Supervisor PhD research; membership PhD committee**
Co-promoter (with Leo Lucassen) of Diederick Klein Kranenburg: ‘The Schilderswijk. Patterns of
social cohesion in a working class neighbourhood in The Hague, 1920-1985’
Co-promoter (with Leo Lucassen) of Aniek Smit: ‘Representatives of globalization. The role of western
and non-western expats in international cities as The Hague and Jakarta, 1850-2010’
Promotor of Saskia Gras, ‘The meaning of the ideology of Free Expression and the ‘Vrije Academie’ in
The Hague’
Promotor of R.J. Visser Rotgans, ‘The Faces of Community Arts’
Supervisor of the Veni-application of dr. Miriam van de Kamp, ‘Reading the multi-ethnic city
comparing policy views and everyday urban life in multi-ethnic neighbourhoods to refine notions on
ethnic diversity in an urban context.’

**Externally acquired funds**
A subsidy of €18.500 (Executive Board Leiden University) for the continuation of the monthly
meetings Debat Centraal, a collaboration of Campus The Hague and the University of Leiden

**Other activities**
Weekly series in the AD/Haagsche Courant, Hagenezen die er mochten wezen (biographical portraits
of persons who meant something for the contemporary history of The Hague)

**Publications**
Books (academic and popular)
Leo Lucassen & Wim Willems (eds)
‘Living in the City. Urban Institutions in the Low Countries, 1200-2010’ (Routledge NY / London
2012), 265 pp.
Lucassen, Leo & Willems, Wim
Introduction. Cities, institutions and migration in the Low Countries. In: Leo Lucassen & Wim
Willems (Eds.), Living in the city. Urban Institutions in the Low Countries, 1200-2010 (Routledge
Wim Willems & Hanneke Verbeek
‘Honderd jaar heimwee. De geschiedenis van Polen in Nederland’ (Uitgeverij Boom, Amsterdam

**Articles**
Wim Willems
Immigrants and Identity Formations in the Netherlands (Amsterdam University Press, IMISCOE
Research 2012) 135-153
Leo Lucassen en Wim Willems
‘De triomf van de stad en de cruciale rol van migranten’, Stadsgeschiedenis, 7e jrg., no. 2, 2012, 222-

**PhD Candidates**
Ms. Dr. N. Bouras
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Promotor: Prof. Dr. M. L.J.C. Schrover

D.J. Klein Kranenburg MA
Research
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Ms. C.J. Laarman MA
Research
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Ms. A.X. Smit MA
Research
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Conference attendance
N.W. Posthumus / CGM Masterclass ‘Grenzen Verleggen’, Leiden 2012 (paper presentation)
Brown Bag Seminar (staff seminar), Leiden 2012 (paper presentation)
ESSHC Glasgow 2012 (session organizer: high skilled migration), paper: ‘Prepared for World Citizenship: A Dutch Perspective on Expats at Home and Abroad, 1950s-1970s’
Summer Programme World Wide Asia, Leiden 2012, paper: ‘From Palace to Palace through the Dump: Spatial Assimilation of High Skilled Migrants in Postcolonial Jakarta’

Publications
Smit, A.X.
[Bespreking van het boek Nou Tabé dan! De 'bootreis' naar Indië met de Rotterdamsche Lloyd en de 'Nederland' tussen 1899 en 1949]. Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis, 9(2), 127-129

Dr. T. Walaardt
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PhD Defences

External PhD Candidates
R.P. Anwar
F. E. Baggeler
A. Engel
D. Engelhard
S. Gras
M.J. Kleijn
G. Özatesler
J. Pešali
P. Puschmann
C. Yüksel

Research Master Students
Christiaan Engbers
Samuela Etossi
Hélène Feest
Frerik Kampman
Simon Kemper
Elena Lewis
Daan Loeff
Michiel Messink
Nancy Peiffer
Kasper Pucek
Liesbeth Rosen Jacobson
Marjolein Schepers
Julian Tangermann
Diana Guerra Tibocha

Externally funded programmes
Differences That Make All The Difference. Gender and Migration (The Netherlands 1945-2005)

Marlou Schrover
Over the past decades, dozens of publications have appeared that start out by saying that the field of gender and migration is under-researched. It is a mantra that is not true anymore. The 2006 spring special issue of International Migration Review on gender and migration gave an impressive overview of what has been written in recent years. In this issue theorising in the field of research on migration and gender is identified as one of the greatest challenges for future research. Much of the earlier research on migration is descriptive. It makes little or no use of explanatory models or uses gender
insensitive models. This project takes up on this challenge. The leading questions are how migrant men and women differ - in their decision to migrate, in the migration itself, and in the subsequent settlement process - and how these differences can be explained. Current historical and sociological research sees gender as one of the key markers of social relations, next to ethnicity and class. Early studies on migration either focused on men or described migrants in genderless terms. Models were largely based on male experience and similar mechanisms were assumed to influence the migration decisions of both men and women. Women were ‘added’ later, but without applying gender as an analytical category, and hence without systematically explaining differences between migrant men and women. Many of the studies on migration that did include women focused on women only, rather than comparing men and women. Of course these studies did add greatly to our understanding of the gendered nature of migration, but the added value of an approach that compares men to women is widely acknowledged.

Some of the contemporary literature on migration sees the migration of women as a recent phenomenon and speaks of a feminization of migration. As Zlotnik has shown women have however also migrated in large numbers in previous eras. Whether the migration of women has recently increased or whether women have only become more visible, is still debated. Recently, research on migration is more gender-aware and this has resulted in excellent and important studies. Three points in the literature can be highlighted. In the first place, there is the gendered nature of belonging. Immigrant men are often seen as belonging to a nation of origin, while immigrant women are given - rather paradoxically - key roles as the guardians of ethnicity and of ethnic nations. These ideas on belonging are reflected in studies on mixed marriages. Out-marriage of women, more than out-marriage of men, is seen a priori as problematic. Women are warned against out-marriage, whereas men are not. After marriage, women are assumed to cross over to the culture of their partner, even if their partner is the one who belongs to a minority. Out-marrying women are described in sexually laden disapproving terms even if they are in a stable monogamous relationship, implying that by crossing one boundary – ethnic – they have also crossed the boundary as to what is morally acceptable. Out-marrying women are accused of adultery, where the betrayed party is not a (potential) husband, but the group she is felt to belong to. Out-marrying women are seen as being lost to their original community, whereas out-marrying men are not. Women are seen as objects of loss and gain, whereas men are seen as conquerors. Families and ethnic groups feel they need to be protected against this kind of ‘losses’. At the same time, however, women could generally more easily acquire a new nationality through marriage than men could. Marriages of women outside their primordial group are also seen as a threat to the group. After marriage, women are no longer considered to belong to their original ‘group’ emotionally (and often also juridically). Secondly, in the discussions on gender and migration Susan Okin’s article ‘Is multiculturalism bad for women?’ has played an important role. It has led to studies and debates on the extent to which the so-called multi-cultural policies, which many countries followed since the 1970s, were bad for women. This policy ‘allowed’ immigrants to be different. A debate has erupted over how this policy has created, stressed and maintained differences between immigrant men and women. As part of this policy frequent reference was made to family, portraying all immigrant women as wives and mothers. Defences for certain practices (such as honour killings or forced marriages) were based on tradition. Immigrants were granted group rights, which were different from those of non-migrants, but which were usually bad for immigrant women (and profitable for men). This multi-cultural policy is considered to have been bad for immigrant women since stress on cultural difference and traditional values often implied restricted rights for women. Furthermore, because they were seen as backward and traditional (especially when they came from Islamic countries), policy makers for a long time thought it best to reach immigrant women via men. In the third place, one of the most important issues in the discussion on gender and migration is the trafficking of women. It is as trafficked women that women migrants gain a high visibility in academic, public and political discourse. Men are more often regarded as being smuggled, women as being trafficked. The definition of trafficking emphasises that people are transferred against their will, while the definition of smuggling not only implies consent but also payments. In debates, trafficking is often
used as a synonym for prostitution. The gendered discourse about abuse is applied to women only. The assumption that women are more often trafficked leads to a stronger monitoring of migrant women, as opposed to men. It also leads to all migrant women being portrayed as (potential) victims of rape and other sexual harassment. Although differences between migrant men and women have been noted, they have not been described systematically over an extended period of time. Several authors have stressed the need for such an approach and for more research on migration from a gender perspective.

The hypothesis underlying our research is that some of the differences can be explained by the different ways in which the vulnerability of (potential) migrant women and men are constructed. Migrants themselves, their families, immigrant communities, employers, lawyers, governments, organizations and media reports all play a role in the construction of this vulnerability. The heuristic constructed vulnerability model builds on recent research on gendered assumptions about vulnerability in migration discourses. The model also builds on research into the social construction of risks, acceptability of risk, and risk avoidance. Although the model is thus firmly rooted in current research, constructed vulnerability has not yet been used to explain systematically gendered differences within migration and settlement.

Since it is our aim to explain differences between migrant men and women, it is important to note that several authors have stressed that there is no consensus as yet about what these differences are. Various attempts have been made to take inventory of differences between migrant men and women, but researchers agree that the results have been somewhat disappointing. The constructed vulnerability model is based on what is now known about differences between men and women in migration. The differences that are created do not (necessarily) result in a restriction of the migration of women, but do cause women to migrate via different routes, with different agency. They are submitted to more social monitoring and they seek to avoid (perceived) risks. Immigrant women are (perceived to be) more at risk and have (perceived to have) less capacity to cope with hazards. The result is that they are (perceived as) more vulnerable. Rights and opportunities are different, as are the safety nets to fall back on. As a result they set up and make use of different networks than men.

The four projects that are part of this research are described in more detail below.

In Between (Post-doctoral project)
Corrie van Eijl
Since the 1950’s the Netherlands changed from a country with low numbers of immigrants into a multicultural and multicoloured society. Yet there is an increasing group of immigrants whose stay has a provisional character, either by choice or out of necessity. On the one hand there are ‘irregular migrants’ who lack the necessary permits or papers; on the other hand migrants who reside in the country for a long period of time but who maintain strong ties with their mother country and intend to return or do return. In the context of this project special attention will be drawn to state policy, international developments and gender. State policy contributed to the construction of this ‘home in between’ for immigrants and was a main actor for changes. The construction of this provisional situation is not restricted to the Netherlands, and no more are the strict immigration regulations and the actions against illegal immigrants. Regulations and implementations distinguish (directly and indirectly) between men and women. Besides, motives and possibilities to migrate to the Netherlands, to stay there or to return are different for men and women.

Women at Risk? Male and Female Asylum Seekers in the Dutch Asylum Procedure 1945-2000 (PhD-project) Tycho Walaardt
Various researchers have raised the issue that female asylum seekers were granted more often refugee status than male asylum seekers in the Dutch asylum procedure. Jurists, sociologists and anthropologists gave several reasons why women are more successful within this procedure, but mostly these explanations are rather speculative. They also lack an historical component. The above-mentioned favourable position of women contrasts sharply with the dominant image of a refugee: a
political active male dissident. In my dissertation I will try to answer the question how and why gender played a role in the asylum procedure since the Second World War. The contents of individual case files of asylum seekers, present in the IND-archive, will be my main source of information. My hypothesis is that the arguments used by advocates of female asylum seekers to protest against a negative decision of the IND differed from the arguments used by advocates of their male counterparts. An advocate might be the individual himself, but could also be a friend, a relative, a colleague, a member of a refugee aid organization, a lawyer, a representative of a ministry, a politician, etc. By doing longitudinal research it seems plausible to distinguish constants, which were raised to defend male and female asylum seekers during different periods.

**Transnational Ties with the Country of Origin: Moroccan Migrants and Their Descendants in the Netherlands, 1960-2000**

*(PhD-project) Nadia Bouras*

Research shows that transnational participation is supposedly gendered. The field of institutional and public transnational activities is mostly a male-dominated area, whereas women are more engaged in the social life of the receiving society. These differential forms of gender participation in transnational and local contexts are related to the fact that migration has different outcomes for men and women. Transnational ties imply the ways in which transmigrants maintain, build and reinforce multiple linkages with their country of origin and the country of settlement. In my research I explore the linkages first and second generation Moroccans in the Netherlands maintain with their country of origin from a gender perspective. The implications of transnational-ism for both first en second generation Moroccan men and women will be considered. I will first explore the role migrant men and women of the first generation play in the maintenance of transnational ties, in which the gendered differences over time will be explained. Secondly, I will examine how these transnational linkages differ from the ties second generation Moroccans maintain.

**Ethnically Mixed Relationships in a Postcolonial Context, 1945-2000**

*(PhD project) Charlotte Laarman*

My research focuses on mixed relationships of immigrants from former colonies of the Netherlands from a gender perspective. I will look at how boundaries are drawn between ‘us’ and ‘them’, between the Dutch and immigrants from former colonies, and how and why this is different for men and women. These boundaries are constructed or invented in public and political debates relating to mixed relationships in the Netherlands. Furthermore I will use a historical perspective which will shed light on changes in ideas on what is ‘mixed’. The Dutch government set out a policy concerning mixed relationships in the Dutch East Indies which was different from the policy in Suriname and the Netherlands Antilles. This influenced the (gendered) ways in which both the immigrants and the Dutch considered mixed relationships. What the immigrants perceived as ‘different’ changed by the process of migration, but some perceptions of difference persisted.

**Uncovering the Determinants of Labor Union Support for Redistribution: Union Structure and Cross-National Differences in Income Inequality**

*(Rubicon project)* Dennie Oude Nijhuis

This research project aims to contribute to our understanding of the causes of cross-national differences in income inequality by conducting a comparative analysis of organized labor’s post-war involvement in wage bargaining and the development of redistributive policies in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United States and Sweden. The main purpose of the project is to uncover the determinants of labor union support for wage compression and redistributive government intervention in the labor market. Despite massive attention for the involvement of labor unions in labor market development, this issue has not been addressed in a systematic manner. In much of the literature on income equality and the broader literature on labor market development, labor union support redistribution is simply taken for granted. This project proceeds from the recognition that labor union support for redistribution depends on the organizational structure of labor unions.
Research Master Programme

The Research Masters Programme in History is founded on fields of research well presented in Leiden. The programme consists of five specialisations each containing a number of specific subjects and possibilities. The five specialisations are: Ancient History, Medieval and Early Modern European History, History of Political Culture and National Identities, History of European Expansion and Globalisation, and History of Migration and Global Interdependence. The individual students’ interests, knowledge, and capabilities determine the ‘specialisation’ ultimately decided upon. Following their examinations the Research Masters students will be able to function as a beginning academic researcher, either in a semi-academic position, or at an university. The student will be well-prepared to conduct PhD research successfully within the time limits set.

The components of the Research Masters Programme in the first year include a literature seminar, a research seminar and a seminar on historical theory in the fall semester, and a tutorial, a colloquium on historical controversies and a research seminar in the spring semester. The second year offers students the possibility to take classes in a masters programme of another discipline and at another university (in the Netherlands or abroad) up to 20 ECTS. The remaining part of the second year is focussed on the writing of a substantial research masters thesis based on original source research and in principal worthy of elaboration into a PhD dissertation.

The total number of research master students in the Institute for History in 2012: 78.

PhD Programme

The PhD programme in history is characterized by a strong international orientation, a broad variety of disciplinary perspectives, a focus on the use of primary sources and an incorporation into a humanities faculty which is the only such faculty in The Netherlands to provide the opportunity to study the languages and cultures of Africa, Asia and America. PhD candidates primarily focus on conducting research and writing their dissertation under the guidance of their supervisor. In addition, they take a range of courses relevant to their field of research, which are offered by the Institute for History and other institutions, including national research schools in the field of history. PhD candidates are also involved in teaching history. To prepare them for these teaching tasks the candidates follow apractical educational course. Finally, the PhD programme provides a timely orientation towards a career after the completion of the PhD.

The number of regular PhD candidates currently employed in the Institute for History is 57. Besides, there are more than 100 PhD candidates affiliated to the institute but mostly having their working place elsewhere.
**Graduate Seminars**

**February 15**
Chair: Jeroen Duindam  
Presentation: Marianne Eekhout  
Commentary: Frits Naerebout and Eric Storm

**March 21**
Chair: Jos Gommans  
Presentation: Farabi Fakih  
Commentary: Catia Antunes and Erika Kuijpers

**April 11**
Chair: Bart van der Boom  
Presentation: Constant Hijzen  
Commentary: Joost Augusteijn en Mark de Vries

**May 9**
Chair: Jeroen Duindam  
Presentation: Johannes Müller  
Commentary: Jos Gommans and Herman Paul

**June 6**
Chair: Bart van der Boom  
Presentation: Albertine Bloemendal  
Commentary: André Gerrits and Diederik Smit

**September 19**
Chair: Laura Visser-Maessen  
Presentation: Cátia Antunes  
Commentary: Jeroen Duindam and Geerten Waling

**October 17**
Chair: Constant Hijzen  
Presentation: Diederik Smit  
Commentary: Maartje Janse and Aniek Smit

**November 14**
Chair: Johannes Müller  
Presentation: Anne Petterson  
Commentary: Eduard van de Bilt and Elisabeth Dieterman

**December 12**
Chair: Geerten Waling  
Presentation: Nadeera Seneviratne  
Commentary: Charles Jeurgens and Ali al Tuma
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